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INTRODUCTION 

T I G R E is geographically the most northerly of the Semitic lan
guages of Ethiopia. In some respects it is the 'most Semitic' of 
these languages, and, at first sight at least, appears to be closer to 
the classical Geez than is any of the others. Descriptively, however, 
it is not very different from its immediate neighbour to the south, 
Tigrinya; these two 'North Ethiopic' languages stand clearly apart 
from those of the 'South Ethiopic' group which have, in varying 
degrees, lost some of the typical characteristics of Semitic.1 Yet 
the morphology of the noun in Tigre is utterly different from that 
of Tigrinya as well as the other languages in that it involves a vast 
number of forms of the types usually referred to as 'diminutives', 
'singulatives', 'augmentatives', &c.2 These are not wholly un
characteristic of Semitic,3 though they are rare in the Ethiopian 
Semitic languages, and it is possible that in Tigre they are partly 
to be accounted for in terms of linguistic affinity with the neigh
bouring Cushitic languages.4 

Although the analysis of these 'derivatives', as I shall call them, 
forms the largest single section, this study is not concerned with 
them only, but with the entire morphology of the noun and mor
phologically and syntactically related class of adjective. It is based 
wholly on original research, undertaken in Eritrea in 1952-3; 
several informants were employed, but the main informant, for 
whose speech the statements made here are valid, was Mr. Lijam 
Ishaq of Mehleb, of the Mensa dialect of Tigre. Some very useful 
additional information on the 'countable' and 'uncountable' nouns5 

was provided at my request by the Rev. Clarence Duff of the 

1 On. the grouping see W. Leslau, 'Archaic features in South Ethiopic', 
JAOS xxxi. 4, 212; E. Ullendorff, The Semitic languages of Ethiopia, London, 
1955, 229, and F . R. Palmer, 'Comparative statement and Ethiopian Semitic', 
TPS, 1958, 120. 

2 Cf. W. Leslau, Short Grammar of Tigre, American Oriental Society Off
print 18, 1945, 175-6, and E. Littmann, 'Die Diminutivbildung im Tigre', 1st. 
Univ. Or. di Napoli, Annali, Nuova serie, ii. 89-104. 

3 Cf. C. Brockelmann, 'DeminutivundAugmentativimSemitischen', Zeitsckr. 
Sem. vi. 190-34. 

4 At least in the case of the singulatives, cf. § 6.3.9. 
5 Cf. § 2.5. 
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American Evangelical Mission, his informant being Mr. Johannes 
Mender of Gheleb; this information did not provide further 
examples of derivative forms, but of sentences and phrases that 
clarified the distinction, though naturally I must take full responsi
bility for the interpretation of the material. 

In dealing with the derivatives there is not only the task of setting 
out the facts, but also a problem of establishing a framework within 
which to state them. For it is by no means clear what are the mor
phological features that must be used as criteria of classification, 
and the semantic classes are not easily correlated with the mor
phology. 

Among the publications of original research on Tigre there is 
only one of any real value—the texts published by Littmann.1 The 
Grammatica delta lingua tigre2 and the more recent A Grammar 
and Vocabulary of the Tigre Language as spoken by the Beni Amer3 

are both almost worthless to the descriptive linguist, the former 
because it contains a great deal of material that is more like Tigrinya 
than Tigre, and the latter because of its lack of any systematic lin
guistic, and especially phonetic and phonological, analysis. Leslau's 
Short Grammar of Tigre, though a work of scholarship, is based 
upon the Littmann texts, though Leslau was able later to supple
ment it by a very brief account of some original investigation.* 
More recently the Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache by E. Littmann 
and M. Hofner5 has begun to appear. This, though an excellent 
work, does not contain any original material, and gives little indica
tion of the richness of the morphology of the Tigre noun except the 
diminutives and the diminutive plurals. The only investigation of 
the morphology of the derivatives is in Littmann's 'Die Diminu-
tivbildung im Tigre' ;6 but this too deals only with the diminutives 
and is, unfortunately, not in great detail and largely concerned 
with proper names. It is phonetic description above all that has 
been neglected in Tigre research. This has resulted largely from 
Littmann's use of the Ethiopic script for his texts, for although the 
script is ideal for a Tigre orthography, its use disguises the striking 

1 Publications of the Princetown Expedition to Abyssinia, Leyde, 1910-13. 
3 Per cura della Missione cattolica deU'Eritrea, Asmara, 1919. 
3 By A. C. Beaton and A. Paul, Publications Bureau, Khartoum, 1954. In any 

case it deals with a different dialect of Tigre. 
4 Cf. p. ix, n. 2, and 'Supplementary observations on Tigre grammar',^405 

lxviii. 3, 1948. 
5 Wiesbaden, 1956- . 6 Cf. p. ix, n. a. 
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ways in which Tigre differs from the other Ethiopian languages. 
Some acute, though brief, observations were made by Sundstrom 
in 1914;1 but these have been ignored in later works. 

Since this work is based on original research a complete biblio
graphy is unnecessary. Detailed bibliographies are to be found in 
UUendorff's Semitic Languages and Leslau's Bibliography of the 
Semitic Languages of Ethiopia.2 

1 R. Sundstrom, 'Some Tigre texts', MO viii, 1914,1. 
2 New York Public Library, 1944. 
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PHONOLOGY 

I . I . Consonants 
The consonants are: 

/ voiceless labiodental fricative 
b voiced bilabial plosive 
t voiceless dental plosive 
d voiced dental plosive 
t ejective dental plosive 
s voiceless alveolar fricative (blade-alveolar, 'sibilant') 
z voiced alveolar fricative 
s ejective alveolar affricate 
$ voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
z voiced palato-alveolar fricative 
c voiceless palato-alveolar affricate 
g voiced palato-alveolar affricate 
c ejective palato-alveolar affricate 
k voiceless velar plosive 
g voiced velar plosive 
q ejective velar plosive 
m voiced bilabial nasal 
n voiced dental nasal 
' glottal plosive 
h breath ('voiceless glottal fricative') 
h voiceless pharyngeal fricative 
' voiced pharyngeal fricative 
r voiced alveolar trill 
/ voiced (clear) alveolar lateral 
y palatal semivowel 
w labiovelar semivowel 

The most obvious classification of these is into obstruents, nasals, 
laryngeals, liquids, and semivowels (the order followed above). 
The obstruents may be further classified in two ways, first in 

B. 9948 B 
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terms of voicelessness, voice, and ejection, and secondly in terms 
of the place of articulation. With the exclusion of c and z, the 
diagram is complete except for the absence of a labial ejective:1 

Labial 
Dental 
Alveolar 
Palato-alveolar 
Velar 

Voiceless 

/ 
t 
s 
s 
k 

Voiced 
b 
d 
z 
g 
g 

Another classification would be in terms of 'palatalized' and 'non-
palatalized' consonants, though this is essentially 'morpho-phono-
logical' ;2 but it is only as a palatalized form of z that z ever occurs, 
while c is most commonly the palatalized form of t. We must also 
note that in many ways the ejectives and pharyngeals form a single 
class, notably with regard to their relations with the vowel a.3 

The articulation of the consonants does not vary greatly with 
respect to their position in the word. An important negative point 
is that whereas in Tigrinya many of the consonants are plosive 
in initial or post-consonantal position, but fricative or affricate in 
post-vocalic position,* those consonants of Tigre that are listed 
as 'plosive' are plosive in all positions. The ejective q, however, 
shares one feature with its Tigrinya counterpart—that the articula
tion is post-velar in post-vocalic position; but it is still plosive, 
not affricate as in Tigrinya. In utterance final the consonants de
scribed as 'voiced' are largely voiceless, but not phonetically iden
tical with the 'voiceless' ones, which differ both in their release, 
which is tense, and in having some degree of aspiration. 

1.2. Vowels 

The vowels fall into two classes—short and long. This phonolo
gical classification of length is based not only on the greater phonetic 
duration of the long vowels, but also on the difference of the 

1 p occurs in other Ethiopian languages, but only to represent/) in borrowings, 
e.g. Amharic pefros, Greek petros, 'Peter'. 

2 See below, § 7 (ii). 
3 Below, §§ 1.7 and 4.1.2 (iv). ' 
4 Cf. F. R. Palmer, 'Gemination in Tigrinya', Studies in Linguistic Analysis 

(special volume of the Philological Society), Oxford, 1957, esp. p. 142. 
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functions of the two types of vowels in the syllabic structure of the 
word.1 

The long vowels are: 

i close front (fully close and front) 
e half close front (slightly more open than the cardinal 

vowel) 
a open front (fully open and front) 
o half close back (but more open than the cardinal) 
u close back (fully close and back) 

The qualities of these vowels do not vary greatly according to 
their position or environment. 

The short vowels are statable as: 

3 half close central 
a half open central 

These descriptions are little more than mnemonics, since the 
vowels vary greatly according to their positions and environment. 
The detailed statement of their qualities follows in the sections on 
vowel harmony and vowel-consonant harmony; one point that 
may be made here is that in many environments both vowels are 
much closer than their Tigrinya counterparts; Tigre a may be as 
close as Tigrinya a. 

1.3. Syllabic structure 
The syllabic structure of the word may be interpreted in terms 

of syllable types CV and CVC. Three further points may be 
noted. 

(i) The short vowels do not appear in word-final CV syllables. 
(ii) The long vowels rarely appear in CVC syllables, except 

where these are word final. 
(iii) The vowel d is a 'syllable maker' in the sense that it occurs 

only in those places in the structure where the absence of a vowel 
would imply syllabic structures that are not attested for Tigre 
(not composed of CV and CVC syllables). For instance, in a 
word of the structure CVCVCV it follows that 3 may be the 
vowel of the first syllable only, as in qdtnito 'pile of grain'; it will not 
occur in the other syllables, since the absence of a vowel in these 

1 Below, § 1.3. 
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would imply the structures CVCCV and CVCVC (whereas its 
absence in the first implies the 'impossible' CCVCV). This charac
teristic of a is of importance to the morphology since the presence 
of a suffix alters the syllabic structure; patterns of the type faras, 
farsotat, 'horseman', 'horsemen', are common.1 

(iv) There is a special problem concerning the palatal semi
vowel and the palatal consonants. For, first, there is one type of 
form which can only be treated as having the exceptional syllabic 
feature of a final C VCC syllable. This is the feminine form with 
the suffix -ayt, e.g. qdtlayt 'murderess' (qdtlay 'murderer').2 

Though these forms are rare, they imply that a final -CC is pos
sible if the consonants are y and t. This makes prima facie plausible 
a new interpretation of the rare palatals c and z.3 For as long as the 
transcription must be in CV and CVC terms only, these can be 
written only as single letters; but if CVCC is permitted, might 
not these be written as ty and zy ? Instead of 'abac we could write 
*'dbdty.4 In fact, this would confuse rather than simplify the state
ment since: 

(a) a form such as halce5 'my maternal aunt' would have to be 
rewritten hdltye, with a non-final CVCC syllable; 

(b) c is morphologically not always ty, but also (though rarely) 
yt, as in 'dqqdc but 'dqqaytay and 'dqqaytu ('soldiers', 'soldier', 'his 
soldiers').6 But in view of qdtlayt, the forms cannot unambiguously 
be written *'dqqayt. 

1.4. Consonant cluster 
By the nature of the syllabic structure, clusters of two con

sonants are possible in medial position. 
(i) A phonetically long consonant often has the function of a 

cluster of two. The term 'gemination', however, is not used to 
indicate clusters of this kind, but to refer to long consonants that 
are morphologically a single radical;7 all geminated consonants 
are 'double', but the reverse is not true. The double consonants are 
usually more than twice as great in phonetic duration as the single 

1 For a detailed study of the phonological problems see F. R. Palmer,' "Open
ness" in Tigre: a problem in prosodic statement', BSOAS xviii. 3. 563-4, and 
for a comparison with Amharic and Tigrinya, 'Comparative statement', 136-8. 

2 Cf. §§ 5.2.5 and 6.3.9. 3 Cf. §§ 1.1, 5.1.2, and 7 (ii). 
4 Cf. § 5.2.1. s Cf. § 7 (ii). 
6 Cf. §§ 6.3.9 and 7 (iii). 7 Cf. § 4.1.2 (v). 
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ones; a single r, for instance, may have only one or two taps, while 
a double rr has four or more. Double qq even when intervocalic 
is velar. The laryngeals and semivowels are never double, with 
the exception that yy is to be found at one type of stem-ending 
junction.1 

(ii) In all clusters of nasal-fobstruent there is homorganic 
articulation. In such a position there is, strictly, no phonolo
gical criterion for identifying a nasal as m or n. The most obvious 
course is to write m with labials and n with all other consonants, 
but, even so, m before a labial is most commonly to be identified 
with n morphologically—e.g. 

sdmbu' (but sdnabbu') lung (lungs) 
'dngab ([ji]) tooth 
hnguy ([rj]) shepherd 

(iii) In the clusters dental plosive -f- n there is nasal plosion; in 
the case of the ejective t even, there is often no oral release, though 
the glottal closure is audible. 

(iv) The sequence -rn- alternates with -nr- with the phonetic 
exponent [ndr]—e.g. 

sarnayjhnray pi. sdrdnri wheat 

(v) Other than those dealt with in (i), (ii), and (iii) there are no 
clusters of hormorganic consonants; this includes the alveolar and 
palato-alveolar obstruents as a single homorganic set. The only 
exceptions are -gk- and -qk- at stem-suffix juncture.2 The sequence 
dental-}-alveolar or palato-alveolar obstruent is equally not at
tested, though the reverse sequence is common. Some of these 
considerations are true even at word juncture with certain kinds 
of syntactic structures, e.g. preposition-f- noun or noun+noun, 
'assimilation' being a characteristic of these types of structure— 
C or 

'6' beddagge [bet dagge) town house 
begguk (bet guk) tribal name 
'dssdb ('dd sab) civilized country 
'dzzdmat ('dd zdmai) land of Zamat 
'at karassa'ab ('dt karas sa'ab) within Sheeb 
'afftittika ('abfdttika) at your wish 

If the first of the consonants is, in word isolate, ejective, the ejective 
1 Cf. § 7 (vi). 2 Cf. § 7 (vii). 
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is still marked by glottal closure, though there is still 'assimilation' 
(this cannot be shown in the transcription)—e.g. 

samat dsgge near the village 

1.5. Consonant sequences 
There are many limitations on the sequences of consonants, 

even with an intermediate vowel. Sequences that are not found 
in cluster are rare (this is to be expected since consonants that are 
separated by a vowel in one form of a word may occur in a cluster 
in another form). A detailed statement of the sequence possibilities 
cannot be undertaken here, but there are two sets of alternative 
sequences that are worth noting. 

(i) In the environment of a nasal, there was variation between 
a nasal and a non-nasal consonant in: 

'aman or 'abm stone 

One informant produced the forms mankinat (Lijam mdkindt) 
'motor-car' and maSkeldt 'bicycle' (Italian biciclettd). 

(ii) There was alternation in terms of voice and ejection with 
respect to two successive consonants of the same word in: 

fdtdq or faddg creek 
mdstaq or rmlddg cheek 

A rather different pair is: 
qdsla or kasra kind of tree 

The association of I with q and r with k is reminiscent of Bilin.1 

1.6. Vowel harmony 
The variations in the quality of the short vowels are partly to be 

stated in terms of vowel harmony. When followed by the front 
vowels i and e they are more front, when followed by the back 
vowel u and 0 they are more back, than when not followed by 
either of these vowels—e.g. 

masni [mesnh] friend 
sdlsdldtu [sBlsBltstu:] his bracelet 

but fdrds [fcrcs] horse 
1 Or, at least of r with * in Bilin as in dsxwara, d3qwal, 'donkey', 'donkeys', cf. 

F. R. Palmer, 'An outline of Bilin phonology', Atti del Convegno internazionale 
di studi etiopici, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Roma, i960, 109-17. 
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The most striking feature of vowel harmony is that when followed 
by the long open front vowel a, a has the same quality of openness 
and frontness, though not the same duration—e.g. 

manka [manka:] spoon 
salsalata [salsalata:] her necklace 

The extent of the harmony is limited by the long vowels—a har
monic piece ends with the long vowel and does not extend over 
any other piece containing a long vowel though there may be any 
number of short vowels. A word containing more than one long 
vowel will contain an equal number of harmonic pieces—e.g. 

tdkobdta [tfjkobata:] her mat 

It follows that short vowels which are not fronted, retracted, or 
{a only) fully open may occur only in word-final pieces that con
tain no long vowels. Any short vowel that precedes a long vowel 
must belong to a 'front', 'back', or 'open' piece.1 

This feature does not extend beyond the word, with one excep
tion—that of a noun + the particle la. It is here the mark of 
a syntactical relation between two nouns—that of 'possession' 
(though the particle is also the 'definite article' and the 'relative'); 
the unity of the piece is marked by the harmony of the particle and 
the preceding noun—e.g. 

mabrshat la 'anas [mabrahat la: ?ana:s] the man's lamp 

1.7. Vowel-consonant harmony 
The quality of the short vowels is also to be related to the con

sonants in their environment. In syllables containing labial con
sonants they are more back (and partly rounded) while in syllables 
containing dental, alveolar, and palato-alveolar consonants they 
are more front, than elsewhere. With the semivowels w and y the 
backness and frontness of the vowels are particularly noticeable. 
The quality of a in the possessive suffix ham is such that it might be 
preferable to write it as hum (without the duration of u); but this 
would unnecessarily complicate the transcription. These features 
of harmony are similar to those found in other Ethiopian (and 
indeed non-Ethiopian) languages, but there are two features that 
are especially characteristic of Tigre. 

(i) Complete frontness and openness of a is not only to be 
1 For details and examples see ' "Openness" in Tigre', 565-9. 
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accounted for by vowel harmony, but also by 'harmony' with the 
ejective9 and pharyngeals. When either immediately preceded 
by, or followed anywhere within the word by, one of these con
sonants, a is fully open and front, as in 

cabal [tJ'abBl] ashes 
sarit [Jariit'] line1 

This openness of a is wholly unaffected by the presence of any of 
the long vowels—it 'takes precedence over' any vowel harmony. 
This is illustrated clearly by the following: 

sdmbuka [sembuika:] her boat 
sanduqa [sanduik'a:] her box 

The quality of a in the first is retracted half-open central—in har
mony with u (not the a that follows); the quality of a in the second 
is open front—in harmony with q (in spite of u). An apparent (but 
only apparent) exception to the general rule is the singulative 
form of the word 'acdy 'wood' which is phonetically [Satftf'Bt] 
where *[<i3tjtj'at] might be expected (the vowel of the last 
syllable being a following an ejective). But the form is to be identi
fied morphologically not as *'dccat, but as 'acyat (with radicals ', c, 
and y); the only phonetic exponent of y being the quality {not open 
and front) of the following a. 

(ii) When preceded by h or ' the short vowels are much closer 
than elsewhere, as in 

hdmag commoner 
'abm stone 

Yet in a word-final syllable closed by either of these consonants 
3 is very front and close, while a is fully open and front2—e.g. 

zard' [ZBM?] seed 
mdfrah [mBfrih] frightening 
garah [garah] field 

1.8. Intervocalic laryngeals 

For the first V of the sequence VCV where C is a laryngeal no 
distinction can be made on phonetic grounds between 3, a, and a, 

1 Cf. ' "Openness" in Tigre', 569-74. 
2 Examples of final h or ' are rare with the nouns but more common with 

verbal forms as hgba' 'let him come' and hfrah 'let him fear'. 
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though i, e, u, and o are still marked by their length and quality. 
Other than these four long front and back vowels there is but one 
other possibility, a short vowel of the same quality as that of the 
second vowel of the sequence. This could be symbolized by any 
of the three, a, a, or a, or a choice could be made on each occasion 
on morphological grounds. In fact, in such cases a alone will be 
used throughout the study. For although there are examples in 
which identification is possible on morphological grounds, such 
identification is often not possible. The vowel could be identified 
as a for instance in: 

'dzwa'at (*'dzwa'at) words (pi. of zu') 
cf. 'aswaqat shops (pi. of suq) 

But there are no reasons for preferring one symbol to any of the 
others in: 

ba'as [ba?9s] husband 
ba'er [beSe:r] half-grown camel 
fahdm [fafram] charcoal 

The symbol a is to be preferred to a or a because the vowel has the 
syllabic function of a—it occurs only where the absence of a 
vowel would imply syllabic structures not analysable into CV and 
CVC. This is shown by 

mds'an (*mdsa'an, pi. of mds'dri) loaded beasts 
garhu (gardh-{- pronominal suffix -u) his field 

The vowels that can be identified morphologically as a and a are 
phonetically and phonologically zero. 

The vowel u, too, rarely occurs before an intervocalic laryngeal. 
Where it would be expected morphologically, a or (according to the 
syllabic structure) no vowel occurs—e.g. 

bazuh bazham1 m.s. and m.p. many 
cf. kdbud kabudam heavy 

baggu' bdgga'dt2 (fem. -{-at) sheep 

In other forms the vowel u occurs after the laryngeal as in: 

bagga'utay a little sheep 
karka'utay (karku') a little wax 

The suffix in comparable forms is -etay. 
1 Cf. § 8.2. 2 Cf. § 6.1.3. 
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While, however, in the adjectives (bazuh, Sec.) u does not occur 
before any laryngeal, in the nouns (the only laryngeals noted in this 
connexion were h,', and') though « does not occur before', it does 
occur before ' and h, as in 

sambtC a lung sdmbu'dt a little lung 
luh a plank luhay a little plank 



2 

GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

THERE are interrelated morphological and syntactical features 
that are basic to the whole analysis. Details are given in the appro
priate sections, but an initial outline statement is essential. 

2.1. Types of 'formation' 
The morphological statement comes under three headings 

dealing with the 'formation' of the plurals, the 'formation' of the 
derivatives, and the pronominal suffixes. The statement is neces
sarily in this order. Basic to the whole morphology are the singular 
forms (§ 3); the plurals are related to these in two ways, as 'broken' 
plurals (§ 4) and as 'suffixed' plurals (§ 5). The derivatives (§ 6) are 
largely to be referred to the singular forms, but some of them 
must be related to the broken plurals. The analysis of the forms 
with pronominal suffixes (§ 7) is wholly independent of the other 
sections, the suffixes being all freely additive. 

2.2. Noun and adjective 
Only the last section deals with the adjectives (§ 8). These are 

conveniently handled with the noun in view of the morphological 
similarity of many of the adjectives with the nouns. But the two 
classes are to be distinguished (with very little overlap), 

(a) morphologically, in that the adjectives have no forms with 
pronominal suffixes; 

(b) syntactically, in that the features of concord are determined 
by the noun and not the adjective (this is strictly true of gender at 
least, in that gender must often be stated lexically for the noun). 

2.3. Number and gender 
Concord of the forms of the nouns with verbs and pronouns 

requires the recognition of a two-term system of number, singular 
and plural, and a two-term system of gender, masculine and 
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feminine. The fourfold possibility is illustrated by the demonstra
tives: 

sing. pi. 
masc. 'alii 'allom 
fem. 'alia 'alldn 

There is a serious terminological problem here in that it is con
venient to use the terms 'singular' and 'plural' to refer to certain 
morphologically definable forms; but such singular forms are not 
the only forms with singular concord, while many of the plural 
forms do not have plural concord at all. But it would be incon
venient to restrict the terms to either the syntactically or the 
morphologically defined categories since there are no obvious 
alternative terms (and, moreover, the term 'singulative' is also 
required to refer to one type of derivative). The terms will, there
fore, be used in both senses, but ambiguity will be avoided by 
referring to singular and plural concord (syntactic) and singular 
and plural forms (morphological). The abbreviations s. and p. 
(more commonly m.s., f.s., m.p., and f.p. with gender reference) 
will only be used to refer to the feature of concord. 

It must be noted that gender does not always distinguish male 
and female sex, even when referring to living creatures. With 
living creatures the masculine form often is neutral in its sex refer
ence, while the feminine refers to a female—e.g. 

m.s. fdrds horse (not necessarily stallion) 
f.s. fdrds mare 

With non-living things the distinction is similar in meaning to that 
of the diminutive—the feminine refers to something attractive or 
small—e.g. 

m.s. mora a stick 
f.s. mora a nice little stick1 

In general the gender of a noun, or rather of the singular form of 
a noun, since the derivatives have various genders, is statable 
lexically. But it is by no means wholly fixed, since the singular 
forms of most nouns usually have masculine concord, but may also 
have feminine concord, with the connotations illustrated above. 
Nevertheless, gender can and must be stated, even if there are 
these variations, since the gender of the singular form is directly 

1 Cf., with the same genders and meanings, Tigrinya batri. 
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related to the type of diminutive,1 and it was clear that, where 
a diminutive was in common use, the informant had no hesitation 
about the gender of the singular. 

2.4. Animate and inanimate 
A distinction between nouns that refer to animate beings and 

those that refer to inanimate beings must be made on formal 
grounds. This distinction rests upon the gender of the plural 
forms. The plural forms of nouns which refer to animate beings 
('animate nouns') have plural concord and the same gender as the 
singular forms—e.g.2 

m.s. ddrjdn m.p. darafan ram(s) 
f.s. ddtigdl f.p. ddndggdl virgin(s) 
m./f.s. fdrds m/f.p. 'dfras horse(s)/mare(s) 

The plural forms of nouns which refer to inanimate beings ('in
animate nouns') have, most commonly, masculine singular con
cord—e.g. 

m.s. qacdl m.s. qaclotat bell(s) 
f.s. gdldb m.s. 'dglub spear(s) 

But a few plural forms of inanimate nouns have plural concord 
(and the same gender as the singular form)—e.g. 

f.p. 'dlldn 'dkanat those places 

One pair of examples was noted in which the form with plural 
concord had the connotations of 'nice': 

m.s. 'alii 'dbyat those houses 
f.p. 'dlldn 'dbyat those nice houses 

In yet another pair the difference in concord was correlated to a 
difference in referential meaning: 

m.s. 'alii mdkaydn those machines 
f.p. 'dlldn mdkaydn those motor-cars 

1 Cf. § 6.3.3. 
2 Similarly the derivatives diminutive plural and pejorative plural of inani

mate nouns usually have masculine singular concord, while those of the animate 
nouns have plural concord (though the gender relations are different). 
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2.5. Countables and uncountables 
There is a distinction which is similar in its reference to that of 

countables and uncountables in English. This is of importance in 
dealing with the derivatives j1 it is formally established with refer
ence to the numerals, in that the singular forms of countable 
nouns are used with numerals, while those of the uncountables are 
not. We may attest 

hatte/sdldslsdlasa fanus one/three/thirty lamp(s) 

but not 
*hdtte(sdldsjsdlasa balds 

The form of the noun that is required is bdlsdt, not balds: 

hdttejsdldsjsdlasa bdlsdt one/three/thirty prickly pear(s) 

This form is defined (in the section on derivatives) as the singula-
tive, balds being the collective. The singular forms of countable 
nouns are all, by definition, singulatives, and those of uncount
able nouns, all collectives. But just as there was some variation in 
the case of gender, so too there are a few nouns whose singular 
forms were not wholly established as either singulative or collec
tive, though obviously, where a different (derivative) singulative 
form was in common use, there can be no hesitation about the 
identification of the singular form as collective.2 

It will be noted that it is not merely the numeral for 'one' that 
must be followed by the singulative form (masc. woro, fem. hdtte), 
but all numerals. The plural forms are not generally used with 
numerals at all.3 

' Cf. § 6.2.2. 2 Cf. § 6.3.1. 
3 I recorded no examples of a numeral and a plural form, but one example of 

this, and one example of a numeral and a diminutive plural, was quoted by Mr. 
Duff. 
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THE SINGULAR FORMS 

T H E establishment of one form as the singular form of each noun 
is essential to the entire morphology. The forms so defined are of 
widely different syllabic and vocalic patterns, and cannot, therefore, 
be positively defined by their phonological shape. But there is little 
difficulty in identifying them if we compare them with the other 
forms, since all except the broken plurals have additional elements, 
suffixes, while the broken plurals fall, for the most part, into 
a limited number of easily recognizable phonological patterns. 
There is little to be gained here by listing all the types of singular 
form; they can be ascertained from the vocabulary at the end of this 
work. 

All singular forms are singular in concord;1 but there are also 
derivatives which equally have singular concord. They may be 
either masculine or feminine in concord, but gender is statable 
lexically only, and is not related to any phonological feature of the 
forms. Singular forms may be either singulative or collective. But, 
as we have seen, there is with some nouns variation in gender and 
in the countable/uncountable distinction. 

The singular form is the most obvious one to treat as the 'head' 
of a lexical entry, and the form that is quoted when reference is 
made to a noun (as opposed to one form of a noun). But there are 
some nouns which have no singular form as defined here (nega
tively in that it is not a broken plural and has no suffix); the form to 
be quoted and listed in the vocabulary is always the form with 
suffix -at, or where there is no form with this suffix, the suffix -ay. 
These forms, though not singular forms, are all singulatives—e.g. 

•wd'at (no form *wa') cow 
tdstay (no form *tastat or *tas3t) bull 
1 Except for the problematic forms dealt with in § 6.3.9. 
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B R O K E N P L U R A L S 

T H E broken plurals of Tigre are similar to those of other Semitic 
languages, though they are more complex in their morphology than 
those of Tigrinya.1 The essential characteristic of a broken plural 
is that it shares with the singular form only its consonantal features 
(the shared consonants being referred to as radicals), the vowels 
and syllabic structure of the broken plurals being quite differ
ent from those of the singular (though, as will be seen, there are 
some 'prosodic' relations involving vocalic as well as consonantal 
features as radicals). 

4.1. General characteristics 
4.1.1. Syntactic features. We have already noted that the plural 

forms of animate nouns are plural in concord and have the same 
gender as the singular forms; the plurals of inanimate nouns may 
have similar concord, but most commonly are all masculine sin
gular. 

4.1.2. Morphological features. The variety of broken plural forms 
is dealt with in the morphological analysis. There are, however, 
several preliminary points that may be noted. 

(i) Many broken plurals have the prefix 'a-. In fact the absence 
and presence of the prefix is a criterion for dividing the broken 
plural classes into two main sections. Examples are: 

fdrds 'dfras horse 
mdnddq mdnadaq wall 

(ii) Some of the broken plurals have the suffixes -at, -at, and -t 
(or -3t)—e.g. 

suq 'dswaqat shop 
sdgad 'dpgddt neck 
ddgge ddgdggit town 

1 Cf. F . R. Palmer, 'The broken plurals of Tigrinya', BSOAS xvii. 3 (1955), 
548-66. 
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But there can be no doubt about the treatment of these as broken 
plurals, since: 

(a) they have the concord features of the broken plurals (whereas 
-at as a derivative suffix implies feminine singular); 

(b) they have the morphological shape of broken plurals; 
(c) they are in complementary distribution with plurals—there 

are no other plural forms of each noun; 
(d) they have the meaning of plural forms. 

Only in the case of -at could any doubt arise, since this is also a 
suffix of the derivative diminutive plural, which may have both the 
general morphological shape of a broken plural and the same con
cord characteristics. But all the diminutive plurals of the type that 
could be thus confused are clearly marked as diminutive plurals 
by a phonological feature that is characteristic of a derivative—the 
vowel -e-.1 We may compare with 'dswaqat the diminutive plural 
'dbyetat, whose singular and plural forms are: 

bet 'dbyat house 

(iii) There are some plural forms which have, apart from pre
fixes and suffixes, more consonants than the singular (and in a few 
cases singulars that have more consonants than the plurals). In such 
cases there is almost always a prosodic relation between them in
volving a radical which has consonantal exponents in the one form 
and vocalic exponents in the other. Examples are: 

kis 'dkyas pocket 
qaror qdrawdr glass 

In the first the exponent of one radical is a front vowel and a 
palatal semivowel. In the second it is a back vowel and a labio-
velar semivowel. 

(iv) The occurrence of laryngeals and ejectives as radicals may 
account for some morphological differences. 

(a) With a laryngeal as the first radical, the first syllable of a 
broken plural of the type with a prefix is not 'dC-, but Ca- (the 
laryngeal word initial and the vowel a not a)—e.g.2 

'dsdr 'asur track, footprint 
hay at hayut lion 

cf. gdbdy 'dgbuy road 
1 Below, § 6.1.2 (iii). 
2 Similarly with the causative prefix of the verb (also 'a-), as in hafna 'get hot', 

hafana 'make hot' (but sdbra 'break', 'dsbdra 'make . . . break'). 

B. 9948 C 
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The vowel is, for a few nouns only, not a but a—e.g. 

habay hdbuy monkey 

(b) With an initial ejective, the prefix is, for some nouns only, 
not 'a- but 'a-:1—e.g. 

qmd 'dqrud root 
cab'it 'dcobd1 finger 

(c) With one type of plural, if a laryngeal is the second radical, 
there is a difference of syllabic structure in that a laryngeal opens 
a syllable, where a non-laryngeal closes it—e.g. 

wahar 'dwfardt bull 
sdgad 'dpgddt neck 

(v) The term gemination is explicitly reserved for a phonetically 
long and phonologically double consonant that is also morpholo
gically a single radical.2 It is indicated in the symbolization of the 
syllabic structure by CC, as opposed to CC which represents a 
cluster, even of identical consonants. 
We may contrast: 

kdrar 'dkarrdt ('dCaCCdt) curtain 
zvdraq 'dwdmq ('dCdCCaC) silver 

In the broken plurals it is always the penultimate radical that is 
geminated. The geminated consonants, are, moreover, always pre
ceded by the vowel d, whereas in plurals of very similar structures, 
but without gemination, the corresponding consonant is preceded 
by a. There is alternation of d with gemination and a with absence 
of gemination. Several of the broken plural structures can thus 
be paired, the absence or presence of gemination being the 
essential distinguishing feature. An example is CdCaCdC and 
CdCdCCdC as in;3 

nidsgdd mdsagdd mosque 
qalcam qdldchm wrist 

4.1.3. Meaning. The broken plural forms all refer to objects 
more numerous than one. It must be recalled that they are not 
used with the numerals (which require singulative forms). 

1 Cf. also the verbal form 'aqbala 'he returned'—morphologically a causative. 
1 Cf. § 1.4. 3 Cf. 'Broken plurals', 551-2. 
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4.2. Analysis of the broken plurals 

Nineteen main types of broken plural form were noted. These 
are set out below, grouped according to some of their more obvious 
formal characteristics. 

III 
IV 
V 

VI 
VII 

VIII 
IX 
X 

XI 
-XII 
XIII 
XIV 
XV 

XVI 
XVII 

XVIII 
XIX 

\ 

'dCCaC 
'dCCuC 
'dCCaC 
'dCCaCat 
'dCdCCat 
'dCaCaC 
'dCaCCat 
'dCdCCaC 
'dCdCCaCat 
'dCdCCit 
CdCaCdC 
CdCaCiC 
CdCaCuC 
CdCdCCaC 
CdCdCaCdC 
CdCaCi 
CdCaCit 
CdCdCCi 
CdCdCCit 

'dCCaC 
±suff. 

'dCCVC 

no gemina
tion {'dCaCaC/'dCdCCaC 

. . , ±suff. 
gemination ' 

no gemma- \c&CaCvq 

t l 0 n ( CdCdCCaC 
gemination 

no gemina
tion \ CdCaCilCdCdCCi 

,. , ±suff. gemination • 

\ prefix 'd-

no prefix 

The morphological statement that follows is based upon the dia
gram above, but also takes into account the distinction between the 
nouns whose radicals are all consonantal and those which have one 
radical that has vocalic as well as consonantal exponents. Apart 
from this distinction the plurals with the prefix are considered to
gether, but those without a prefix are further divided according to 
the two main divisions in terms of syllabic structure that is in
dicated in the diagram. 

4.2.1. Plurals with prefix 'a-: radicals wholly consonantal {classes 
I-IX). The singular forms associated with these plural classes are 
almost wholly of the syllabic structure CVCVC with the vowels 
of the first syllable restricted to a and a and those of the second to 
9, a, and a. Plurals of classes VI and VII are very rare. The pre
sence of a laryngeal as a radical is important to the statement 
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(apart from the features that have already been noted);' this con
sideration partly accounts for the subdivisions that follow. 

(i) With none of the radicals laryngeal, classes I, II , III , IV, V, 
and VIII only were attested. There is little predictability from 
the plurals to the singular or vice versa, except that V only is the 
plural (and the only plural) of singulars with a as the vowel of the 
second syllable—e.g.2 

I (6) 

( 2 ) 
II (IO) 

(4) 
(IO) 

III (17) 
(3) 
(7) 

IV (2) 
V ( i 9 ) 

( 2 ) 

m (5) 
(13) 

kabdd 
gdfdr 
rrwtad 
qdhb 
gdbdy 
bdrdk 
ndfss 
sdddf 
hrdm 
pgad 
tdnan 
wdraq 
mdddf 

'dkbad 
dgfdr 
'dmtud 
dqlub 
dgbuy 
'dbrak 
dnfas 
'dsdaf 
'dsramat 
'dpgddt 
'dtanndt 
'dwdrrsq 
'dmdddrf 

belly 
side, coast 
stake 
wish 
road 
knee 
soul 
button 
pond 
neck 
smoke 
silver 
young ram 

Where the first radical is ejective (though only q), the prefix is, for 
some nouns, 'a e.g. 

(2) qdtdb 'dqtub leg of bed 

(ii) With an initial laryngeal, the first syllable of the plural form 
is, as already stated, Ca not 'dC, and only classes II and III were 
noted—e.g. 

II (I) 

( 1 ) 
(10) 

i n (15) 
( 1 ) 

(3) 
( 2 ) 

'ahg 
hards 
'dtndt 
'akal 
'aydb 
hdbdl 
'dsdr 

'alu* 
harm 
'amut 
'akal 
'ayab 
habal 
'asar3 

child, youngster 
stick (for beating) 
female slave 
corn 
sack 
rope 
track 

1 § 4.1.2 (iv). 
2 An example of each pair of related singular and plural structures (vocalic 

and syllabic) is given. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of examples 
attested. 3 Also 'asur (II). 
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With Ca, not Ca, as the first syllable, plurals of classes I I I , V, and 
IX were attested—e.g. 

'ddug donkey 
hdbuy monkey 
hdwrdt foal 
hdmbat water-skin 

III (i) 'ddag 
(i) hdbdy 

V (i) hdwar 
IX (2) hardb 

Similar to the class V form above, but with gemination of the last 
radical (not otherwise attested) is 

'szal 'dzalldt shade of tree 

(iii) With a medial laryngeal only, classes I, II , and III were 
attested, with one example of V—e.g. 

I 

II 

III 
V 

(1) ba'as 
(6) bahdr 
(2) sd'ad 
(2) dahdb 
(4) raham 
(1) wahar 

'db'as 
'dbhar 
'ds'ud 
'ddhub 
'drham 
'dwhardt1 

husband 
sea 
strong arm 
gold 
belly 
bull 

(iv) With a final laryngeal no plural forms of classes I, II , and 
III were attested, though there are examples of classes IV, V, and 
I X - e . g . 

IV 
V 

IX 

( 

There is an alternative form of class IX—'dCaCCaCdt, which was 
attested for most of the examples ('dsaffa'dt, &c). 

(v) Nouns with no (unsuffixed) singular forms, but with lexi
cally quotable forms with suffixes -at and -ay only2 follow the pat
terns already noted—e.g. 

v (3) fot»b 
V (1) qawa' 

(1) qdya' 
X (1) gama' 

(12) sdfa' 
(1) fdrd' 

'dftahat 
'dqaw'dt 
'dqay'dt 
'dgdmma'dt 
'dsdffa'dt 
'dfdm'at 

justice 
crane 
vomit 
boulder 
winnowing tray 
branch of a family 

II 

III 
V 

( 2 ) 

( 1 ) 

( 1 ) 
(2)3 

karddt 
sdnkdt 
hggat 
barmay 

'dkrud 
'asnuk 
'algag 
'dbarmdt 

kind of tree 
direction 
dark hollow 
grass tick 

*'dviahrdt, cf. § 4.1.2 (iv). Cf. § 3-
The other example is ba'ray, 'ab'arat, with a medial laryngeal, cf. § 4.1.2 (iv). 
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(vi) There are a number of singular forms of the structure 
CVC, with V a short vowel, that are morphologically to be re
garded as CVCC (which is not phonologically possible).1 In all 
examples but two we may establish identical second and third 
radicals—e.g. 

I l l (6) gad 'dgdad cotton thread 
(2) sdr 'dsrar half 

V (2) gas 'dgassdt face 

The two examples in which the third radical is not the same as the 
second and has no exponent in the singular form are: 

I I I gan 'dgnad border 
V qdr 'dqarndt horn 

(vii) Three singular forms with a long back vowel in the second 
syllable were noted with plurals of class I I (the more common 
plural for this type is XI) : 

qarus2 'dqrus dollar 
'ayot 'ayut lamb 
yahudi 'dyhud Jew 

(viii) Four singular forms of the structure CVCCVC with their 
two medial consonants identical were noted: 

V bdrrad 'dbarddt tea kettle 
VIII hddat 'dldddat door frame 

tdbbdl 'dtdbbal milk jar of grass 
ndggdl 'dndggal male kid 

These are clearly to be regarded as having three radicals only: 
the second radical is geminated in the singular forms as well as in 
the class VIII plurals (but non-geminated in the class V plural), 

(ix) Classes VI and VII were attested for three forms only: 

VI 

VII 

Only the last noun has a singular form of a type that is otherwise 

cab'it 
baggu' 
bdsah 

'dcaba' 
'dbaga' 
'dbashat 

finger 
sheep 
youth 

1 This is valid for the other parts of the morphology too, cf. §§ 6.3.3 (p- 56) 
and 7 (iv). 2 But qdrretay, qarru (§§ 6.3.3 a nd 7 (iv)). 
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associated with a plural with the prefix 'a; the first is the only 
example attested with the first radical an ejective other than q and 
prefix 'a- instead of 'a. 

4.2.2. Plurals with prefix 'a-: radicals not wholly consonantal 
(classes I-IX). The singular forms associated with these types of 
plural are almost all of the syllabic structures CVC or CVCV. In 
the majority of cases one radical has as its exponents either a front 
vowel in the singular form and a palatal semivowel in the plural, 
or a back vowel in the singular and a labiovelar semivowel in the 
plural. 

(i) With singulars of the structure CVC only plural classes I I I , 
IV, and V were attested (with final laryngeal only IV)—e.g. 

Non-laryngeal 

I I I (1) kis 
(2) bet 

(3) M 
(5) k°r 

IV (1) suq 

i1) go? 
V (1) sol 

Initial laryngeal 

I I I (2) 'id 
(2) hoi 

Final laryngeal 

IV (2) zu' 

'dkyas 
'dbyat 
'dtwat 
'dkwar 
'dswaqat 
'dgwasat 
'dsawldt 

'ayad 
hawal 

'dzwa'at 

pocket 
house 
dried sinew 
pack saddle 
shop 
side, face (of thing) 
pad for load on head 

food offered to dead 
year 

word 

With no (unsuffixed) singular 

I I I (1) nibat 'dnyab1 canine tooth 
(1) soqdt 'dswaq thorn 

(ii) There are a few nouns with a semivowel in the plural but no 
front or back vowel in the singular, the only vowel being the cen
tral vowel: 

I I I (1) das 'ddyas saucepan 
(2) sam 'dsmay name 

IV (1) rah 'drwahat soul 
1 But 'angab (collective) 'teeth'—singulative 'angebdt. 
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The second of these could be treated like gan (§ 4.2.1 (vi)), though 
y does not function as a radical in the forms with pronominal 
suffix (samu).1 

(iii) With singulars of the structure CVCV a few examples 
were noted in which the exponents of the third radical are a front 
vowel in the singular and a palatal semivowel in the plural—e.g. 

II (2) mase 'dmsuy evening 
I I I (1) lahe 'dlhay molar 

(1) saga 'dsgay meat 

(iv) Two singular forms of this structure are associated with 
a class X plural: 

gana 'dgdnnit child 
laga 'dldggit young bull 

These could be treated as having a third radical that is wholly 
vocalic; this type of prosodic relation is very common with plurals 
of the classes XVI-XIX.2 

With one noun the singular form has a semivowel (the exponent 
of the third radical) while the plural has a vowel only (the reverse of 
the usual pattern): 

kdray 'dkdrrit hyena 

4.2.3. Plurals of the structures CdCaCVCjCdCdCCaC and CdCd-
CaCaC (classes XI-XV): radicals wholly consonantal. The majority 
of the singular forms associated with these plurals are of the 
structure CVCCVC; these are dealt with in (i) and (ii) below, 
which differ in the absence or presence of gemination in the 
plural forms. Other singular structures are CVCCVCV (iii), 
CVCVCVC(iv), and CVCVCCVC{v). 

The distinction between geminated and non-geminated forms of 
the plural does not reflect any corresponding difference in the 
singular forms except that with CVCCVC singulars (a) all sin
gular forms with initial ma- or ma- (all verbal 'formations') have 
plurals without gemination, (b) singular forms with i, e, 0, or u in 
the second syllable are associated with plurals without gemination 
only if those plurals have i or u in the final syllable (i.e. only with 
XII and XIII , not with XI). 

(i) Many singulars of the structure CVCCVC are associated 

1 Cf. p. 32 n. i, and § 7 (iv). 2 § 4.2-5. 
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with plurals without gemination—XI-XIII. The feature that dis
tinguishes these three classes of plural is the vowel of the final 
syllable—a, i, and u; this is reflected in most cases by the quality of 
the corresponding vowel of the singular form. There is a prosodic 
vowel-vowel relation, central vowels in the singular corresponding 
to the central vowel a (XI) in the plural, front vowels to the front 
voweh'(XII), and back vowels to the back vowel u (XIII). Although 
in each case there is one vowel quality only in the plural, the vowels 
of the singular differ in degrees of openness—the central vowels are 
a and d, the front vowels i and e, and the back vowels u and o; the 
open front vowel a patterns with both the front and the central 
vowels, and will, therefore (in spite of its front quality) be treated 
morphologically as belonging to both the central and the front 
systems.1—e.g. 

Central-central 

IX (8) masgad 
(2) madmd' 

(19) masmar 
(5) mdftah 

(29) gdngdr 

Front-front 

XII (2) tawit* 
(2) bastan 
(4) bdrmil 

Back-back 

XII I (1) katkut 
(5) mdnduq 
(1) mdskot 

mdsagad 
mddama' 
mdsamar 
mdfatah 
gdnagar 

tdwawit 
bdsatin 
bdramil 

kdtakut 
mdnaduq 
mdsakut 

mosque 
blow 
nail 
key 
chain 

cartridge 
garden 
barrel 

young bird 
gun 
window 

The only vowel-vowel relation that involves a change in the proso
dic feature is back-front—e.g. 

XI I (1) katkut kdtdkiP young bird 
(7) sdmbuk sdndbik boat 

1 Cf. 'Broken plurals', pp. 552-3, where it functions in both central and back 
systems. 

2 i.e. *pwuoit, since w is never phonetically long; alternatively this noun could 
be treated under § 4.2.4, though it would be an exception to the general pattern 
there. The other example with the same structure is nastir. 

3 With an alternative plural—above. 
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The patterns are similar where there is no singular form, the lexi
cally quotable form having the suffix -at—e.g. 

XI (i) 'atfayat 'dtafa'1 hearth stone 
XII (i) mandilat manadil scarf 

(i) wggardt ndgagir drum 

(ii) The singulars associated with the plural with gemination 
(XIV) are all of the syllabic and vocalic structures dealt with in 
the previous section. But since the plural form has only one kind 
of vowel quality in the final syllable—central, i.e. 3, there are no 
prosodic relations to be noted—e.g. 

Central 

XIV, (14) darfm 
(4) ddmmal 
(1) 'dlhs 
(9) tdrkdz 

Front 

Back 

(1) hmziz 
(14) hrbag 

(3) tdmsal 
(1) 'anqel 

(6) hngul 
(1) sdmbu' 
(1) koskos2 

ddrdffm 
ddmdmtnal 
'dldlhs 
tdrakkdz 

handzzdz 
kdrdbbag 
tdmdssal 
'dndqqal 

sdndggd 
sdndbba' 
kdsdkfos 

ram 
vengeance 
hawk 
heel 

cockchafer 
whip 
reflection 
circle 

young man 
lung 
pot for roasting coffee 

The nouns with no (unsuffixed) singular forms are of similar pat
terns—e.g. 

(5) tankalldt tdndkkal plait 
(2) ddrbobdt ddrdbbab ant-hill 
(1) zmnabdt zdndnnab head scarf 
(2) ddgddgdt ddgdddag dusty place 

* This involves a change of y to ' ; but this is not strange phonologically in 
view of the close front quality of 9 before a final'—cf. § 1.7 (ii). 

1 This is the only example that has a long vowel other than a in the first 
syllable of the singular (structure CVCCVC). But it is to be noted that, irrespec
tive of the quality of this vowel, the first vowel of the plural is always a. The 
position is quite different in Tigrinya, where there are prosodic relations, cf. 
'Broken plurals'. 
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(iii) With singular forms of the structure CVCCVCV only 
XIV plu 

(0 
( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

(0 
( 1 ) 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

rals were noted—e.g. 

masmasa 
sdlsdla 
hambdsa 
'angera 
hangora 
tdrqoba 
garguma 

mdsdmmas 
sdldssal 
hdndbbas 
'dndggar 
hdndggar 
tdrdqqab 
gardggam 

cause 
bamboo 
wheaten bread 
bread 
wooden spear 
heel 
wind-pipe 

Examples with a final -t are rare: 

(1) 'dnkdbot 'dndkkab spider 
(1) kdddamit kdddddam servant 
(1) rabba'it rdbdbba' grain measure 

(iv) Broken plural forms of classes XI and XIV (with a central 
vowel in the final syllable) were noted with singulars of the 
structure CVCVCVC—e.g. 

XI (1) makawal makawal hiding place 
(1) mdserdb malarab bodkin 

XIV (1) sdkdnab sdkdnnab pot 

A unique pattern is that of: 
mdkdydli mokayal measure 

(v) Plural class XV is associated with singulars of the structure 
CVCVCCVC. The pattern is like that of the singulars and 
plurals of class XI, with an additional initial CV syllable—e.g. 

XV (1) masanddh 
(2) mahangag 
(1) mdzdrgaf 

mdsanadah 
mahdnagag 
mdzdragaf 

cut (on body) 
scratch 
comb 

Also noted with the same plural was one noun with no (unsuffixed) 
singular, and two with the further ending -it:— 

(1) marabba'dt mdrdbaba' 
(2) mdkdskdsit mdkdsakas 

stone house 
coffee roaster 

4.2.4. Plurals with the structures CdCaCVC/CaCdCCaC (classes 
XI-XIV): radicals not wholly consonantal. The singular forms 
associated with the plurals of these types are almost all of the 
structure CVCVC, but the morphological patterns are of two 
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kinds; in the first it is the third radical that has vocalic as well as 
consonantal exponents, while in the second it is the second radical 
that has exponents of this kind. The general characteristics are 
similar to those of § 4.2.2. 

(i) For most nouns it is the third radical that has vocalic ex
ponents in the singular form. Since the semivowels are never 
geminated, and since any front or back vowel in the singular form 
is reflected by the semivowel in the plural, only class XI plural 
forms (non-geminated and with 3 in the last syllable) are attested. 
By far the commonest type of noun has as the exponent of the 
third radical a long front vowel in the singular and a palatal semi
vowel in the plural—e.g. 

XI (4) wahiz wahayaz1 stream 
(2) gmen ganaym garden 

(14) nawid ndzvayad kid 
(1) kaleb kdlayab fence 

But there are several nouns in which the exponent of the radical is 
a back vowel in the singular, but a palatal semivowel in the plural. 
Once again2 there are back-front relations between the two forms— 
e.g. 

XI (2) 'aquq 'aqayaq flat field in valley 
(4) hddud hadayad thunder 

One example of a back-back pattern was noted: 

qaror qdrawar bottle 

The same patterns were found for nouns with no (unsuffixed) 
singular forms, and for one of the structure (singular form) 
CVCVCV 

XI (3) sdgaddP sagaydd ascent 
(3) dakildt ddkayal peace-making 
(1) sdrerdtj sdrayar bird 

sdreray 
(1) tdkobdt tdkayab grass mat 
(1) mdsori mdsawar strap 

(ii) Where it is the second radical that has vocalic as well as 
1 i.e. *wahay3z (3 before a laryngeal, cf. § 1.8). 
1 Cf. § 4.2.3 (1). 
3 Forms with a as the exponent of the third radical were noted only with this 

suffix -at. 
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consonantal exponents, the exponents are, for most nouns, a back 
vowel in the singular and a labiovelar semivowel in the plural form, 
i.e., back-back—e.g. 

XI (1) qoba' qawaba' hat 
(3) kokdb kdwakdb star 

XIV (2) moqah mawdqqdh fetter 
(3) sokdn sawakkan antelope 
(3) rosan rdwdsfon storied building 
(1) homnmat hawamm pass 

But there are some nouns in which the exponent of the radical is 
a front vowel in the singular and a labiovelar semivowel in the 
plural, i.e. with front-back relations—e.g. 

XIV (3) mezan mdwdzzan scales 
XI (1) birob bdwarab sack made of grass 

One example of a noun with a front vowel in the singular and a 
palatal semivowel in the plural was noted: 

XI tikas tdkayds nomad's tent 

The general pattern in terms of front and back is thus the 
reverse of that of nouns with vocalic exponents of the third radical. 
Back-back patterns are common, and front-front patterns are 
rare; the pattern back-front does not occur, but the otherwise 
unattested front-back pattern does. 

Plural class XII forms were also noted—e.g. 

XII (3) farms fawanis lamp 

These are exceptional in that not only does the second radical 
have vocalic and consonantal exponents (front-back), but also the 
vowels of the final syllable are related in the reverse order—back-
front. 

One noun with similar prosodic relations, but in which the 
order of the radicals differs in the singular and plural, the radical 
with vocalic and consonantal exponents being final in the singular 
form and penultimate in the plural, is: 

XIV derho ddrdwdh fowl 

A quite idiosyncratic noun, but with back-back vocalic and 
consonantal exponents of one radical is:— 

'dtiqoqho 'dnqdwaqdh egg 
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4.2.5. Plurals with the structure CdCaCi{t)jCdCdCCi{t) (classes 
XVI-XIX). The majority of the singular forms associated with 
these types of plural are of the structure CVCCV; a smaller 
number have the structure CVCVCV. Others are of the pattern 
CVCV, but with a radical that has a vocalic exponent in the 
singular form and a consonantal exponent in the plural. 

(i) The singular forms with the structure CVCCV have a 
variety of different vocalic patterns; these are not to be associated 
by any general rules with any of the four plural patterns—e.g. 

XVII 

XVI (1) 

(2) 

(1) 

( I ) 

( I ) 

( I ) 

( I ) 

( I ) 
XVIII (3) 

1 ( I ) 

( I ) 

( I ) 

( I ) 
XIX 

& 1 

(5) 
( I ) 

(3) 
(2) 

(2) 

(1) 

(3) 
(8) 
(2) 

(1) 

hkna 
sdgla 
wdgre 
dd'ro 
soldi 
mdmba 
tndsni 
'drwe 
dakka 
handi 
'atro 
qdrso 
katra 
'etro 
magda 
qalfi 
dagge 
ddtnmu 
gmto 
sarbe 
sdrgo 
ndbra 
walta 
mokla 

sdkani 
sdgali 
wdgari 
da'ari 
sdladi 
mdnabit 
mdsanit 
'drawit 
ddkdkki 
hdndddi 
'dtdrri 
qdrdssi 
kdtdrri 
'dtdrri 
mdgdddit 
qdldffit 
ddgdggit 
ddmdmmit 
gdndttit 
sdrdbbit 
sdrdggit 
ndbdrrit 
wdldttit 
mdkdllit 

hoof 
fig 
olive 
sycamore 
money 
master 
friend 
serpent 
stool 
hoof 
water-jug 
ankle-bone 
pigeon 
dik-dik 
bonfire 
button 
town 
cat 
young female baboon 
soup 
trinket 
food 
shield 
youth come of age 

Many singular forms have a final -t, though in most cases the 
plural is class XVI or XVIII, without a -t—e.g. 

XVI (2) fdndot >' fdnadi buttock 
XVIII (1) qambet qdndbbi backyard 

(2) tdgrat tdgdrri water pail 
(1) kddbet kdddbbi floor 
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In the few cases where the plural also has -t, only class XIX is 
possible; class XVII with final -t (and -t also in the singular) 
would be regarded as class XII, with the -t as a radical; this type 
of interpretation is not possible with class XIX since there is no 
plural type CdCdCCiC—e.g. 

XIX (1) karbit kdrabbit match 
(1) mdmfet manaffit sieve 

(ii) With singular forms of the structure CVCVCV, three 
classes of plural form were noted—e.g. 

XVII (1) wdreza wdrazit bachelor 
XVIII (1) masela mdsdlli sorghum 

XIX (1) daqala ddqdllit bastard 
(1) sdqdla sdqdllit roof 
(1) ddbela ddbdllit he-goat 

One example of a noun with a final -t in the singular was noted: 

XVIII mdcarit macdrri back of lower jaw 

(iii) With some nouns the second radical has vocalic exponents 
in the singular form. The patterns are similar to those of § 4.2.4 
(ii); the vowels of the singular forms are both back and front, but 
the consonant of the plural is a labiovelar semivowel only (back-
back and front-back). The plural forms are all of class XVIII— 
e.g. 

(2) dosa ddwdssi hut 
(1) tiso tdwassi pot 
(1) 'ela 'dwalli well 
(2) qeto qdwatti arm-chair 

There are singular forms with a final -t (and one with a final -at). 

(1) qisot qdwassi village 
(1) 'esat 'dwassi back 
(1) konat kdwdnni spear 
(1) korit kdwdrri ball 
(1) qogdt qdwdggi kind of tree 

One noun of a similar pattern was noted, but with the semivowel 
as the third consonant of the plural form: 

mora mdrdwwi stick 
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(iv) Some nouns with these plurals have a palatal semivowel in 
the singular form—e.g. 

XVI 
XVIII 

XVII 

XIX 

(2) ma'tay 
(1) dabbaydt 
(1) foqdy 
(1) faluy1 

(1) sdmuy 
(6) cancay 
(2) 'dnsay 

ma'ati 
ddbdbbi 
fdwdqqi 
fdlayit 
sdmayit 
cdndccit 
'dndssit 

entrance 
ambush 
top of shoulder 
half-grown calf 
cattle trough 
fly 
mouse 

The class XVIII forms could be treated as having a fourth radical 
y; they would then belong to class XIV—*ddbdbbay, *fawdqqay. 
But a similar treatment of the other forms is not plausible in view 
of the final t; it would imply classes XI and XIV + t, which are 
not attested elsewhere, and a final yt, which though not impossible 
in Tigre, is rare.2 But these examples serve to show the close 
parallelism of classes XVI-XIX and classes XI-XIV. It could, 
indeed, be suggested that the only difference between them is that 
the fourth radical of the former is vocalic, while the fourth radical 
of the latter is consonantal. 

Several nouns have plurals of the types considered here, but 
singulars of structures that have been dealt with elsewhere: 

XVI 

XVIII 

4.2.6. Other types of plural. There are a number of other plural 
forms that cannot be dealt with as plurals with suffixes, though 
few of them belong to a regular pattern. 

(i) There are two further classes of plural, which, though of 
different patterns from those already dealt with, are still to be 
handled together with them, as classes XX and XXI—CdCdC and 
CdCCdC—e.g. 

higa 
mdbdl 
hammdm 

hdgdggi 
mdbdlli 
hamdmmit 

speech 
widow 
leopard 

XX (4) 'agar 
(1) so/3 

agar 
sazvdl 

foot 
pad for load on head 

1 The feminine form is felit; this can be dealt with under § 4.2.4, the plural 
being written as fdlayrt, since there is no phonetic distinction between -ya- and 
-yi-. 

2 Cf. § 1.3 (iv). 3 Cf. also § 4.2.2 (i). 
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XXI (i) ndgus ndggds king 
(i) fdlasit falias priest 
(i) sum say dm1 chief 

The class XX forms raise a problem in the morphological state
ment since there are many nouns which have one form of this 
pattern and another with the suffix -at. One interpretation of this 
(and the interpretation followed here) is that the unsuffixed form is 
the singular and collective and that the suffixed form is the singu-
lative—e.g. 

singulative zabddt a piece of butter 
collective zdbad butter 

But an alternative interpretation is that the unsuffixed form is a 
class XX plural, and that the noun has no singular, the lexically 
quotable form being the singulative with suffix -at. The relevant 
facts are discussed in more detail in § 6.3.9. But t n e decision is 
a practical one. We cannot ask whether these forms are really 
plural or really collective; rather they have something in common 
with both. 

(ii) There are a number of plural forms which have the pattern 
of those we have considered, but which are not related to the singu
lar forms in any 'regular' way. These are—• 

(III) ga' 'dg'at black lizard 
(III) talit 'atal she-goat 
(VI) wdlat 'awakd daughter 

Some forms have a suffix -t or at that is not usually found with the 
plural form: 

(XI) mabrahat mabarhat lamp 
(XI) mdnfa'at mdnaf'dt profit 
(XI) mamhar mdmhardt2 teacher 

Two nouns were noted with a final -b instead of -t in the plural 
form: 

(XVII) faytdt fdtayib prostitute 
ddllal ddlalib agent, middle man 

1 i.e. *sayydm (y not geminated). 2 i.e. *mamah3rat. 

B.9948 D 
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(iii) Plurals that are wholly idiosyncratic and do not resemble 
any of the patterns noted are: 

'ade 'addy hand 
hu haw brother 
wad walad1 son 
hat hdwat sister 
zabat zabbat officer 
'agal 'agal calf 

(iv) Finally, there are some forms that may be paired distri-
butionally and semantically as singular and plural, though they 
have no phonological features in common: 

'anas2 sab man 
'assit 'anas woman 
wa'dt 'aha cow 
na'dt 'ansa camel 

1 But cf. §§ 6.3.3 and7(vi). 
2 Or ba'al when part of a phrase of the type ba'al fgham 'charcoal man'—plural 

sab fiham. 
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SUFFIXED PLURALS 

5.1. General characteristics 
The syntactic, morphological, and semantic features of these 

forms make it quite clear that they are to be classed together with 
the broken plurals, and not to be treated as derivatives. 

5.1.1. Syntactic features. The suffixed plurals have the same 
syntactic relations as the broken plurals with regard to number and 
gender. Animate nouns have forms which are plural in concord and 
of the same gender as the singular; inanimate nouns forms which 
are most commonly masculine singular only. The contrast between 
the plurals and the derivatives is shown most clearly by consider
ing animate nouns with the suffix -at, which is both a plural and 
a derivative suffix. The derivative forms are all feminine plural in 
concord, irrespective of the gender of the singular (whereas the 
plural forms have the same gender as the singular)—e.g. 

(pi.) m.s. hdrdwya m.p. harawyatat wild pig 
f.s. katra f.p. katratat pigeon 

(der.) m.s. 'anas1 f.p. sdbetat man 
m./f.s. 'agal f.p. 'agelat calf 

5.1.2. Morphological features 

(i) An important negative feature is that the plural forms have 
none of the morphological characteristics of the derivatives. 
Especially to be noted is the frequency of the vowel e (replacing 
another vowel) in the derivatives, but its absence in plural forms. 
This is illustrated from the examples in the previous section, but is 
further stressed by the comparison of the plural katratat above 
with the derivative katretat.2 

(ii) One suffix has the palatal c(ac); this occurs elsewhere only 
as the palatalized form of t.3 

5.1.3. Meaning. Like the broken plurals, the suffixed plurals 
1 See above, § 4.2.6 (iv). 
2 Cf. § 6.3.7. 3 Cf. §§ 1.3 (iv) and 7 (ii). 
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refer to objects more than one; they, too, are not used with nume
rals. The derivatives with suffix -at which were mentioned above 
are paucatives 'a few', or pejorative plurals 'some poor . . .'. : 

5.2. Analysis of the suffixed plurals 
The classification is wholly in terms of the type of suffix. 
5.2.1. Suffix -de.2 Only three forms in which the suffix is addi

tional to a singular form were noted : 
'df 'dfdc mouth 
'db 'abac3 father 
ham hdmdc father-in-law 

Three nouns with no (unsuffixed) singular but a quotable form with 
suffix -ay are: 

kdray kardc hyena 
tdlay tdldc shepherd 
hdrmay hdrmdc robber 

The last two are verbal formations of the type dealt with in § 5.2.5; 
hdrmay also has the 'regular' plural hdrmdt. 

5.2.2. Suffix -ot. This suffix is limited to nouns whose lexically 
quotable form has the suffix -ay. The only examples noted were: 

hdrdstay harastot peasant 
watay watot musician 
tdstay tastot bull 

5.2.3. Suffix -at. This is the commonest of the plural suffixes. 
The need to distinguish between the plural forms with -at and the 
derivatives with the (phonologically) same suffix has been stated 
already. The suffix is confined to nouns with singulars of a variety 
of types. 

(i) It is common with nouns whose singular form is CVC or 
CVCVC with the vowel a in the final syllable—e.g. 

(17) fas fasat axe 
(2) zdfan zdfanat throne 
(8) 'dkan 'dkanat place 

(ii) It was commonly found, though, with a juncture feature 
of t, with nouns whose singular forms end in a vowel. The varieties 

« Cf. §§ 6.3.7. and 6.3.8. 
2 Leslau (Short Grammar, 178) includes 'ayyac and 'allac; but these are 

treated as collectives, not plurals, in this study; cf. § 6.3.9. 
3 But 'abazo (unique) 'forefathers'. 
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of vocalic and syllabic shapes are too numerous to list (53 examples 
in all were noted)—e.g. 

masli maslitat image 
gamfalle gamfalletat thumb 

(iii) It was rarely found with nouns whose lexically quotable 
form has the suffix -at. Examples noted were: 

(1) ndldt nalat kind of deer 
(2) sakat sakat grassy watering-place 

(iv) A more complex pattern is found with examples such as the 
following: 

(1) fare 
(1) hdgo 
(1) lint 
(1) sdwet 
(1) sdtet 
(5) bdsot 

faryat 
hagwat 
lamyat 
sdwyat 
sdytat 
bdswat 

corn 
belt of beads 
cream 
ear of corn 
rib 
forehead 

These may still be treated in terms of the suffix -at though two 
additional features must be noted. 

(a) A third radical with vocalic exponents (front and back 
vowels) in the singular, but consonantal exponents (semivowels) 
in the plural is to be recognized. 

(b) The vowel of the first syllable of the plural is a irrespective of 
the vowel of the singular; this type of vowel change is found with 
the derivatives.1 

Of a similar pattern, but involving different vowels, is: 

tdkay takyat pillar of house 

(v) The suffix is also found with: 

'am 'arnmat mother 
'an 'sntat eye 

In dealing with the broken plurals mention was made of similar 
nouns with singular forms which are phonologically CVC but 
morphologically CVCC.1 

5.2.4. Suffix -otat. This suffix is found with nouns whose singu
lar or quotable forms are of several types. 

1 Cf. § 6.1.2 (iv). 2 Cf. § 4.2.1 (vi). 
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(i) I t is common with 
suffix -at—e.g. 

(2) sa'dt 
(1) sdndt 
(2) 'dmmat 
(5) 'addt 
(5) tablat 
(1) kofydt 
(1) hsmmdrdt 
(2) sdlsalat 

(1) 'drdbiyat 
(1) gdlldbydt 
(1) Sdltanydt 

TIGRE NOUN 

nouns which have a quotable form with 

sa'otat 
sdnotat 
'dmmotat 
'adotat 
tdblotat 
kofyotat 
hsmmdrotat 
sdlsdlotat 

'drdbiyotat 
gdlldbyotat 
saltanyotat 

watch 
year 
paternal aunt 
custom 
lock 
Muslim's hat 
baobab 
necklace, watch-

chain 
hand-cart 
Muslim shirt 
enamel pot 

(ii) It is the only plural form associated with singulars of the type: 

(8) gaddm gadmotat plain 

Note also 
(1) tdlakdtn tdlakmotat husband's brother 

(iii) Other plurals with this suffix are: 

W 
(1) 

(1) 

(2) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

hal 
'dm'al1 

'drqay 
qandel 
gdrdwan 
gardwin 
'ammohd 

halotat 
drddlotat 
'drqayotat 
qandelotat 
gdrdwanotat 
gdrdwinotat 
'ammoldotat 

maternal uncle 
day 
bed 
small lamp 
big tin 
pick-axe 
midwife 

(iv) In a few cases the singular form has a final vowel that does 
not appear in the plural—e.g. 

(1) badela badelotat shovel 
(2) fdtdna fdtdnotat problem 
(1) karamba karambotat cabbage 
(1) 'dg'arra 'dg'drrotat herd 

(v) Some nouns with a phonologically CVC but morphologi
cally CVCC singular form were noted: 

hal hdltotat maternal aunt 
'dd 'dddotat country 

1 Historically a broken plural of tm'al. 
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We must also note: 

na'dl na'dltotat sister-in-law (of 
woman, in either 
sense) 

5.2.5. Verbal forms. There are some verbal nouns ('agents') 
which have a pattern peculiar to them. The singular forms are 
of the structure CdCaC, and the plurals have the suffix -at together 
with the vowel e instead of a in the first syllable and with absence of 
the second vowel—e.g. 

sdraq serqdt thief 

These are as numerous as the verbs; the verb 'he stole' is sdrqa. 
They are not listed in the Vocabulary. 

Another form with a similar meaning has the suffix -ay or -ayt 
(the former masculine, the latter feminine). But there is no other 
plural form—e.g. 

qdtlay qdtlayt murderer, murderess 

We have already noted the syllabic peculiarity of the feminine 
form.1 

5.2.6. Double plurals. One example of a 'double plural' was 
noted: 

ndlat ndlat ndlatat kind of deer 

This must be distinguished from the plurals which have double 
exponents of plurality, e.g. the broken plural class IV forms 
('dswaqat), since ndlat and ndlatat are both attested, and with 
different meanings (the latter 'very many . . . ' ) , whereas the broken 
plural class IV forms are the only plural type forms of the nouns. 
The double plural or 'big plural' is thus a distinct morphological 
class in Tigre, though only the example quoted above was noted. 
Whether this is to be treated together with the plurals or the de
rivatives is a matter that can be decided only arbitrarily. 

1 § 1.3 (iv). 
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DERIVATIVES 

T H E forms with suffixes other than those that have been treated as 
plurals are all handled under the heading of 'derivative'. The 
suffixes are first, the very common -ay, -at, -am, and -at and the 
much rarer -it, and secondly, -atit, which is clearly to be regarded as 
a double suffix composed of -at-\--it; there are, thirdly, the endings 
-etay, -etam, and etat, whose precise status is to be discussed. 

The reasons for not treating all suffixed forms together but for 
handling some as plurals have already been given. The analysis of 
the derivatives is partly based upon the morphological statement 
of the broken plurals, and, therefore, posterior to it. 

6.1. General characteristics 

6.1.1. Syntactic features. We are concerned in this section not 
only with number and gender, but also with the distinction be
tween countables and uncountables. 

(i) The number and gender of the derivatives is wholly statable 
in terms of the suffix. In the case of the suffixes -am and -at the 
distinction between animate and inanimate nouns is again relevant. 
But the gender does not depend (as it does with the plurals) upon 
the gender of the singular form, but wholly on the suffix itself. 
The rules are: 

-at, it, and -atit f.s. 
-at and -etay m.s. 
-at and -etat (animate) f.p. 

(inanimate) m.s. 
-am and -etam (animate) m.p. 

(inanimate) m.s. 

This does not, however, imply that the gender of the singular form 
is irrelevant to the morphological statement. On the contrary, it will 
be seen later that one of the criteria of classification is the gender 
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relation between the singular (unsuffixed) form and the form with 
the derivative suffix. 

(ii) It is equally important to know whether the noun is count
able or uncountable—whether its singular form is singulative 
(used with numerals) or collective (not used with numerals). Upon 
this will depend the distinction between some of the categories, 
notably that of the diminutive and the singulative. The suffix -at, 
for instance, is a mark of the diminutive of countable nouns, but 
of the singulative of uncountables—e.g. 

(sing.) fanus a lamp 
(dim.) fanusdt a little lamp 
(coll.) fdham charcoal 
(sing.) fdhmdt a piece of charcoal 

6.1.2. Morphological features 

(i) The stem structure of most of the forms is that of the singular. 
But some of the forms with the suffixes -at and -am have the stem 
structure of the corresponding broken plural—e.g. 

hdbdy hdbbeyay1 hdbbeyam monkey 

But hay at hayetay .. 
hayut (br. pi.) hayutam 

(ii) Where the singular form ends in a vowel, there is the junc
ture feature of a voiceless dental stop t—e.g. 

sa'li sa'litat picture 

(iii) Many of the derivatives have the vowel e in place of 3, a, or a 
in the final syllable of the singular form, or, if the stem structure is 
that of the broken plural, of the plural form—e.g. 

'anas 'anesay man 
dabna dabnetay rain cloud 

(fdrds) 'dfras 'dfresam horses 

The endings -etay, -etat, and -etam, whose status was left in doubt, 
can be treated as the vowel e, occurring not within the stem but 
after it, plus the suffix; the t is accounted for as the juncture 
feature. But we must note that dabnetay above is not an example 

1 For the gemination and the vowel e, see below, (iii) and (v). 
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of such an ending—the e in this form replaces an a in the stem. 
Examples of these endings are: 

gar goretay neighbour 
bayhot bayhotetat jackal 
bdrmil bdrmiletam barrel 

(iv) A different type of vowel alternation involves the presence of 
the central vowels in the suffixed form—e.g. 

baldq bdlqdt rock 
gaban gdbdndt coffee-pot 

These exemplify only a in the suffixed form. Examples with a are 
found with gemination only (next section). 

(v) Many of the forms have gemination of the final or the 
penultimate radical—e.g. 

qamdl qamdllay louse 
qammdldt 

Gemination is found also with the features stated in (iii) and (iv) 
(with the vowel a) and even with a combination of both—e.g. 

(iii) fdrds fdrresay horse 
(iv) 'aban 'abbdndt stone 

setan setannay devil 
(iii)+(iv) rosan rosannetat storied building 

6.1.3. Meaning. The meanings of the derivatives are varied but 
fall into four different categories—sex, quantity, quality, and size. 
The possibilities are: 

sex—male or unstated, female 
quantity—unstated, one, a few, many 
quality—unstated, bad 
size—unstated, small, very small, large 

Sex is associated mostly with the gender of the singular form, 
though there is no one-to-one gender-sex relationship.1 Many 
nouns that refer to domestic animals have a form with the suffix 
-at or -at that specifically refers to the female— 

kdhb kdlbdt dog/bitch 
ndwid ndwiddt kid 
'ddag 'ddgat donkey 
baggu' bagga'at2 sheep 

1 Cf.§2.3. 2 Cf .§ i . 8 . 
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But these can only be stated lexically—there is no similar feminine 
form of, for example, fdrds 'horse'. In view of this, and because 
the forms involve the otherwise unattested suffix -at, this sex dis
tinction is not to be dealt with under the morphology of the deriva
tives, but is simply to be stated as a lexical feature. It involves, 
it will be seen, the singulative forms; from these, different (mascu
line and feminine) diminutives and diminutive plurals may be 
derived (see below), but in the plural form the sex distinction is 
made by the gender concord only; ntiwoyad, for instance, refers 
to kids with no sex reference or to female kids, according to its 
concord. 

There are other pairs of forms, one with and the other without 
the suffix -at, that do not fit into the general pattern of the deriva
tives but must be stated lexically only. These are: 

hasin (m.) 
hdsur (m.) 
mdtba' (m.) 
mdkina (m.) 

iron 
fence, zariba 
stamp, seal 
machine 

hdsindt 
hdsurdt 
matba'dt 
mdkindt 

quality of iron 
branch used for fence 
printing-press 
motor-car 

The other categories are to be found only in certain limited 
combinations. Eight classes are to be found; these together with 
obvious names for them are as set out below: 

Quantity Quality Size 
Collective 
Singulative 
Pejorative 
Diminutive 
Double diminutive 
Augmentative 
Paucative 
Pejorative plural 

— 
one 
one 
one 
one 
one 

a few 
many 

— 
—-

bad 
— 
— 
— 
— 

bad 

— 
— 
— 

small 
very small 

large 
— 
— 

Two obvious features are that size and quality are not stated 
together (though the diminutive often has the connotation of 'nice 
little' rather than just 'little'), and, secondly, that quality and size 
are not stated without a statement of quantity. 

6.2. Problems of classification 

There is a double problem; first, of deciding how many of the 
morphological features are criteria relevant to the classification 
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and how many of them are phonologically or lexically determined, 
and, secondly, of relating the morphological and other formal 
characteristics of the forms with the semantic classes. 

6.2.1. Morphological classes. The morphological classification of 
the forms may be made almost entirely in terms of the suffixes, the 
suffix alone being the mark of each class. 

The features of vowel quality and gemination and even the dis
tinction between forms with the structure of the singular and those 
with the structure of the broken plural may almost entirely be 
treated as irrelevant to the classification. The occurrence of these 
other phonological features is partly predictable in terms of the 
features of the singular form. Gemination and the vowel e are 
characteristic, for instance, of forms whose singular is of the pat
tern CdCdC, though there is no gemination where the pattern 
of the singular is CdCaC—e.g. 

fards fdrresay horse 
kdtab katebay book 

The presence of a laryngeal, too, may account for a difference in 
the form—e.g. 

farad fdrreday revolver 
safe' sdfetay winnowing tray 

With other nouns the occurrence of these features can only be 
stated lexically. We may compare: 

Zdbdd zabddt butter 
cdgdr hggdrdt hair 

The occurrence of the features, may, however, be partly cor
related with the semantic classes. We may contrast, for instance: 

fards a mare fdrresdt a little mare 
balds prickly pears bdlsdt a prickly pear 

The first of the derivatives is diminutive, the second singulative. 
But this need not concern us yet, since there is no contrast be
tween the two. There are no forms *fdrsdt or *bdllesat. For the 
purely morphological classification we can treat these as members 
of a single class—that of forms with the suffix -at. 
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In the vast majority of cases, forms that differ in respect of these 
features, but have the same suffixes, are in free variation—e.g. 

nahab bees 

zva'dt 

laban 

anas 

a cow 

incense 

a man 

a few bees 

a few cows 

a piece of incense 

a weak man 

nahbetat 
'dnhebat 
wa'etat 
wa'at 
labandt 
labendt 
'anasetay 
'dnesay 

But there are two exceptions to the general rule that the morpho
logical classes are to be determined wholly by the suffixes in a one-
to-one relation. 

(i) There are no examples of a noun with a form with the 
suffix -it (a rare suffix) and also a form with -at or -ay. The gender 
of forms with -it and with -at is feminine singular, and these two 
suffixes may thus be taken together as criteria of a single morpho
logical class, the choice of suffix being lexically determined. 

(ii) There are a few pairs of forms, both with the suffix -ay and 
both forms of the noun, which are in contrast with each other—e.g. 

qalcam a wrist qalcammay a strong wrist 
qalcemay 

fahdm charcoal fdhmay 

fdhmetay 

ba'ray 
ba'retay 

a weak wrist 
a large piece 

of charcoal 
a poor piece 

of charcoal 
an ox 
a little ox 

The feature that distinguishes all the paired forms is the presence 
or absence of the vowel e. With the suffix -ay, therefore, this 
vowel is, in some cases at least, a criterion for the morphological 
classification. In fact, however, the distinction exemplified by 
qalcammay and qalcemay in which one form has the vowel e replacing 
another vowel while the other does not (but in most cases has 
gemination), cannot be subsumed under any general morpholo
gical rule. Where examples occur, they are to be dealt with in
dividually. On the other hand, in the case of fdhmay and fahmetay, 
in which, while only one form has the vowel e, this vowel follows 
the stem and does not replace any other vowel, the distinction 
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differentiates derivative classes. In such cases the ending -etay 
bears to the suffix -ay the same relation as the suffix -dtit does to 
the suffix -at, and it is, therefore, convenient to refer to -etay as 
one of the suffixes, distinct from -ay, and, further, to treat it, like 
-dtit, as a double suffix.1 But in spite of the morphological similari
ties there are no similar reasons for treating the endings -etam and 
-etat as suffixes distinct from -am and -at. 

The total number of morphological classes is, therefore, six: 
(i) suffix -at or -it 

(ii) suffix -dtit 
(iii) suffix-ay 
(iv) suffix -etay 
(v) suffix -at {-etat) 

(vi) suffix -am {-etam) 

6.2.2. Semantic-morphological relations. The semantic and the 
purely morphological classifications of the derivatives are widely 
divergent. A form with the suffix -ay (without the vowel e) may be 
singulative, diminutive, pejorative, or augmentative—e.g. 

cib nits cibay a nit 
hdsil a jackal hdsilay a little jackal 
fdham charcoal fdhmay a large piece of charcoal 
'assit a woman 'dssitay a poor, bad, woman 

But if certain formal characteristics are taken into consideration 
(other than those of the form itself of the derivatives) a formal 
classification that largely coincides with the semantic one is possible. 

(i) If we compare the morphological and semantic classification 
of the countable and uncountable nouns, we find that the two 
types of classification are merely 'out of phase'. If we number the 
forms in a sequence based upon the meaning, there is a formal 
correlation between a form of the uncountable and the form next 
in the sequence of the countable. This is illustrated by the diagram 
below, where the horizontal arrangement is semantic and the 
formal correlation is marked by the sloping lines: 

coll. fohdm>~~^^^^ charcoal; — 
sing. fdhmdt^^^ fanns a piece of charcoal; a lamp 
dim. fdhmdtit\ fanusdt a little piece of charcoal; 

\ ^ a little lamp 
d. dim. yanusdtit —; a tiny lamp 

1 Cf. §§ 6.3.3 and 6.3.5. 
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What is important here is not the type of suffix, but the place of the 
form in the sequence of suffixation. 

(ii) With countable nouns a difference in gender from that of 
the singulative is always a mark of a pejorative (suffixes -at and 
-ay) or of a pejorative plural (suffixes -at and -am). Although 
gender is statable in terms of the suffix, what is important is 
whether the form has the same gender or a different gender from 
that of the singular. 

(iii) The suffixes -at and -am have plural concord (feminine 
and masculine respectively) with animate nouns. This allows us to 
make a distinction between plural-type derivatives (with these 
suffixes) and singular-type derivatives. 

Taking these features into consideration, together with other 
more general features that have already been noted, we may link 
the semantic classes to formal criteria. These are set out below, 
but a full explanation is only to be found in the various relevant 
sections of § 6.3. 

(a) Singular-type derivatives: 
collective—forms not used with numerals; 
singulative—forms regularly used with numerals; 
diminutive—forms with the gender of the corresponding 

singulative, but with an additional suffix; 
double diminutive—forms with a suffix additional to that of 

the diminutive; 
pejorative—forms with a different gender from that of the 

singulative, and with an additional suffix. 
augmentative—forms with a different gender from that of the 

singulative, and with a different (not additional) suffix. 

(b) Plural-type derivatives: 
diminutive plural—forms with the same gender as the singu

lative; 
pejorative plural—forms with a gender different from that of 

the singulative. 

It is clear that the analysis is largely based on the singulative 
form, not on the (unsuffixed) singular form (though this may be 
the singulative form), in spite of its morphological 'simplicity'. A 
detailed explanation and, therefore, a justification of the criteria 
stated above is given in the analysis that follows. 
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6.3. Analysis of the derivatives 
The classification used in this statement has a semantic basis, but 

the classes are definable formally, as shown in the previous section. 
The semantic and formal classes cannot, however, be made wholly 
equivalent, and exceptions are noted in the sections that follow. 

6.3.1. Collectives. The collectives are defined as those forms that 
may not be used with the numerals. These are, of course, all 
singular forms of uncountable nouns—e.g. 

nahdb bees ful ground-nuts 

With numerals the (singulative) forms used are whbdt and fuldt. 
Further points to note are as follows : 

(i) The semantic distinction between collectives and singula-
tives is often very similar to, and perhaps identical with, the 
distinction between plurals and singulatives. This, as will be seen 
later, is a source of some difficulty.1 But it must be noted here that 
the fact that a noun has a collective form does not imply that it has 
no plural form. On the contrary, many nouns have both a collective 
and a plural. The difference in meaning is not always clear, as, for 
instance, between ndhdb and the plural 'dnhab, both of which can 
only be translated 'bees'.2 But in some cases there is a clear differ
ence in meaning, as in: 

coll. waraq paper sing- wdrdqdt a piece of 
paper 

pi. wdrdqotat pieces of 
paper 

(ii) There are some nouns whose singular form must be re
garded as belonging to two different morphological formations, 
and as collective in the one and singulative in the other. This is 
notably the case with nouns referring to parts of the body and to 
kinds of meat—e.g. 

sing, sdmbu' a lung dim. sdmbu'at a little lung 
coll. sdmbu' lung sing, sdmbu'at a piece of lung 

Another example is bun 'coffee', which as a collective has the 
meaning 'coffee-beans' or 'coffee-bushes', with a singulative bundt, 

1 Cf. § 6.3.9. 
2 In the sections dealing with the formation of the plurals (§§ 4 and 5) no 

notice is taken of this and all translations are into English singulars. But in the 
vocabulary translation into English plurals is made where appropriate. 
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but as a singulative bun has the meaning 'a cup, or glass, of coffee' 
('a coffee'). We may compare : 

kal'e bundt (not bun) two coffee-beans/bushes 
kal'e bun two coffees 

(iii) The concord of the collectives is almost always masculine 
singular. Feminine singular concord was rarely noted; forms that 
have plural concord, yet may be treated as collective, are among the 
problematic forms treated in a later section.1 

6.3.2. Singulatives. These are defined as the forms that are 
regularly used with the numerals. In fact all forms other than the 
collectives, the diminutive plurals, and the pejorative plurals may 
be used with numerals, though they would be much less commonly 
so used. For mere enumeration, it is the singulative that is used. 
The singulative, can, however, be defined more rigorously as: 

(i) the singular form of countable nouns; 
(ii) the form with suffix -it of uncountable nouns (one certain 

example only attested); 
(iii) the form with suffix -at of uncountable nouns (quite the 

commonest type of singulative); 
(iv) the form with suffix -ay of uncountable nouns that have 

NO form with the suffix -at. 

Under the headings of (iii) and (iv) must be included forms of 
nouns which have no (unsuffixed) singular forms, but whose 
lexically quotable form (always a singulative) has one of the two 
suffixes. 

(i) Examples of singular forms of countable nouns have already 
been noted, e.g.fdrds 'a horse'. This form is used with numerals— 
worojsdldslsdlasa fdrds 'one/three/thirty horse(s)'. 

(ii) Only one example of the suffix -it as a singulative where 
the noun is uncountable was noted: 

gar affairs garit an affair 

There are several nouns whose lexically quotable form has the 
ending -it—e.g. 

cab'it finger 
tdlit she-goat 
korit a ball 

But these can all be treated as singular forms with a final t, not the 
1 §6.3.9. 

B. 9948 E 
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suffix -it. For there are examples of all the long vowels -\-t at the 
end of singular forms, even where t does not occur in the plural 
form, and is, therefore, not a radical.1 Though it is possible to treat 
some of these as having the suffix -it, it would be less reasonable 
with others, e.g. korit, where the i is clearly part of the radical 
formation (plural kawarri). But in no case is there any gain in sim
plicity—on the contrary, if -it is a suffix in the first two examples we 
shall require the new double suffix -itat in cab'itat, talitat; this, 
and its accompanying formation rules, are unnecessary if the quoted 
forms are treated as the singulars (unsuffixed in respect of the 
derivative suffixes), and not as forms with the suffix -it. 

(iii) The vast majority of uncountable nouns have a singulative 
form with the suffix -at. The suffixed form must be feminine, in 
view of the suffix, though the corresponding singular (unsuffixed, 
collective) form may be of either gender (though it is almost always 
masculine).—e.g. 

gim (f.) clouds gimat a cloud 
faham(m.) charcoal fahmat a piece of charcoal 

We must place with these the forms with suffix -at of the nouns 
which have no singular forms—the form with -at being lexically 
quotable—e.g. 

•uotfat a cow 

(iv) There are a few nouns which have a singulative form with 
the suffix -ay (and no form with -at). These are limited to: 

(a) a class of nouns referring to insects—e.g. 

cib nits cibay a nit 
qmqm weevils qmqannay a weevil 

(b) a class of nouns referring to trees where the suffixed form 
has the meaning 'a piece of.. .wood'—e.g. 

fo'e acacia teetay a piece of acacia wood 
todgre olive wdgretay a piece of olive wood 

(the forms with the suffix -at are also singulative with the meaning 
'a . . . tree') 

1 Cf. §§ 4.2.3 and 4.2.5. 
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(c) a class of nouns referring to joints of meat, where the 
suffixed form has the meaning 'a piece of. . .'J—e.g. 

qalcam shin qalcammay a piece of shin 
ttidd' breast bone tdd'etay a piece of breast bone 

(d) a class of nouns which have no unsufnxed singular form, 
but a lexically quotable form with the suffix -ay—e.g. 

bdllay a cloth 
mdrday a sharp point 

The suffixes -at and -ay are marks of the diminutive as well as 
the singulative, though the definition of the two classes is different. 
But there are also morphological characteristics that are largely 
associated with the singulatives, notably the rarity of the vowel e 
(common with diminutives), the frequency of vowel change in
volving central vowels in the suffixed form (rare with the diminu
tives) and frequency of gemination (rare with the diminutives unless 
accompanied by e). 

In detail the features associated with the singulatives are set out 
in the following paragraphs. 

(a) Most of the forms have only the suffix, and none of the other 
features (except the -t- of juncture)—e.g. 

muz bananas muzdt a banana 
hdmle vegetables hamletdt a vegetable 

(b) With nouns with singulars of the structure CdCCaC, the 
final radical is geminated—e.g. 

qmqm weevils qmqdnnay a weevil 
ddgddg land at higher ddgddggdt a field at a higher 

level level 

We may compare the form of a noun with no singular: 

tdnkalldt a plait 

(c) If the singular form ends in -a, the suffix replaces (is not 
additive to) this vowel—e.g. 

sdgla figs sdgldt a fig 
balddnga beans balddngdt a bean 

(d) The patterns CdCCdC, CaCCdC, CdCdCdt, and CaCCd-
Cdt, involving a change of vowel, and, in the last case, gemination, 

1 Cf.§ 6.3.1. 
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are regularly found with nouns whose singular form is of the type 
CaCaC, CaCaC, CaCaC, and CdCdC. The following related 
patterns were noted: 

(23) bdldq 

(4) Plab 

(9) tdmdr 
(21) mdddd 
(1) 'dbm 

(3) P8dr 

(2) gdban 

big rocks 
dhows 
dates 
grindstones 
stones 
hair 
coffee-pots 

bdlqdt 
gdlbdt 
tdmrdt 
madddt 
'dbbdndt 
cdggdrdt 
gdbdndt 

a big rock 
a dhow 
a date 
a grindstone 
a stone 
a hair 
a coffee-pot 

The following have singulative forms of the same structures, but 
do not involve vocalic change (except the absence of 9, which is 
conditioned by the syllabic structure). 

(3) ndhdb bees mhbdt a bee 
(5) wdraq silver wdrqdt a piece of silver1 

(e) Forms with the vowel e were rare and confined to: 
four nouns of the following pattern, all names of trees (unidenti

fied): 
hdlqa hdlqetdt 

nouns with singular forms of the structure CVCCVC with the 
vowel a in the second syllable—e.g. 

kdllat earthenware kdlletdt a piece of earthen
ware 

the following noun, whose singular form is historically a broken 
plural:2 

'ds'an shoes 'ds'endt a shoe 

(/) An idiosyncratic pattern is that of: 

fahs wood fallasay a piece of wood 

6.3.3. -Diminutives. The diminutives are defined as those forms 
which have the same gender as the singulatives, but an additional 
suffix.3 'Additional' is to be taken to refer to the suffiix -dtit as 

1 For the classification of these forms see § 6.3.9. 
2 Cf. Tigrinya sa'ni, 'as'zn. Another such form in Tigre is 'dngab (singulative 

angebdt) 'teeth'. 
3 And is also a singular-type derivative (cf. § 6.2.2). Plural-type derivatives are 

not dealt with until § 6.3.7. 
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compared with -at, and also to the suffix -etay as compared with 
-ay.1 It follows that there are four possible suffixes that mark the 
diminutives: 

(i) -at where the singulative form has no suffix (is the singular) 
and is feminine; 

(ii) -ay where the singulative form has no suffix (is the singular) 
and is masculine; 

(iii) -atit where the singulative form has the suffix -at and either 
the (unsuffixed) singular form is collective, or there is no 
singular form—the form in -at being lexically quotable; 

(iv) -etay where the singular form has the suffix -ay (and is the 
lexically quotable form, there being no singular form— 
there is no example of a noun with a collective singular 
form and a singulative in -ay that also has a diminutive in 
-etay)—e.g. 

(Coll.) 
(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) (fahdm) 

(iv) 

Singulative 
karan (f.) a voice 
nahas (m.) a house 
fdhmdt a piece of 

charcoal 
wa'dt 
ba'ray 

a cow 
an ox 

Diminutive 
karrendt a little voice 
nahesay a little house 
fdhmdtit a little piece of 

charcoal 
wa'dtit 
ba'retay 

a little cow 
a little ox 

There is one further possibility—the forms with female reference 
and the suffix -t or -at have a diminutive with the further suffix -it2 

—e.g. 
'ddgat a she-donkey 'ddgatit a little she-

donkey 

The diminutive forms are quite common in Tigre. Typical 
usages are: 

gdle mdhgezoy baye. There is a little thing I need (lit. I have a 
small need). 

wdlwelay rdkdbna. We have found a breath of air. 

Other forms have quite specific uses. Betdtit, for instance, the 
diminutive of bet 'a house', may be used to refer to a ticket office. 

1 Cf. § 6.Z.I. 2 Cf. § 6.1.3. 
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Features associated with the diminutives (and in which they are 
often to be contrasted with the singulatives) are the frequency of 
the vowel e, and the rare occurrence of gemination except when 
accompanied by this vowel and the rare occurrence of any vowel 
change other than that which involves e. 

In cases (iii) and (iv) above, however, where the singulative form 
has a suffix and the diminutive a double suffix, the diminutive does 
not differ from the singulative in respect of its vowels and gemina
tion but solely in the suffixes, as the forms above illustrate. There, 
are, however, two points that must be made about the double 
suffixes. First, under certain conditions these double suffixes 
have the function of the corresponding single suffixes—they are 
marks of the diminutive where the (unsuffixed) singular form is the 
singulative; that is to say that there are no forms with single suffixes 
at all; it is the double suffixes that mark the diminutives. Examples 
of this are given in the detailed statement below. Secondly, there are 
a few examples of nouns which have singulative forms with the 
suffix -ay, and no unsuffixed singular form (the form with -ay 
being lexically quotable), but whose diminutive form does not 
have the suffix -etay, but the ending -eyay (i.e. the suffix -ay is 
treated as- if it were part of the stem)—e.g. 

tdstay a bull tdsteyay a little bull 

(but ba'ray, ba'retay—and the plural of tdstay is tastot, the regular 
form for nouns with lexically quotable forms in -ay).1 

For all other forms the position with regard to vowel quality and 
gemination is set out below in detail. 

(a) Where the vowel of the last syllable of the singular is a long 
vowel other than a, the diminutive form has a suffix only and none 
of the other features—e.g. 

kis a pocket kisay a little pocket 
sor a load soray a little load 
'dmur a milk-pail 'dmurat a little milk-pail 
bayhot a jackal bayhotdt . . . . , . 

bayhotay J 

'dde a hand 'adetdt a little hand 
hllu a squirrel sallutay a little squirrel 

1 Cf. § 5-2.2. 
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An exception in which the diminutive form has a double suffix 
is: 

dammu a cat dammdtit a little cat 
(but also dammutoy) 

(b) Where the singular form has a as the vowel of the last syllable 
the diminutive has, in its place, e—e.g. 

fas 
'avian 

•-

karbag 
gana 

magda 

an axe 
a period of 

time 
a whip 
a child 

a bonfire 

fesay 
'azvendt 

karbegdt 
ganetdt 
ganetay 
magdetay 

a little axe 
a short period of 

time 
a little whip 
a little girl 
a little boy 
a little bonfire 

Some forms with the double suffix -dtit were also noted. Except 
for the first example below, all have this suffix as a replacement 
of the final -a of the singular. None have the vowel e—e.g. 

qal 
higa 
zoalta 

a word 
a speech 
a shield 

qaldtit 
higdtit 
waltdtit 

a little word 
a little speech 
a little shield 

(c) Where the singular form has a or a as the vowel of the final 
syllable (which must be a closed (CVC) syllable in view of the 
short vowels), the diminutive has the vowel e and, where the 
singular is of the structure CVCVC, gemination of the second 
radical also—e.g. 

halag 
fdrds (m.) 

(f-) 
masgad 
mdkfdn 

an anklet 
a horse 
a mare 
a mosque 
a shroud 

hallegay 
fdrresay 
fdrresdt 
masgeday 
makfenay 

a little anklet 
a little horse 
a little mare 
a little mosque 
a small shroud 

Exceptions to this are: 

(i) With feminine forms there is often no e vowel, and the 
suffix is in some cases -dtit—e.g. 

'alias a hawk 'dlhsdt a little hawk 
'andar a flute 'andardtit a little flute 
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There are a few examples of alternative forms: 

kdmfdr a lip kdmferdt/ a little lip 
kdmfdrdtit 

'drqdb a scorpion 'drqdbdtj a small scorpion 
'drqebdt 

(ii) Where the singular form is monosyllabic (CVC) with 
either a or d as its vowel, the diminutive has the suffix -dtit or 
-etay. In most cases the stem structure is, for these diminutive 
forms, CVCC- (with morphologically three radicals), as we have 
already seen in dealing with the plural forms.1—e.g. 

gad a cotton thread gaddetay a small cotton 
thread 

'an an eye 'antdtit a little eye 

But three forms were noted that are exceptional to the general 
pattern. The first has the stem structure CVC- (not CVCC-) 
even in the suffixed form: 

tab a breast tabetay a little breast 

The second has the stem structure CVCC-, but the third C 
differs from that which is established as a radical in the statement 
of the plurals :2 

qdr a horn qdrretay a little horn 

The fourth is wholly idiosyncratic in its entire morphology :3 

wad a son wdlleday a little son 

(iii) Where the last radical, or, in the case of CVCVC singular 
forms, either of the last two radicals, is a laryngeal, the diminutive 
has the suffix -dtit or -etay—e.g. 

sdf' a winnowing sdf'etay a little winnowing 
tray tray 

tna'ds a hide ma'dsetay a little hide 
mahba' a hiding place mahba'dtit a small hiding 

place 
tndftah a key mdftahetay a small key 

1 Cf. §§ 4.2.1 (vi), 5.2.3 (v), and 7 (iv). 
2 Not *qdrnetay (but 'dqarnat); also qdrru (§ 7 (iv)). 
3 Cf. §§ 4.2.6 (iii) and 7 (vi). 
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Where the laryngeal is ' and the previous vowel is u, the forms are :* 

baggu' a sheep bagga'utay a little sheep 
karku' a piece of ear- karka'utat a little piece of ear-

wax wax 

(d) The only forms with gemination and a change of vowel other 
than to e that were noted are :2 

sotal 

rosan 

sokdn 
setan 

a curved dagger 

a storied 
building 

an antelope 
a devil 

sopllay 

rohnnatit 

sokannat 
sepnnay 

a small curved 
dagger 

a little storied 
building 

a small antelope 
a little devil 

(e) There were two examples in which the diminutive (seman-
tically defined) differed from the singulative in having the vowel e: 

(qanqan) qanqannay a weevil qanqenay 
(fdhs) fallasay a piece of wood fallesay 

a little weevil 
a little piece of 

wood 

6.3.4. Double diminutives. The double diminutives are defined 
as forms with a suffix additional to the diminutive. All, in fact, 
have the suffix -atit, compared with -at of the diminutive—e.g. 

fanus 
fanusdt 

a lamp 
a little lamp fanusdtit a tiny lamp 

6.3.5. Pejoratives. The pejoratives are defined as forms with a 
gender different from that of the singulative, but with an addi
tional suffix. With two exceptions only (the first two exemplified) 
the suffix is -ay or -etay. 'Additional' is to be taken here to refer 
not only to -at or -ay where the singulative has no suffix, but also 
to -etay where the singulative has the suffix -at3—e.g. 

'anas (m.) a man 'anesdt a weak man 
(dim. 'anesay) 

1 Cf. § 1.8. 
2 There is a similar diminutive plural—hessssat (hesas 'rancid butter'). 
3 Cf. § 6.2.1. One form, sdmmetay, was noted though no singulative was 

recorded—the collective being sam 'poison'. A singulative *s3tnmat can be 
'reconstructed', though the double consonant is absent from the form with pro
nominal suffix, cf. § 7 (iv). 
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nassal (m.) a tongue nasseldt a sharp tongue 
(dim. nasselay) 

'assit (f.) a woman 'assitay a bad woman 
(dim. 'assitdt) 

tndrwdd (f.) a ring mdrweday a poor ring 
(dim. marwedaf) 

tdwldt a table tawletay a poor table 
(dim. tawlatit) 

The phonological characteristics of the pejoratives are similar to 
those of the diminutives, except that under conditions where the 
vowel e is regularly to be expected, it always occurs with the 
pejorative, even if absent with the diminutive—e.g. 

manka (f.) a spoon manketay a poor spoon 
(dim. mankatit) 

Where the final radical is a laryngeal, the pejorative has the double 
suffix -etay (diminutive -dtit)—e.g. 

mahba' (f.) a hiding place mahba'etay a poor hiding 
(dim. place 
mahba'dtit) 

But there are many problems of the relation between the se
mantic and formal classes. 

(a) Many forms that are, by the formal criteria stated, diminu
tives, have the meaning assigned to the pejoratives—e.g. 

gor (m.) a neighbour goretay a bad neighbour 
mdmba (m.) a master mdmbetay a bad master 

tndnddq (m.) a wall mdndeqay a ruined wall 

(b) There are a few nouns with two diminutive forms (formally) 
one with the vowel e, the other without. The latter has the meaning 
of a diminutive, but the former that of a pejorative—e.g. 

darfan a ram darfannay a little ram1 

darfenay a poor ram 
'ankar a puppy 'ankarray a little puppy 

'ankeray a weak puppy 
1 Used often to refer to a strong young boy. 
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(c) Some nouns whose singular form is either masculine or 
feminine have two diminutive forms (formally), but while the 
feminine form has the meaning 'a little . . .' (or 'a nice little . . .') 
the masculine form has the meaning 'a poor . . .' —e.g. 

higa 
(m/f.) 

mora 
(m./f.) 

a speech 

a stick 

higdtit 
higetay 
mordtit 
moretay 

a nice little speech 
a poor speech 
a nice little stick 
a useless stick 

(d) One noun was noted with a form that formally is augmenta
tive (different gender from the singulative and different, but not 
additional, suffix), but semantically is pejorative: 

(karbit) kdrbitdt a match karbitay a spent match 

6.3.6. Augmentatives. The augmentatives are defined as the 
forms with a gender different from that of the singulative and with 
a different, but not additional, suffix—e.g. 

(foham) fdhmdt a piece of fahmay a large piece of 
charcoal charcoal 

zva'dt a cow wa'ay a big cow 
(pej. wa'etay) 

It follows that the augmentatives are found only with nouns that 
have a singulative with the suffix -at (for there are no augmentative 
forms where the singulative has the suffix -ay), and are thus either 
nouns whose singular forms are collectives (with a singulative in 
-at), or nouns with no unsuffixed singular form, but a lexically 
quotable form in -at. 

The phonological features of the augmentatives are the same 
as those of the singulatives, with one exception—different conso
nants are geminated in the following forms: 

qatndl lice (sing.) qammdldt a louse 
(aug.) qamdllay a large louse 

There is one form which is semantically but not formally an 
augmentative: 

qalcammay z. strong wrist 
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This would be formally an augmentative only if there were a 
singulative *qdlcsmmat. But the other forms are:1 

(sing.) qdlcdm (f.) a wrist 
(pej.) qalcemay a weak wrist 
(dim.) cplcdmmatit a little wrist 

6.3.7. Diminutive plurals. The diminutive plurals are defined as 
the plural-type derivatives with the same gender as the singulative. 
This definition is strictly valid only for animate nouns, the possi
bilities being: 

-at where the singulative form is feminine 
-am where the singulative form is masculine 

In the case of inanimate nouns a similar statement of gender 
correlation cannot be made since the plural-type derivatives are 
mostly, like the plurals, masculine singular in their concord. 
But the suffixes are the same as in the case of the animate nouns— 
-at for feminine singulative forms and -am for masculine singula
tive forms. The strict definition of the diminutive plurals is, there
fore, forms with suffixes whose number and gender, if generalized 
from the animate forms, is plural and (in the case of gender) the 
same as that of the singulative form—e.g. 

gonial (m.s.) 

zca'dt (f.s.) 
kis (m.s.) 
rosan (f.s.) 

a male camel 

a cow 
a pocket 
a storied 

building 

gammelam (m.p.) a few male 
camels 

wa'at/wa'etattf.p.) a few cows 
kisetam (m.s.) a few pockets 
rohnnetat (m.s.) a few storied 

buildings 

The phonological characteristics of these forms are as follows : 

(a) Where the diminutive form has an e vowel, the diminutive 
plural has the same pattern as that form. This may include 
gemination as illustrated by gammelam above—diminutive gam-
melay. 

(b) Where the diminutive has no e vowel, the diminutive plural 
has this vowel in the form of the endings -etam and -etat, though 
retaining any other characteristics of the singulative. This is 

1 It is, perhaps, relevant that the singular form qalcdm is also collective with 
the meaning 'shin' (meat), cf. § 6.3.1 (ii). 
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illustrated by kisetam and rohnnetat above—diminutives kisay 
and rohnndtit. But there are some exceptions to this. 

(i) Most nouns with a singulative form with suffix -at (whether 
this is the lexically quotable form or there is an (unsuffixed) singu
lar (collective) form) have diminutive plurals with the suffix -at 
only—e.g. ,.._. , JT r 

° wa at a cow wa at1 a tew cows 
(gardh) gdrhdt a field gdrhat a few fields 

(ii) For the noun dammu alternative forms were noted as follows: 

(dim. dammdtit) dammetatjdammutat a few (she-) cats 
(dim. dammutay) dammetamjdammutam a few (torn-) cats 

(c) Many diminutive plural forms have the stem structure of the 
broken plurals, with the vowel e when the plural has a in its final 
syllable—e.g. 

(fdrds) 'dfras horses/mares 'dfresat a few mares 
'dfresam a few horses 

(gana) 'agdnnit children 'dgannitam a few children 

For nouns whose third radical has the consonantal exponent of y 
in the plural2 the vowel e replaces the sequence aya—e.g. 

(ndwid) ndwayad kids ndzvedatj a few kids 
ndwedam 

(gdzirdt) gdzayar islands gazerat a few islands 

6.3.8. Pejorative plurals. The pejorative plurals are defined 
as the second of the two types of forms with suffixes that may have 
plural concord, and specifically with suffixes that imply (in the case 
of animate nouns) a gender different from that of the singulative. 
All except one have the suffix -am (the singulative being feminine), 
and all are found together with a diminutive plural form with suffix 
-at—e.g. 

wa'dt a cow wa'etam some poor cows 
(dim. pi. wa'etat) 

rosan a storied rohnnetam some poor storied 
building buildings 

(dim. pi. rohnnetat) 
gdzirdt an island gdzeram some poor islands 

(dim. pi. gazerat) 
1 Wa'etat also attested. 2 Cf. § 4-2.4-
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One form only with the suffix -at was noted—sdbetat 'some weak 
men'. This is to be related to sab 'men', which is lexically the 
plural of 'anas 'man' (m.s.). 

It must be added that there are pejorative plural forms only 
where the singulative form is of one gender. For a noun whose 
singular forms are either masculine or feminine the forms with the 
suffixes -am and -at are diminutive plural, and differ in sex refer
ence, this difference being related to gender in all the other forms 
of such nouns—e.g. 

fdrds (m.s.) a horse 'dfresam a few horses 
fdrds (f.s.) a mare 'dfresat a few mares 

6.3.9. Problematic forms. There are a few nouns whose forms 
raise some problems of classification. The problem is partly that 
of distinguishing between collective and plural, but is made more 
complex by some morphological features not previously encoun
tered. 

(i) Mention has already been made in the phonological section1 

of the first of the following: 

'dqqdc soldiers 'dqqdytay a soldier 
'dlldc foreigners 'dlldytay a foreigner 

If we treat c as morphologically equivalent to yt these can be 
treated as collective and singulative respectively. But there are two 
points against this solution. First, 'dqqdc and 'dlldc have plural 
concord; it will be necessary to state that some collective forms (if 
these are to be collective) have this type of concord. Secondly, 
they are both of the pattern of plural class XXI; this is, however, 
not a very strong argument in favour of treating them as plural, 
because the forms in -ay have the same stem structure, and there 
are no other examples of -ay forms with a plural type stem struc
ture. 

(ii) A noun with similar features but a suffix -toy is : 

'dggdr hunters 'dggdrtay a hunter 

The unsuffixed form has plural concord; the stem structure is that 
of plural class XXI. 

(iii) Also with a suffix -tay is: 

hhdr magicians hh,drtay a magician 
1 § 1.3. 
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Also attested, however, was the singular form hhdr. Taken to
gether with this hhdr can only be regarded as a broken plural—of 
class XX, and not as a collective, 

(iv) Two forms with the suffix -ebay were noted:1 

ddllalebay agent, middle man sdqqatebay merchant 

These forms are certainly singulatives. The forms with plural 
concord are: 

ddllal or ddlalib agents, middle men sdqqat merchants 

Both nouns have alternative forms with singular concord—ddllal 
(the same as that with plural) and sdqqatay. The form ddlalib 
is clearly a broken plural, but, while ddllal and sdqqat are of the 
pattern of plural class XXI, their status remains in doubt. 

(v) Nouns referring to members of tribes, speech communities, 
&c, often have three forms, one with no suffix and masculine 
plural concord, one with suffix -ay and masculine singular concord, 
and the third with suffix -ayt and feminine singular concord. The 
first refers to more than one and the second and third to male and 
female persons respectively. The unsuffixed and suffixed forms 
have, in some cases other differences too; these can only be stated 
lexically and are illustrated in the examples—e.g. 

mdnsa' 
'dnthara 
bdlen 
hdbds 
hdmdsen 

tndrya 

mdnsa'ay 
'dmharay 
bdlenay 
hdbdsay 
hdmdsenay 

mdryay 

mdnsa'ayt 
'dmharayt 
bdlenayt 
hdbdsayt 
hdmdsenayt 

mdryayt 

Mensa Tigre speaker 
Amharic speaker 
Bilin speaker 
Tigrinya speaker 
Hamasien Tigrinya 

speaker 
member of Marya tribe 

The unsuffixed forms, it will be noted, do not fall into the usual 
plural patterns. 

(vi) Another noun with one form that has plural concord, and 
another with the suffix -ay and singular concord is: 

hmagdlle nobles hmagdllay a noble 

(vii) Some other nouns, mostly indicating nationality, have an 

1 Cf. also § 8.3. 
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unsufExed form with plural concord, and a form with the ending -i 
that has singular concord—e.g. 

'dskdr soldiers 'dskdri a soldier 
tilan Italians tilani an Italian 
'ingliz Englishmen 'inglizi an Englishman 

(viii) Closely associated with the problem are some forms that 
have already been dealt with as collectives and singulatives respec
tively. These are the singular forms of the pattern CaCdC which 
are collective, with a singulative with the suffix -at1—e.g. 

zdbdd butter zabddt a piece of butter 
damdq skulls ddmqdt a skull 
cdgdr hair cdggdrdt a hair 
'dbdr needles 'abrdt a needle 

There are strong arguments for treating the unsufRxed forms of 
these not as collectives, but as plurals: 

(a) they have the syllabic and vocalic pattern of class XX 
plurals, cf. 'aban, 'abdn 'stone', 'stones'; 

(b) one, at least, a form of an animate noun, has plural (and 
feminine) concord: 

kawdk black snakes kukdt (kawkdt) a black snake 

(c) most of them have reference to more than one object— 
'grindstones', 'umbrellas', 'tents', &c.2 

But if we treat these unsuffixed forms as plurals, there would be 
a case for treating the unsuffixed forms of the following as plurals 
too: 

galab dhows gdlbdt a dhow 
'aday debts 'dyddt a debt 
gaban coffee-pots gdbdndt a coffee-pot 
waraq paper wdrdqdt a piece of paper 

The morphological and the semantic relations between the paired 
forms are very similar to those considered above. But it would be 
much less convenient to treat these as plurals since 

(a) the unsuffixed forms do not belong to any recognized plural 
pattern; 

1 p- 52, § 6.3.2. 
2 Cf. Vocabulary, pp. 78-79, for more examples. 
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(b) some of the nouns have plural form—with either a similar or 
a different meaning—e.g. 

gabdnotat coffee-pots waraqotat pieces of paper 

It is clear that, in general terms, the singular/plural and singu-
lative/collective relations are not clearly distinguished in Tigre. 
But in a descriptive statement we can make precise distinctions by 
treating all the unsuffixed forms that we have been considering as 
collectives and the others as singulatives. This requires that two 
points be made: 

(a) some collectives have a meaning that is identical with that 
of the plural; 

(b) some collectives (all with plural meaning) have plural con
cord. 

The difficulties arise, perhaps, from two sources. First, some of 
the broken plurals are historically collectives.1 Secondly, in the 
neighbouring Cushitic language Bilin most nouns have two forms, 
one with a suffix, the other without, and it is the unsuffixed form 
that is 'plural'.2 In some dialects of Tigre forms which for my in
formant are singular and singulative are used with plural refer
ence, a further 'singular' or 'singulative' form having the Bilin type 
suffix -a3—e.g. 

ddgdm stories ddgma a story 

A similar feature is to be found even in one dialect of Tigrinya,4 

with a singulative suffix -i, which has feminine concord, even with 
reference to males—e.g. 

da'ul bulls hanti da'uli one bull5 

1 Cf. Dillmann and Bezold, Ethiopic Grammar, 299 seq. 
2 Cf. 'Noun in Bilin', 385-7. 
3 Informant Mohamed Ali of Anagit. 
4 Agame dialect, informant from Adigrat. 
5 But the nearest parallel to Tigre is in Galla, cf. B. W. Andrzewski, 'The 

categories of number in noun forms in the Borana dialect of Galla', Africa 
xxx. 1 (i960), 62-75. 
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PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES 

T H E pronominal possessive suffixes may occur with any of the 
forms described in the previous sections. In general they may be 
treated as additive; they are set out in the table below: 

3 masc. 
3 fern. 
2 masc. 
2 fern. 
i masc./fem. 

Singular 
u 
a 
ka 
ki 
ye 

Plural 
om 
an 
kam 
kan 
na 

The second masculine plural form kam contains a short, back, close 
vowel. Only in such forms (and in similar forms of the verb) is there 
need to recognize a vowel that is both short and back (or front). 
Strictly another symbol is required if all symbols are to be un
ambiguous without taking their contexts into consideration; but 
a may be used without ambiguity if (as is almost always the case) 
the ending can be recognized as the suffix.1 

There are a number of features regarding the juncture of stem 
and suffix that must be noted. 

(i) If the unsuffixed form (unsuffixed, that is, in regard to the 
pronominal suffixes) ends in a vowel, there is a juncture feature h 
with all suffixes that begin with a vowel—e.g. 

mora stick morahu his stick 
fare fruit farehdn their (fern.) fruit 

(ii) With the first singular suffix there is a juncture feature of 
palatalization, if the unsuffixed forms ends in a dental or alveolar 
consonant. The suffix has the exponent of gemination and palata
lization of the final consonant of the unsuffixed form. The con
sonants involved are set out and illustrated in: 

tjc bet house becce my house 
d/g walad sons walagge my sons 

1 Cf. § 1.7. 
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tJQ samat side samacce m y side 
sjs ra'as head ra'asse my head 
z/z mahdz river mahdzze m y river 
sjc fdlas piece of wood fdlacce my piece of wood 

(iii) As was noted in the phonological section, a final c has the 
morphological function of -yt-. This is clear from 

'dqqdc1 soldiers 'dqqdytu his soldiers 

and from forms with plurals in the suffix -de2—e.g. 

'abac father/paternal uncle 'dbdytu his father and/or paternal 
uncles 

There are alternative forms for the last—'dbdctu and 'dbdeu. 

(iv) As was noted in the section on broken plurals, many singu
lar forms of the structure CVC with V a short vowel are morpho
logically to be treated as CVCC. In most cases the last two (mor
phologically speaking) consonants are the same: 

sar vein sarru his vein 
gad luck gdddu his luck 
qdr horn qdrru3 his horn 

cf. sam a name; poison samu* his n a m e ; his poison 
dam blood ddmu his blood 

I n other cases t he final consonant differs (bu t is always a dental 
and the preceding one is always dental or alveolar)—e.g. 

gdn border gandu his border 
'an eye 'antu5 his eye 
hdl maternal aunt hdltu his maternal aunt 

There are similar features with a few non-monosyllabic singulars— 
e.g. 

wdldt daughter wdldttu his daughter 
na'dl sister-in-law na'dlta her sister-in-law 
karan voice karantu his voice 

All the forms with an additional -t- are feminine, and in one 
1 Cf. §§ 1.3 (iv) and 6.3.9 « • 
2 § 5 . 2 - 1 . 
3 Not *qdrnu, cf. §§ 6.3.3 (p- 56) and 4.2.1 (vt). 
4 In spite of 'dsmay (§ 4.2.2) and sammetay (§ 6.3.5, p . 57, n. 3). 
5 Cf. §§ 5.2.3 (v.) and 6.3.3 (P- 56). 
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example the occurrence of this -t- distinguishes otherwise identical 
forms that differ only in gender (with a distinction in sex refer
ence) : 

ba'al (m.f.) owner ba'alu (m.) his (male) owner 
ba'altu (f.) his (female) owner 

There is a similar distinction, but with a difference in vowel 
(though the only phonetic difference is in duration since both are 
open front) in: 

hal(m.) maternal uncle halu his maternal uncle 
hal (f.) maternal aunt hdltu his maternal aunt 

With the first singular suffix there is palatalization, though with
out gemination of the additional t, since in these cases this would 
imply a cluster of three consonants—e.g. 

'aw eye 'dnce my eye 
wdldt daughter wdldcce my daughter 

A rather different feature is the occurrence of -t- with the femi
nine plural suffix -an, with a few broken plurals of the pattern 
'dCCaC (class I)—e.g. 

(fo'sy) 'db'as husbands 'db'dstdn their husbands 
{rids) 'dr'as heads 'dr'astdn their heads 

(v) Three nouns (those that have plurals in -de) have suffixed 
forms with a medial u and, as a result, the juncture h with suffixes 
beginning with a vowel—e.g. 

'df mouth 'dfuye my mouth 
'db father 'dbuka your father 
ham father-in-law hdmuhu his father-in-law 

(vi) The noun wad has the stem wdl- with all suffixes that do not 
begin with a vowel, but wddd- (as sar, &c, above) for those that 
begin with a vowel:' 

wad son wdlye my son 
wdlka your son 
wdddu his son 

1 Cf. §§ 4.2.6 (iii) and 6.3.3 (p- 5<>). It is clear that wad may be regarded as 
morphologically a triliteral with radicals w, I, and d. 
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(vii) The clusters -gk- and -qk- are possible at this stem-ending 
juncture only—e.g. 

hog elbow hogka your elbow 
suq shop suqka your shop 

But while -gk- may often have no voicing (and could thus be 
written -kk), the ejection of -qk- is always phonetically present in 
glottal closure. 

(viii) The cluster -yy- (not gemination) is also possible only at 
this type of juncture—e.g. 

'dcyay a piece of wood 'dcyayye my piece of wood 



8 
ADJECTIVES 

T H E adjectives fall into several morphological classes. The two 
most obvious main divisions are those which have broken plurals 
and those whose plurals are suffixed. The former make no distinc
tion of gender in the plural form, while the latter have distinct 
masculine and feminine plural forms. Several adjectives that do 
not have distinct masculine and feminine singular forms were noted. 

8.1. Adjectives with broken plurals 
The classification of these adjectives is partly in terms of the 

type of plural, but also in terms of the feminine form. 
(i) The commonest type of adjective with a broken plural has 

a masculine singular form CdCiC, a feminine singular CdCCaC, 
and a plural of the type of broken plural class XI with one radical 
that has vocalic and consonantal exponents—e.g. 

(10) gazif gdzzaf gdzayaf thick 

With these can be included the following (the final i being inter
preted as -ay): 

(i) 'dbi 'dbbay 'dbayi big 

With the same plural form, but a feminine with the suffix -at, is: 

(2) wdgib wagibdt wdgayab fertile 

This is also the pattern of two adjectives with a masculine singular 
CdCuC: 

(2) gddud gdduddt gddayad barren 

This type of plural is also found with some adjectives whose 
masculine singular form is of one of the types that is most com
monly associated with a suffixed plural. Details are given in the 
sections below, 

(ii) A plural of the type of class XIV (CdCdCCaC) was noted 
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for a few adjectives with a masculine singular CVCCVC. The 
feminine singular has the suffix -at or -it—e.g. 

(2) hankiii hdnkisdt hdndkkas with a limp 
(1) gandab gandabit gdndddab old 
(1) dagldl dagldlit ddgdlhb old 

(iii) Plurals of the type of the rare class XXI (CdCCdC) were 
noted only as alternatives to those of § 8.2 (i) below, 

(iv) Other broken plurals that were noted are: 

I I I 
I I I 
XI 

XII 
XIV 
XVI 

XVII 
XVII 

XVIII 

m.s. 

fddab 
hawan 

qayah 
sanu' 

farad 
fdnak 

hamrarib 
sd'da 

f.s. 

fddabit 
hawanit 

qayah 
san'at 
'dmsat 

m./f. p. 
'dfrad 
'dfnak 
fddayab 
hdwawin 
hdmdrrab 
sa'adi 
qdyhit 
sdn'it 
'dmdssi 

odd, single 
brave 
brave 
unfertile 
heroic 
white 
red 
noble 
pregnant 

8.2. Adjectives with suffixed plurals 

Most of the adj'ectives that have suffixed plurals are morpho
logically verbal formations—participles. The plural suffixes are 
-yam (masc.) and -yat (fern.) or -am and -at. 

(i) Adjectives with a final closed syllable containing the vowel u 
have plural suffixes -am and -at. But there are four different sub
classes : 

(a) Most of the adjectives have in the feminine form the suffix 
-at, and a or no vowel (according to syllabic structure) in place of u— 
e.g. 

(1) hud hadat hudam hudat few 
(18) kabud kabdat kabudom kabudat heavy 

(6) dangur dangarat danguram dangurat slow 

(b) Others have no suffix in the feminine form, but still a in 
place of u—e.g. 

(4) 'awur 'awar 'awuram 'awurat blind 
(1) garrum garram garrumam garrumat beautiful 
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(c) Where a laryngeal is the final radical, the vowel u does not 
occur in any of the suffixed forms—e.g. 

(7) bazuh bazhat bazham bazhat many 

(d) Where the final radical is y, the feminine form has the ending 
-it ( = -yat or -ayat)—e.g. 

(1) saruy sarit saruy am saruy at clean 
(2) 'akkuy 'akkit 'akkuyam 'akkuyat bad 

One adjective with singular forms of the type illustrated in (a) but 
with only a broken plural was noted: 

na'us na'as na'ayas small 

Broken plurals of this type (class XI) and of the type of class XXI 
were also noted as alternatives to the suffixed plurals—e.g. 

(4) kabud kabdat kdbayad heavy 
(3) sagub sagbat sdggob rich 

Almost all the adjectives of the type dealt with in this section are 
morphologically participles, and most of them Passive participles. 
There is in theory, at least, a participle for every 'theme' or 'de
rived form' of the verb, and all except that of the active have a final 
closed syllable containing the vowel u. The theoretically possible 
forms may be exemplified by the verb qtitla 'he killed': 

qatul 
'aqtul 
'attaqtul 
qutul 
'atqutul 
qatutul 

'atqatutul 

Passive 
Causative 
Double Causative 
Reciprocal 
Causative Reciprocal 
Frequentative Active 
Frequentative Passive 
Frequentative Causative 

tqdttdla 
'dqtdla 
'dttdqtdla 
tqatdla 
'dtqatdla 
qatatala 
tqdtatdla 
'dtqdtatdla 

(ii) Adjectives with a masculine singular form of the structure 
CaCaC have plural forms with the same suffixes, but feminine 
singular forms with the suffix -at—e.g. 

( n ) hamaq hamqdt hatnqam hamqat weak 

These are also participles—the Active participles. A few adjectives 
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with the same type of masculine singular form have plurals with 
the suffix -otat—e.g. 

(2) hayas haysdt haysotat noble 

(iii) Most adjectives with stem-final syllable CaC have the 
suffixes -it, -yam, and -yat. Many of these adjectives refer to per
sonal physical characteristics—e.g. 

(9) $tiggar caggarit cdggaryam cdggaryat hairy 

Two adjectives have similar suffixes, but an alternative masculine 
singular form with the suffix -ay: 

harfharay harit haryam haryat last 
qddamjqddamay qddamit qddamyam qddamyat first 

Where the final radical is y only a single y is found in the plural1— 
e.g. 

(1) ganay ganay it ganay am ganay at ugly 
(1) 'dbay 'dbayit 'dbayam 'dbayat hostile 

(iv) Idiosyncratic patterns were noted for: 

sdnni sdnnet sdnyam sdnyat good 
tola talitat brown 

8.3. Diminutives of adjectives 

A few forms that are clearly to be treated as diminutives, both 
from their morphology and their meaning, were noted. They are: 

na'us 
dabur 
hud 
saruy 
qarub 

na'usay 
ddburay 
huday 
saruyay 
qarubay 

na'as 
dabrat 
hadat 
sarit 
qarbat 

na'asdt 
dabratit 
hadatit 
sarittit 
qarbatit 

small 
poor 
few 
clean 
near 

The masculine form of the diminutive has the suffix -ay, the 
feminine -at, or when preceded by the suffix -at, the suffix -it.2 

One masculine diminutive form was noted that has either the 
suffix -etay or the very rare ending -ebay.3 

mdkruh tndkrahetayjmdkrahebay evil 
1 Cf. §§ i .4 ( i )and7(v i i i ) . 
2 Cf. the forms denoting females in § 6.3.3 (P- S3) where the diminutive 

suffix is -it following ~t or -at; but note that prit is not treated as if it were 
*§3tyat (which would imply *ssritit). 

3 Cf. § 6.3.9 (iv). 
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A L L the forms that were noted are set out in the lists that follow with the 
exception of those nouns for which only one form was noted (and no 
morphological statement can thus be made). The following rules are 
employed: 

(i) The forms are grouped according to the syllabic and vocalic shape 
of the singular form or, where there is no singular form, of the lexically 
quotable suffixed form. 

(ii) Within each group the order of words is based on the order of the 
consonants in the list in § I . I . 

(iii) After each headword an indication is given whether it is collective 
or singulative, and, if singulative, of its gender by the abbreviations c. 
(collective), m.s. (masculine and singulative), and f.s. (feminine and 
singulative). Gender is not stated for the collectives since almost all 
are masculine; the rare exceptions, however (which include collectives 
with plural concord), are noted. As stated in the texts neither gender 
nor the countable/uncountable distinctions are wholly rigid; all that 
can be stated with certainty is that, where a singular form is shown as 
feminine, the informant rejected masculine concord, and that where it is 
shown as singulative, he was unaware of any other (suffixed) singulative 
form. No indication is given with suffixed forms, since, as shown in the 
text, all are singulative, and the gender is predictable from the suffix. 

(iv) A final radical that is absent in the singular form but occurs in all 
other forms is shown in brackets. 

(v) Forms ending in -ay are treated as having the suffix -ay only 
where the morphology of the other forms implies this; in other forms 
this ending is regarded as part of the stem. Thus ba'ray and hnday 
occur in different sections. 

(vi) The abbreviations used are: m. masculine, f. feminine, s. singula
tive (not singular), pi. plural, d. diminutive, d.d. double diminutive, p . 
pejorative, a. augmentative, d.p. diminutive plural, p.p. pejorative plural. 

CV pb m.s., breast, pi. 'dfbay, d. 

hu m.s., brother, pi. haw. ' , ,.. 
' > r . sgm m - S - ) name, pi. asmay. 

_ „ S9tn c , poison, p. sammetay. 
sar(r) m.s., vein, pi. 'a'srar, d. 

das(s) m.s., saucepan, pi. 'ddyas, d. ssrretay. 
dsssetay. S3q(q) m.s. provisions, d. ssqqetay. 
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CaC—(cont.) 

gan(ri) m.s., demon, pi. 'dgnan. 
g3b(b) m.s., small cave, pi. 'dgbab, 

d. gabbetay. 
gad(d) m.s., cotton thread, pi. 

'dgdad, d. gaddetay. 
gan(d) m.s., border, pi. 'dgnad. 
'am(m) f.s., mother, pi. 'ammat. 
'an(t) f.s., eye, pi. 'antat, d. 

'antdtit. 
hat f.s., sister, pi. hdwat. 
rah/'drwahdt f.s., soul, pi. 'drwahat. 
wa${s) f.s., cartridge, pi. 'dwias, d.p. 

'dwSesat. 

CaCat1 

ba'dt, cave, pi. ba'dtat/ba'otat, d. 
ba'dtit, p. ba'etay a. ba'ay. 

sa'dt, watch, pi. sa'otat, d. sa'dtit, p. 
sa'etay, a. sa'ay. 

na'dt, female camel, pi. 'ansa, d. 
na'dtit, p. na'etay, a. na'ay. 

wa'dt, cow, pi. 'a'Aa, d. wa'dtit, p. 
zra'etay, a. wa'ajy, d.p. wa'atj 
wa'etat. 

CdC 

sdr(f) m.s., half, pi. 'dsrar. 
idr(r) m.s., misfortune, pi. 'dsrarj 

idrotat. 
gds(s) m.s., face, pi. 'dgassdt, d. 

gdssetay (thin, pale, face). 
gd' m.s., black lizard, pi. 'dg'at/ 

'dg'atat. 
qds c , fleas, s. qesay. 
qdS(f) m.s., priest, pi. 'dqaSsitdt, d. 

qdBetay. 
qdrir) m.s., horn, pi. 'dqarndt, d. 

qdrretay. 
'df(u) m.s., mouth, pi. 'qfdc. 
'db(u) m.s., father, paternal uncle, 

pi. 'dbd£ ('dbdw, forefathers). 
hdm(u) m.s., iatner-in-iaw, pi. 

hdmdi. 

hdUf) f.s., maternal aunt, pi. hdl-
totat. 

'dd{d) m.s., country, pi. 'dddotat, d. 
'dddetay. 

wdd{d)(wdl-) m.s., son, pi. walad, d. 
wdlleday. 

CdCdt 

sdndt, year, pi. sdnotat, d. sdndtit, 
d.p. sdnetat. 

ndldt, female antelope, pi. ndlat, 
double pi. ndlatat, d. ndldtit, p. 
ndletay, a. ndlay, d.p. ndletat. 

wdldt(t), daughter, pi. 'dwdlad, d. 
wdldtit, p. wdletay, d.p. wdletat. 

CdCay 

tdlay, herdsman, pi. tdldc, d. 
tdleyay. 

kdray, hyena, pi. kdrdc (but also 
under CdCaC). 

CdCCdt 

'dmmdt, father's sister, pi. 'dmmotat. 
'drrdt, pasture land, pi. 'drrotat, d. 

'drrdtit. 

CiC 

Sib, c, white hair, s. Shot. 
cib c , nits, s. fibay. 
Ms m.s., bag, pi. 'dkyas, d. kisay, 

d.p. kisetam. 
gim c. (f.), cloud, s. gimdt. 
Urn c , cream, pi. Idmyat. 
'id m.s., Muslim offering to dead, 

pi. 'ayad. 
'in f.s., spring, pi. 'ayan. 

CiCdt 

nibdt, canine tooth, pi. 'anyab, d. 
nibdtit, d.p. 'anyeoat, p.p. 'dnye-
bam. 

1 All have a medial laryngeal, and are thus of the same pattern as the CaCat 
forms. 
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CeC CaC 

bet f.s., house, pi. 'dbyat, d. 
betatit, p. betay, d.p. betatj 
'dbyetat. 

mes m.s., fermented honey drink, 
pi. 'dmyas. 

CuC 

ful c , ground-nuts, s. fultit, d. 
fuldtit. 

bus* m.s., tea glass, pi. 'fibulas', 
bun c , coffee (beans or plantation), 

s. bundt, d. bundtit. 
fuf m.s., dry sinew, pi. 'afloat, 
suq m.s., shop, pi. 'dswaqat, d. (p. ?) 

suqetay, d.p. suqetam. 
zu' c , talk, pi. 'dzwa'at, s. za'dt. 
Sum m.s., leader, pi. sdydm. 
muz c , bananas, s. muzdt, d. 

muzdtit. 
ruz c , rice, pi. 'drzvaz, d. ruzdt. 
luh m.s., plank, pi. 'abuidhat, d. 

luhay. 
lul c , pearls, s. luldt. 

CuCdt 

duldt, nation, pi. dawdl. 
mundt, food, d. mundtit, p. munetay. 

CoC 
dol f.s., time, d. doldtit. 
sol m.s., pad for load of head, pi. 

S3wdlj'ds3wldt. 
sor m.s., load, pi. 'dszvar, d. soray. 
kor m.s., pack saddle, pi. 'dkwar. 
gos m.s., side, face (of wall, &c), 

pi. 'dgwas/'dgwasat. 
gor m.s., neighbour, pi. 'dgwar, d. 

(p. ?) goretay. 
qor m.s., depth, pi. 'dqwar. 
frog m.s., elbow, pi. fiazvag. 
liol m.s., year, pi. hawal. 

Co Cat 

foqdt, thorn, pi. 'dswaq. 
qogat, kind of tree, qdwaggi. 

fas m.s., axe, pi. fasat, d. fesay. 
far m.s., small milk-jug, pi. farat, d. 

feray. 
fal m.s., omen, pi. falat, d. felay 

(unfulfilled omen). 
bab m.s., door, pi. babat, d. bebay. 
tal m.s., trap, pi. ta/ai, d. telay. 
dar m.s. property, pi. darat. 
faf c , the grain 'taf, pi. fafat s. 

tafdtit. 
sas m.s., turban, pi. safat. 
kas f.s., metal cup, d. kasdtit. 
kak m.s., crow, pi. kakat. 
gab m.s., vulture, pi. gabat, d. 

gan m.s., owl, pi. ganat. 
gar c , things, s. gan'J. 
ga/ f.s., word, pi. qalat, d. qaldtit. 
mas m.s., stick for cleaning teeth, 

pi. masat. 
maq m.s., cloth, pi. maqat. 
tnal m.s., wealth, pi. malat, d. melay. 
hdb m.s., bag of netting, pi. fiabat. 
halm.s., maternal uncle, pi. fialotat. 
'ag m.s., elephant's tusk, pi. 'ag"at. 

CaC at 

sasdt, side of mountain, pi. sasotat. 
sakdt, spring with grass, pi. sdkat. 
qaqdt, lightning, pi. qaqatjqaqotat, 

d. qaqdtit. 
tnamdt, tribute, pi. mamotat, d. 

mamdtit. 
'addt, custom, pi. 'adotat. 
'amdt, year, pi. 'amotat, d. 'amdtit. 

CaC ay 

watay, musician, pi. wafot, d. 
wafetayjwateyay, d.p. watetam. 

CaCV 

fare c, fruit, corn, pi. fwyat, s. 
faretdt, d.fgretdtit. 

ddhe m.s., sound, pi. 'ddhuy. 
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ca'e c , acacia, pi. ca'etat, s. ca'etat 
(tree)/ca'etay (wood). 

mase m.s., evening, pi. 'dmsuy. 
lake f.s., molar, pi. 'dlhay, d. 

lahetdt. 
'ade f.s., hand, pi. 'addy, d. 'adetdt. 

CaCo 

kabo c , dried dung, s. kabotdt. 
qalo c , roast corn, s. qalotdt. 

CaCa 

saga c , meat, pi. 'dsgay, s. sagdt, d. 
sagdtit. 

dama c , baobab, s. damdt. 
gana m./f.s., child, pi. 'dgdnnit, d. 

ganetdtjganetay, d.p. ganetam/ 

CdCV(t) 

zdma m.s., brother-in-law, pi. 
zdmatat. 

zdga m.s., village, pi. zdgatat. 
laga m.s., young bull, pi. 'dldggit, 

d. Idgetay, d.p. Idgetam. 
hdgo m.s., belt of beads, pi. hdgviat 

hdwdggi, d. hdgotay. 
tdlit f.s., she-goat, pi. 'atal, d. ta/t-

tdt, d.p. 'atelat. 

CiCV{i) 

fiSo f.s., pot, pi. fdwdSsi, d. tisotdt. 
qiiot f.s. .country village, pi. qdwdSsi, 

d. qiSotdt. 
higa m./f.s., speech, pi. hdgdggi, d. 

higdtit/(p. ?) higetay. 

CeCV(t) 

qeto, f.s., arm-chair, pi. qdwdtfi, d. 
qetotdt. 

'edo m.s., skin cushion, pi. 'dwdddi. 
'ela f.s., well, pi. 'dwdlli, d. 'eldtit. 
'esat f.s., back, pi. 'dwdssi. 
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korit f.s., ball, pi. kdwdrri, d. 
feon'iat. 

rfosa m.s., hut, pi. ddzvdssi, d. dose-
tay, d.p. dosetam. 

konat f.s., spear, pi. kdwdnni, d. 
kondtit, p. konetay. 

mora m./f.s., stick (f. 'a nice . . . '), 
pi. mdrdviwi, d. mordtit/ip.?) 
moretay. 

rora m.s., highland, pi. rdwdrri, d. 
roretay. 

CaCV 

'aya m.s., big hawk, pi. 'ayatat, d. 
'ayetay, d.p. 'ayetam. 

CaCaC 

fatah m.s., justice, pi. 'dftahat. 
fadagjfapq f.s., small creek, pi. 

'dfdug/'dftuq. 
faram m.s., charcoal kiln, pi. 'dframj 

'afarmdt. 
falaq m.s., pole supporting roof, pi. 

'dfluq, d. falleqaylfalqay. 
baqal m.s., shoot (of seed), pi. 

'dbqal (plants). 
ba'as m.s., husband, pi. 'db'as. 
barak f.s., knee, pi. 'dbrak. 
bara' m.s., pen, pi. 'dbra'at. 
daras m.s., belly, pi. 'ddrus. 
samat m.s., side, pi. 'dsmat. 
sa'adm.s., strong arm, 'ds'ud. 
salaf f.s., husband's brother's wife, 

pi. 'dslaf. 
sahk m.s., wire, pi. 'dslak. 
samad m.s., door-post, pair of oxen, 

pi. 'dsmad. 
safar m.s., finger-nail, pi. 'dsfar. 
hbah c , fat, s. hbhdt. 
hfar c , manure, s. hfrdt. 
sakam m.s., hoof, pi. 'dlkum. 
hqal m.s., work, 'dSqal. 
sahar/lahartay m.s., evil magician, 

pi. hhdr. 
saram m.s., rain-water pond, pi. 

'dsramat. 
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CaCaC—(cont.) 

ganas m.s., kind, pi. 'agnas. 
caham m.s., jaw, pi. 'dpham/'afhum. 
karan f.s., voice, pi. 'dkran/'dkrun, 

d. karrendt, d.p. 'dkrenat. 
katam f.s., stamp, seal, pi. 'dktatn. 
gadab m.s., wood-axe, pi. 'dgdub. 
gatna' m.s., huge boulder, pi. 'dgdm-

ma'at/'dgamma'dt. 
galab f.s., cliff, pi. 'dglab. 
qatab m.s., leg of bed, pi. 'dqtub. 
qasan m.s., branch, pi. 'dqiun, d. 

qaSfenay. 
qama' m.s., filter, pi. 'dqma'at, d. 

qamme'ay. 
qarad m.s., root, pi. 'dqrud. 
matad m.s., stake, pi. 'dmtud. 
madar m.s., land, pi. 'dmdorj 

'dmdarat. 
ma'al (or 'atrial) f.s., day, pi. 'dm-

'alotat, d.p. 'dm'elat. 
tnahc f.s., herd of goats, pi. 'dmlat. 
nahab f .c , bees, pi. 'dnhab, s. 

nahbdt, d. nahbdtit, d.p. nahbetatj 
'dnhebat. 

nahas m.s., house, pi. 'anhas, d. 
nafiesay, d.p. 'dnhesam. 

'aban f .c, stone, pi. 'abdn, s. 'abbdndt, 
d. 'abbdndtit, d.p. 'abbdnat. 

'azan f.s., ear, pi. 'azdn. 
'azan f.s., section of tribe, pi. 'azan. 
'akal c , corn, pi. 'akal, s. 'akldt. 
'agar f.s., foot, pi. 'agar, 
fomas m.s., bottom of belly, pi. 

hamas. 
hafan f.s., double handful, pi. hafan, 

d. haffendt. 
fiabat f.s., armpit, pi. habap. 
habar m.s., colour, pi. habar. 
hazab m.s., people, pi. hazab, d. 

Aa«26?2>a;y. 
#aga/ f.s., bosom, pi. haqaf. 
halam m.s., dream, pi. halam. 
halag m.s., anklet, pi. halag, d. 

War m.s., sickness, pi. War . 
'a#6 c , cotton, pi. 'atab, s. 'atbdt, 

d.p. 'atbat. 
'asar m.s., gum (of teeth), pi. 'axar. 
'95^6 m.s., leg, pi. 'aqab. 
'amar m.s., life, pi. 'amar. 
'alab m.s., number, pi. 'alab. 
'alag m.s., child, 'kid', pi. 'aiu§. 
raham m.s., belly, pi. 'drham. 
laqab m.s., small cave, pi. 'dlqub. 
lahas c , bark for making rope, s. 

lahsdt. 
wahar m.s., bull, pi. 'dwhardt, d.p. 

'dwharetatn. 

CaCCdt 

karddt, kind of tree, pi. 'dkrud. 

CaCCay1 

ba'ray, ox, pi. 'db'ardt, d. ba'retay, 
'dVaretam. 

ballay, cloth, pi. bdldllit, d. balletay. 

CaCdC 

fafidm c , charcoal, s. fdhmdt, d. 
fdhmdtit, p. fdfimetay, a.fdhmay. 

fardw c , fleece, s. fdrwdt. 
baqdsc, luggage, s. bdqsdt. 
bahdr f.s., pi. 'dbhar, d. bdhrdtit. 
baldq c , big rocks, s. bdlqdt. 
takdk c , bracelets, s. takkdt. 
dabdb c , tilth, s. ddbbdt. 
dabd' c , forest, s. ddb'dt, d. 

ddb'dtit. 
damdq c, skulls, s. ddmqdt. 
daman c , abandoned buildings, s. 

damndt. 
daldl c , umbrellas, s. ddlldt. 
dahdb c , gold, pi. 'ddhub, s. ddhbdt, 

d. ddhbdtit. 
safdr c , tables, pi. sdfrotat, s. 

sdfrdt, d. sdfrdtit. 
sakdk, train lines, s. sakkdt. 
sand' c , science, s. sdn'dt. 
sardr c , sparks, s. sdrrdt. 

1 For others with the ending -ay see under CaCCaC. Only those in which -ay 
must be regarded as the suffix are given here. 
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CaCaC—(cont.) 

sa'dr c , grass, pi . 'ds'ar, s. sd'rdt, 
d. sd'rdtit, p .p . S3'dretam. 

zabdd c , but ter , s. zabddt. 
hfdf c , blankets, s. Saffdt. 
samdm c , black woollen blankets, s. 

hmmat. 
hndf c , haversacks, s. Mnfdt. 
hldg c , handfuls, s. Mlgdt. 
gardd c , straight daggers, s. gdrddt. 
(agar c , hair, pi . 'dcgur, s. cag-

gdrdt, d. caggdrdtit. 
caqdm c , fistfuls, s. iaqmdt, d. 

<&gmd'tt£. 
ga/jdr c , charcoal, s. gdhrdt, d. 

gdhrdtit. 
gandb c , pads pu t under saddle, s. 

gdmbdt. 
gardh c , fields, s. gdrhdt, d. gdr-

fci'ftV, p . gdrhetay, a. gdrhay, d .p . 
gd'rAaf. 

fotd/ c , muscle, s. katfdt, d. foi-
/d'ft'i. 

ford? c , s tomachs, s. kdrSdt, d. 
kdrSdtit. 

kaydm c , tents , s. kdymdt, d. AajJ-
mdtit. 

kazvdk c. (f.p.), black snakes, s. 
kukdt (kawkdt), d. kukdtit. 

qaddd c , growth on body, s. qddddt. 
qafdb c , thorn trees, s. qatbdt. 
qamdl c , lice, s. qammdldt, d. 

qdmmdldtit, a. qamdllay. 
qaldw c , coloured mat t ing, s. 

ga/zud'f. 
qawd' m.s . , crane, p i . 'dqaw'dt. 
maddd c , grindstones, s. madddt. 
ma'ds m.s . , hide, p i . 'dm'as, d. ras-

'dsetay, d.p. ma'dsetamj'dm'esam. 
mahdg m.s . , ho t fire, pi . 'dmhag. 
nahdr m.s . , chest, p i . 'dnhurj'dnhar. 
na'dl{t) f.s., sister-in-law of woman, 

p i . na'dltotat. 
'atdm c , springs, s. 'atmat, d. 

'aimd'fr'f. 
'sJaV c , needles, pi . 'dbdrri, s. 

'abrdt. 
habd'z c , bread, s. fiabbdzdt. 

hagdr c , red ointment of clay, s. 
fragrdt, d. hagrdtit. 

hardb c , ju te curtains, s. ftarbdt. 
fiards f.s., stick, pole, p i . fiarus, d. 

haresdt, d.d. fiaresdtit. 
fialdq c , metal hair bands , s. 

/za/gdi. 
fyawdy c , camel-saddles, s. htiwydt. 
'acdy c , wood, trees, s. 'acydtj, 

'acyay (tree/piece of wood), d. 
'aiydtit. 

'aydb c , sacks, s. 'i&d't ('aybdt), pi . 

'ayd'r c , insults, s. 'j'rai ('ayrdi). 
rakdb c , water-bottles, s. rakbdt, d. 

rakbdtit. 
rasdm c , mounta in tops, s. rasmdt. 
raqdy c , curved sticks, s. raqydt. 
ra'ds m.s . , head, p i . 'dr'as, d. ra-

'dsetay. 

CaCdCdt 

jnahdfdt, railway station, pi . mahdfo-
tat. 

hhdbdt, sweat, pi . hhdbotat. 

CaCaC 

faral f.s., mattress , pi. 'dfarsdt. 
ba'al m.s . , festival, p i . ba'alat. 
takan c , red bugs, s. takenay. 
takay m.s . , pole of house, pi . takyat. 
darar m.s . , supper, pi . 'adarrdt, d. 

dareray. 
safal m.s . , pipe for carrying flour in 

mill, pi . 'dsafldt. 
sagad (or sagad) m.s . , neck, pi . 

'dsagddt. 
sarak m.s . , sandal strap, pi . 'dsarkdt. 
saray m.s . , medicine, pi . 'dsarydt. 
salam m.s . , bullock's h u m p , p i . 

'dsalmdt. 
zafan m.s . , throne, pi . zafanat. 
zalam f.s., rain, pi . zdlayam. 
salal f.s., shadow, image, p i . 'dsalldt. 
sawar m.s . , arms, pi . 'dsawrdt. 
iaqaq m.s . , lavatory, p i . 'dhqqdt. 
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CaCaC—(cont.) 
gdban c , coffee-pots, pi. gabanotat, 

s. gdbdndt, d. gabanatit, p. 
gdbdnetay, d.p. gabanetat. 

galab c , dhows, s. galbat, d. 
gdlbatit. 

katab m.s., book, pi. 'dkatbdt, d. 
katebay. 

karar m.s., window curtain, pi. 
'dkarrdt. 

kalal m.s., wooden hair comb, pi. 
'dkalldt. 

garab m.s., thing, pi. 'dgarbdt, d. 
garebay. 

garan m.s., bracelet, pi. 'dgarndt, 
d. garenay. 

qarab c , skin, s. qdrbdt, d. qdr-
bdtit. 

mafiaz m.s., river bed, pi. mahazat, 
d. mahezay/?nafiazetay. 

naway m.s., herd of cattle, pi. 
'dnawydt. 

'asat f.s., fire, pi. 'asatat, d. 'asetdt, 
d.d. 'asetdtit. 

'agal m./f.s., calf, pi. 'agal, d. 'ageldtj 
'agelay, d.p. 'agelatj'agelam. 

'anas m.s., man, pi. sab, d. 'anesayj 
'anasetay, p. 'anesdt, d.p. sdbetam, 
p.p. sdbetat. 

'awan f.s., time, d. 'awendt, d.d. 
'awendtit. 

hasan m.s., boy, d. hasenay. 
fialay c , poems, s. halaydt, d. 

haleydt/halaydtit. 
hawar m./f.s., small foal, pi. hdwrdt, 

d. fawerdtjhaweray, d.p. hazverat/ 
fiaweram. 

'adal c , celebrations, s. 'adldt. 
'aday c , debts, s. 'dyddt. 
'azal m.s., shade, pi. 'dzalldt. 
rasas m.s., pencil, pi. 'drassdt, d. 

rasesay. 
rakab m.s., stirrup, pi. 'drakbdt, d. 

rakebay. 
rayal m.s., dollar, pi. 'draylat. 
hban c , incense, s. labanatjlabendt, 

d. labendtit. 

OF T H E T I G R E NOUN 

waraq c , paper, pi. wdrdqotat, s. 
wdrdqdt, d. wdrdqdtit, d.p. wdrd-
qetat. 

CaCaCdt 

pyarat, aeroplane, pi. tayarat. 
sagaddt, ascent, pi. sdgayad. 
sagardt, cigarette, pi. sdgayar, d. 

hgardtit, p. hgaretay, d.p. hga-
retat. 

ganazdt, corpse, pi. gdnayaz. 

CaCiC 

falit f.s., calf, pi. fdlayat,1 d. falitdt, 
d.d. falitdtit, d.p. faletat. 

tawit f.s., cartridge, pi. tdwazvit, d. 
tawitdt, d.p. fawitat. 

sa'ir c , barley, pi. sa'ayar, s. 
sa'irdt, d. sa'irdtit. 

fialil m.s., dry river bed, pi. fydlayal. 
inahiz m.s., stream, pi. wafiayaz, d. 

wahizay. 

CaCeC 

ba'er, m.s., half-grown camel, d. 
ba'eray, d.p. ba'eram. 

fadel m.s., letter, d.fadelay. 
satet f.s., rib, pi. stiytat. 
ganen f.s., garden, pi. gdnayanj 

ganenotat, d. ganenat, d.d. gane-
ndtit. 

garet m.s., Muslim woman's silver 
ornament, pi. gdrayat. 

qaren m.s., state, government, pi. 
qarenat. 

CaCuC 

faluy m.s., calf, pi. fdlayit, d. 
foluyay, d.p. faluy am. 

qarui, m.s., money, pi. 'dqrus. 
nagus m.s., emperor, pi. ndggds. 
hadud m.s., boundary, pi. hdddyad. 
'aquq m.s., flat field in valley, pi. 

'dqayaq. 
The feminine of faluy, q.v. 
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CaCoC 

basot f.s., forehead, pi. bdswat. 
qaror m.s., glass, pi. qdrawar, 

d. qarorat. 
nagot f.s., elephant's trunk, pi. 

ndgwat. 
'agot f.s., small earthenware cup, 

pi. 'dgwat. 
'aqot f.s., rope for tying animals, pi. 

'dqwat. 
'ayot m.f.s., lamb, pi. 'ayutj'dywatj 

'dwyat, d.p. 'ayutam. 

CdaCC 

fatal m.s., thread, pi. 'dfdttal. 
farad m.s., revolver, pi. 'dfrud, d. 

fdrreday. 
fdhs c , wood, s.fallasay, d.fallesay/ 

fallasetay. 
bdsah, m.s., young man, pi. 'dbashat. 
tdda' m.s., centre of breast-bone, 

pi. 'dtddda'atl'dtadda'dt, s. ('piece 
of. . .') tdd'etay. 

tdraf m.s., child, son, pi. 'dtraf. 
ddbar m.s., mountain, pi. 'ddbar, d. 

ddbberay. 
tdbal m.s., drum, pi. 'dfbal. 
sdfa' m.s., winnowing tray, pi. 

'dsaffa'at/'dsaffa'dt, d. sdf'etay, d.p. 
sdf'etam. 

sdyaf m.s., sword, pi. 'dsdyaf, d. 
sdyefay. 

zdra' m.s., seed, pi. 'dzdrra'at. 
sabab m.s., lunch, pi. 'dsdbbabat\ 

'dsabbahdt. 
sdfar m.s., hide rope for loading 

donkey, pi. 'dsfar. 
$ara' m.s., teat, pi. 'dsdrra'at/'dsar-

ra'dt. 
sdla' c , infected wounds, pi. 

'dsdlh'atj'dsalla'dt, s. sdl'dt. 
tdfa' c , dung, pi. 'acdjfa'at, s. 

iaf'dt, d. cdf'dtit, p. cdf'etay, 
d.p. cdf'at. 

Sara' m.s., diarrhoea, pi. 'dMrra'at. 
Sara' m.s., stones for retaining soil, 

pi. 'dMrra'at. 
B . 9948 

kdbad f.s., belly, pi. 'dkbudj'dkbad, 
d. kdbbeddt. 

kdlab m.s., dog, f. kdlbdt, pi. 'dklub, 
d. kdlbdtit/kdllebay, d.p. 'dklebatj 
'dklebam. 

kdyas m.s., python, pi. 'dkdyas, d. 
kdyesayjkdysetay. 

gdbar m.s., male slave, pi. 'dgbar, 
d.p. 'dgberam. 

qdbar m.s., tomb, pi. 'dqbar, d. 
qa&fiewy. 

gaaar c , small flying insects, s. 

qddafi m.s., pot for dipping water, 
pi. 'dqdddahat. 

qdlab m.s., wish, pi. 'dqlub. 
qdyad m.s., hobbling rope, pi. 

'dqdyad. 
qdya' m.s., vomit, pi. 'dqay'dt. 
ndfas f.s., soul, pi. 'dnfas. 
mdrag c , earthenware, s. mdrgdt. 
'ddag m.s., donkey, f. 'ddgat, pi. 

'ddug, d. 'ddgatit/'dddegay, d.p. 
'dddegatl'dddegam. 

'dhf m.s., thousand, pi. 'a/a/. 
#a6?Z m.s., rope, pi. fiabal. 
hdrab m.s., water skin, pi. fidrrabat, 

d. hdrrebay. 
hdra' m.s., dung, pi. hdrra'at. 
'dwal m.s., cost, pi. 'awal, d. 

'aweZay. 
waaV c. shells, pi. 'dwddda', s. 

wdd'dt. 
wdkad f.s., time, pi. 'dwkad, d. 

raaMea'ai. 
wdraq c , silver, pi. 'dwdrraq, s. 

wdrqdt, p. wdrreqay. 
wdrafi m.s., moon, month, pi. 

'awam#a£. 

Ca'CCat 
tdbldt, lock, pi. tdblotat. 
tdwldt, table, pi. tdwlotatltdwdlli, 

d. tdwldtit, p. tdwletay. 
sdnkdt, side, pi. 'dsnuk. 
gdbhdt, forehead, pi. gdbhotat. 
'dgndt, nomad's hut, pi. 'dgnotat. 
'drsdt, termite, d. 'drsdtit, a. 'drsay. 

G 
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CdCCdt—(cont.) 

Idhmdt, skin on boiled milk, pi. 
Idhayamjldhmotat. 

CdCCay 

tdstay, bull, pi. tastot, d. tdsteyay, 
d.p. tdsteyam. 

tndrday, point, pi. tndrdddit, d. 
mardetay. 

harmay, robber, pi. hdrmdc/hdrmdt. 

CdCdC 

fdrds m./f.s., horse, pi. 'd'frds/'dfrus, 
d. fdrresdtjfdrresay, d.p. 'afresat/ 
'dfresam. 

fdrd' m.s., branch of family, pi. 
'dfdrrs'at, d. fdr'etay, d.p. fdr-
'etam. 

bdddn m.s., animal corpse, pi. 
'dbdddan. 

basal c , onions, s. bdsldt. 
bdrdd m.s., hail, pi. 'dbdrrad. 
balds c , prickly pears, s. bdlsdt, d. 

bdlsdtit. 
td'mdr c , dates, s. tdmrdt. 
sdbdb c , reasons, pi. 'dsdbbob, s. 

sdbbdt. 
sdddf m.s., button, pi. 'dsdaf. 
sdgdn f.s., ostrich, pi. 'dsganl'dsgun. 
zdbdn m.s., century, pi. 'dzbanj 

'dzbun, d. zdbbendy, d.p. srai-
6e»am. 

zdndb m.s., tail, pi. 'dzdnmb, d. 
zdnnebay. 

sdgdm m.s., struggle, pi. 'dsgum. 
Samdr m.s., penis, pi. 'dsmur. 
sdkdm m.s., beard, pi. 'dSdkksml 

'dZkum, d. sdkkemay. 
gafdr m.s., side, pi. 'dgfur/'agfar. 
gdbdl m.s., dewlap, pi. 'dgbal, d. 

gabbelay. 
Zdbdl c , ashes, d.p. fdblat. 
kdbar m.s., news, pi. 'dkbar. 
kdrdn m.s., mountain, pi. 'dkran, d. 

karrenay, d.p. kdrrenam. 
gdbdy f.s., road, pi. 'dgbuy, d. ga'6-

6ryd'£. 

£<%&> m.s., accident, pi. 'dgdddar. 
gdmdl m.s., male camel, pi. 'dgmal, 

d. gdmmelay, d.p. gdmmelam. 
gdldb f.s., spear, pi. 'dglub/'dgdlhb, 

d. gdllebdt. 
qdtdf c , leaves, pi. 'dqdfpf, s. 

qdffdt, d. qdtfdtit, d.p. qdtfat. 
qd£dc m.s., sweepings, pi. dqdfcdX. 
qdrdf c , bark, s. qdrfdt. 
qdrds c , fe'nrf o/ free, s. qdrsdtj 

qdrsay (tree/wood). 
mdbdl f.s., widow, pi. mdbdlli. 
mdddf m.s., young ram, pi. 'dmdd-

daf, d. mdddefay. 
masdl m.s., image, pi. 'dmsal. 
ndkdk m.s., molar, pi. 'dnkuk. 
'dmdt f.s., female slave, pi. 

'ami/i. 
'fiwar m.s., track, pi. 'asur/'asar, d. 

'asseray. 
Ad"i!wy m./f.s., monkey, pi. hdbuy, 

d. hdbbeydtjhdbbeyay, d.p. Aa6-
beyatjhdbbeyam. 

hdmag m.s., serf, pi. hamag, d. 
hdmrnegay. 

hdwdt m.s., water skin, pi. hazvut, 
d. hdwetay. 

hdgdn m.s., bone-marrow, pi. 

#aga7 f.s., guinea-fowl, pi. hagul. 
hdmdr m.s., gold ornament, pi. 

#amur. 
#d?ya£ m.s., lion, pi. hayut, d. Aaye-

toy, d.p. hayutam. 
'dddd m.s., limit, pi. 'adud. 
'dgdm c , ivory, s. 'dggemdt. 
'drdd m.s., neck, pi. 'arurf, d. 

'drreday. 
'dram m.s., untreated skin, pi. 

'arw?re. 
rdmdc c , embers, d.p. rdtncat. 
IdSdm c , Atw«/ o/ 6J«A, s. lalmdt. 
wdddg m.s., small dry riverbed, pi. 

'dwdddgg, d. wdddegay. 
ivdtdr m.s., heroic song, pi. 'awdt-

tar, d. wdtteray. 
wanan m.s., wild animal, pi. 'dwdn-

ran. 
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CdCdCdt 
mdsdrdt, foundation, pi. mdsdrotat. 

CdCaC 
tdnan m.s., smoke, pi. 'dtenndt, d. 

tdnenay. 
tdlal m.s., ear-ring, pi. 'atdlldt. 
kdray m.s., hyena, pi. karacj 

'dkdrrit, d. kdreyay, d.p. 'dkarri-
tam. 

qdrad m.s., horsefly, pi. qdradotat. 
mdsar f.s., axe, pi. mdsarat, d. 

mdserdt. 
mdgab m.s., inside of thigh, pi. 

magabat. 
tndrat f.s., pond, pi. mdratat. 
'dkan m.s., place, pi. 'dkanat, d. 

'dkendt. 
'drab m.s., antelope, pi. 'drabat, 

d. 'drebay, d.p. 'drebam. 
'dday c , kind of bush, s. 'ddeydt. 
'drat f.s., bed, pi. 'dratat, d. 'dretdt. 
hdram f.s., sin, d. hdremdt. 
wdrat m.s., job, pi. wdratat. 

CdCiC 
nazvid m.s., kid, pi. ndwaysd, f. 

ndwiddt, d. ndwidayjndwiddtit, 
d.p. ndwedamjndwedat. 

$drit m.s., string, pi. sdrayst, d. 
Idritay. 

sdbiq m.s., beestings, pi. sabayaq. 
gdbil c, tribes, pi. gdbayal/gdbilotat, 

s. gdbildt, d. gdbildtit. 
gdsis m.s., maize cake, pi. gdZayaL 
qamiS m.s., shirt, pi. qdmayds. 
hasin m.s., iron, pi. hdsayzn, d. 

hdsinay, d.p. hdsinetam (hdsindt 
quality of iron). 

/zaftV m.s., jackal, pi. hdiaydl, d. 
hdHlay, d.p. hd&lam/hdsiletam. 

hdlib m.s. (?), milk, pi. halaydb. 
hdric m.s., flour, pi. hdrayac, d.p. 

hdrint m.s., man of leisure, pi. 
hdrayam. 

'agin m.s., dough, pi. 'dgaysn, d. 
'aginay. 

ydtim m./f.s., orphan, pi. ydtayam, 
d. ydtimay / ydtimetay / yatimdt, 
d.p. ydtimetam/ydtimetat. 

CdCiCdt 

ddkildt, request, pi. ddkaydl. 
gdzirdt, island, pi. gdzayar, d. 

gdzirdtit, d.p. gdzerat, p.p. gaze-
ram. 

'dsindt, bag, pi. 'dsaydn. 

CdCeC 

sdwet m./f.s., ear of corn, pi. 
sdwyat, d. sdwetayjidwetdt, d.p. 
sdzvetamlsdwetat. 

kdleb m.s., fold, pi. halaydb. 

CdCeCdt/ay 

sdrerdtlsdreray, bird, pi. sdrdyar, d. 
sdreretayjsdrerdtit, d.p. sarere-
tamlsdreretat. 

CdCuC 

sdmuy m.s., trough, pi. sdmayit, d. 
sdmuyayjsdmuyetay. 

sdrur c , dirges, s. sdrurdt. 
hddud m.s., thunder, pi. hddayad, 

d. hdduday. 
hdsur m.s., hedge, zariba, pi. 

hdsayar (hdsurdt, branch for 
making zariba). 

hdbusc, solitary locusts, s. habuUdt. 
'dmur f.s., milk-pail, pi. 'drnayar, 

d. 'amurat. 

CdCoC 

'dbot f.s. grandmother, pi. 'dbotat. 

CdCoCatjay 

tdkobdt, grass mat, pi. tdkayab, d. 
tdkobdtit, d.p. tdkobetat. 

hdromay, bell, d. hdrometay. 

CaCaC 

fargs m.s., horseman, pi. farsotat. 
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CaCeC—(cont.) 

soman f.s., week, pi. samnotat, d. 
samndtitjsamantdtit, d.p. saman-
tetat. 

sahal m.s., shore, pi. sahlotat. 
zabap m.s., officer, pi. zabbap. 
katam f.s., ring, pi. katmotat, d. 

katmdtit, d.p. katmetat. 
kafar m.s., infidel, pi. kafrotat. 
gadam m.s., plain, pi. gadmotat, d. 

gadmetay. 
qaial m.s., little bell, pi. qailotat, d. 

qaSletay. 
fiapsr m.s., hero, pi. haprotat, d. 

hapretay, d.p. hapretam. 

CaCCdt 

faytdt, prostitute, pi. fdtayib. 

CaCoC 

badob c , desert, s. badobdt. 
qalot m.s., echo, pi. qalotat. 

CaCuC 

fanus f.s., lamp, pi. fdwanis, d. 
fanusdt, d.d. fanusdtit. 

babur m.s., train, steamship, pi. 
bdwabir, d. baburay. 

dagus c , millet, s. dagusdt. 
Saiut m.s., chick, pi. idiaviit, d. 

£a£utay, d.p. facutam. 
sabun c , soap, s. sabundt. 

CiCVC 

birob m.s., grass sack, pi. bdwarab. 
tikas m.s., nomadic hut, pi. tdkayas. 

CeCVC 

itepan m.s., devil, pi. lawappan, d. 
tepannay, d.pl. iepannetam. 

mezan f.s., scales, pi. mdtedzzanj 
mezanat. 

fresas c. (?), rancid butter, pi. 
frdwdssas, d.p. ftesassat. 

CoCaC (at/Cat) 

kofydt, Muslim hat, pi. kofyotat. 
qoba' m.s., hat, pi. qdwaba'. 
mota' m.s., sling, pi. mdwdtta'. 
ntoqah m.s., fetter, pi. mawdqqah. 
horammdt, pass, pi. hdzvdrram. 

CoCdC 
foqdy m.s., inside of shoulder, pi. 

fdwdqqi. 
gohdr m.s., diamond, pi. gdvidhar. 
kokab m.s., star, pi. kdwakab. 
kokdn m.s., hollow rock with water 

in it, pi. kdwakan. 
lokdn f.s., antelope, pi. Mwdkkan, 

d. lokanndt. 
mokds m.s., ladle, pi. mdwdkkas. 
hogdb m.s., eyebrow, pi. hdviag'gab. 
'obdl c , kind of tree, s. 'oballdt. 

CoCaC 
sopal m.s., curved dagger, pi. sdtodf-

pal, d. sopallay. 
molad m.s., relative, pi. mdwalbd. 
roian f.s., storied building, pi. 

rdwa&n/rdwd&an, d. rohnndtit, p. 
roiannay, d.p. rohnnetat, p.p. 
ro&nneton. 

roman c , pomegranates, s., roma-
ndt. 

CaCCaif) 
takla m./f.s., wolf, pi. tdkallit, d. 

takletayjtakletdt, d.p. tekletamj 
takletam. 

tagrat f.s., waterpail, pi. tdgdrri, d. 
tagretdt, d.p. tagretat. 

dabba m.d., marrow, pumpkin, pi. 
ddbdbbi. 

dakka m.s., stool, pi. ddkdkki, d. 

«Zga m.s., beer, pi. sdldqqi. 
iakna f.s., hoof, pi. iakani. 
qasla c , font? o/ free, s. gas/af (or 

fosra, kasrdt). 
magda m.s., bonfire, pi. mdgdddit, 

d. magdetay, d.p. magdetam. 
habsat f.s., leather bag, pi. hdbdssi. 
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picture, pi. sa'litat, d. 

finger, pi. 'dtaba', d. 

ball, pi. l&nabbit, d. 

CaCCi(t) 

sa'li f.s., 
sa'litat. 

cab'it f.s., 
lab'itdt. 

pmbi f.s., 
tambitdt. 

qalfi m.s., button, pi. qdldffit. 
•masli m.s., image, pi. maslitat, 

maslitay. 
handi m.s., hoof, pi. hanaddi. 

CaCCe(t) 

dagge m.s., town, pi. ddgdggit, d. 
daggetay, d.p. daggetam. 

sarre m.s., trousers, pi. sdrdrrit, d. 
wrretay. 

garre m.s., lizard, pi. gdrdrrit, d. 
garretay, d.p. garretam. 

qambet f.s., backyard, pi. q&ndbbi. 
'atye f.s., noble lady, pi. 'atyetat. 

CaCCu 

dammu m./f.s., cat, pi. ddmdmmit, 
d. dammutayldammfitit, d.p. <&m-
metamldammetatldammutamjdam-
mutat. 

hllu m.s., squirrel, pi. Mldllit, d. 
hllutay, d.p. hllutam. 

CaCCo 

saqlo m.s., hut, pi. saqallit, d. 
saqlotay, d.p. saqlotam. 

ganto f.s., young female baboon, pi. 
gdndttit. 

'atro f.s., water jug, pi. 'dtdrri, d. 
'atrotdt, d.p. 'atrotat. 

CdCCa 

bafta f.s., strip of white cotton, pi. 
bdfdttit, d. bdftdtit. 

bdlga c , side shoots of sorghum, s. 
fo%af. 

ddbna/ddmna c , rain clouds, pi. 
ddbnatatjddmnatat, s. ddbnetay. 

idgla c , fig trees, pi. Sdgali, s. idgldt, 
d. iagldtit. 

gdrwa m.s., male antelope, pi. 
gdrdwit, d. gdrwetay. 

qdfiwa m.s., coffee, pi. qdhazvi (cf. 
6ww). 

mdrnba m.s., master, pi. mdnabit, d. 
(p. ?) mdmbetay. 

mdnka f.s., spoon, pi. mdndkkit, d. 
mankdtit, p. mdnketay. 

nabra m.s., food, pi. ndbdrrit, d. 
ndbrdtit. 

'dtba c , feW 0/ free, s. 'dtbetdt. 
'drga m.s., tooth-mark, pi. 'drdggit. 
'alma m.s., crocodile, shark, pi. 

'dldmmit. 
'dqba c , fo'nrf 0/ free, s. 'dqbetdt. 
'dnqa c , fe'nii 0/ tree, s. 'dnqetdt. 
hdlqa c , &TK/ 0/ free, s., Itdlqetdt. 
lidmda m.s., dew, pi. hdmdddit. 
tvddna m.s., threshing place, pi. 

wdV/anni'f. 
«>a"ga m.s., monkey, pi. zvd'gatat. 

CdCCi 

mdsni m.s., friend, pi. masanit, d. 
(p.?) masnitay. 

mdw'i m.s., lamentation, pi. » M -
'itaf. 

ra&Zij m.s., God, god, pi. rdbbitat. 

CdCCe(t) 

Mrbe m.s., soup, pi. Sdrdbbit. 
kddbet f.s., floor, pi. kdddbbi. 
hdmle c , vegetables, s. hdmletdt. 
'drwe m.s., serpent, pi. 'arawit, d. 

'arwefoy. 
zodgre c , olives, pi. zvdgari, s. 

wdgretdt/wdgretay (tree/wood). 

Ca'CCo(t) 

fandot f.s., buttock, pi. fdnadi. 
bdqlot f.s., thigh, pi. bdqari. 
darnojdanro m.s., bottom of spine, 

pi. ddrdnrit. 
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CaCCo(t)—(cont.) 

dd'ro c , sycamores, pi. da'ari, s. 
dd'rotdt, d. da'rotatit. 

sdrgo m.s., trinket, pi. sdrdggit, d. 
sdrgotay. 

qdrso m.s., ankle bone, pi. qdrdssi. 
'ablo m.s., hut, pi. 'dbdllit. 
hdbko c , gum, s. hdbkotdt, d.p. 

hdbkotat. 
hdnno m.s., wife's sister's husband, 

pi. hdnnotat. 

CaCCV 
fayta c , bread, s. taytdtit. 
katra f.s., pigeon, pi. kdtarril 

katratat, d. katrdtit, d.p. katretat. 
gafta c , guests, s. gassay. 
raviya m.s., stork, pi. rawyatat, d. 

rawyetay, d.p. rawyetam. 
wanca f.s., drinking-horn, pi. 

vidndiiit, d. wancdtit. 
walta f.s., shield, pi. waldttit, d. 

waltdtit. 
qanci c , straw, pi. qanBtat, d. gan-

citat. 

CeCCV 
derho m./f.s., fowl, pi. ddrdwah, d. 

derhotay/derhotdt, d.p. derhotamj 
derhotat. 

'efro f.s., dikdik, pi. 'dtdrri, d. 
'eprotdt, d.p. 'etrotat. 

CoCCV 
soldi m.s., money, pi. sdladi, d. 

solditay, d.p. solditam. 
mokla m.s., youth come of age, pi. 

makdllit. 

CaCCaC 
dagdag c , land higher than other, 

pi. ddgddddg, s. dagdaggdt. 
dangal f.s., virgin, pi. ddnagalj 

ddndggal. 
darfan m.s., young ram, pi. ddrdf-

fan, d. darfannay (a fine lad), 
p. darfenay. 

darsas c , sandstone, pi. ddrdssas, 
s. darsasdt. 

daldal m.s., bridge, pi. ddldddal. 
ianrab f.s., bruise, pi. Mrdnrab, d. 

gajwaZ m.s., shot-gun, pi. gdndssal, 
d. ganselay. 

qanqan c , weevil, pi. qdndqqan, s. 
qanqannay, d. qanqenay. 

qalcam f.s., wrist, pi. qdldScam, d. 
qalcamdtit, p. qalcemay, a. qalcam-
may (or s., 'piece o f . . . ' ) . 

masgad m.s., mosque, pi. mdsagad, d. 
mdsgeday (mdsgeddt = area for 
praying). 

masdagjmas'taq f.s., cheek, pi. mdia-
dagjmdsataq. 

mankab m.s., shoulder, pi. m&nakab, 
d. mdnkebay. 

mahba' f.s., hiding place, pi. mafiaba', 
d. mahba'dtit, p. mahba'etay. 

ma'pn m.s., water hole, pi. ma'atan, 
d. ma'tenay. 

ma'kan m.s., store, pi. ma'dkan. 
maltah m.s., temple (of head), pi. 

ma/ate/;. 
'angah c , quartz, s. 'angahdt, d. 

'angahdtit. 
'ankar m.s., direction, pi. 'dndkkar. 
hantal f.s., appendage, pi. hdndttal. 
fialqam m.s., throat, pi. hdldqqam. 
'andar f.s., bamboo flute, pi. 'dndd-

dar, d. 'andardtit. 
'ankar m.s., puppy, kitten, cub, pi. 

'dttdkkar, d. 'ankarray, p. 'ankeray, 
d.p. 'ankeram. 

CaCCaC{C)dt 
tankalldt, plait, pi. tdndkkal, d. 

tankalldtit, p. tankalletay. 
pffa'dt, saliva, pi. tdfdffa'. 
dabbaydt, ambush, pi. ddbdbbil 

dabbayotat. 
hnrahdt, dried meat, pi. Idrdnrah. 
gargammdt, wind-pipe, pl.gdrdggam. 
'atfaydt, hearth-stone, pi. 'dtafa'. 
'ankalldt, hill, pi. 'dndkkal, d. 

'ankalldtit, p . 'ankallay. 
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CaCCdC(dt) 

tanhdg f.s., palate, pi. tdnhag. 
dammdl f.s., vengeance, pi. ddtndm-

mal. 
dagldl m.s., tribal chief, pi. ddgdlhl. 
camd' m.s., vampire, pi. ddrdnra'. 
qarqdb m.s., clog, pi. qdrdqqab. 
madmd' f.s., stroke, pi. mddama', d. 

mddma'dtit. 
fiammdm m.s., leopard, pi. bdmdm-

mit, d. hammemay/hammdmmay. 
hammdrdt, baobab, pi. fiammdrotat. 

CaCCaCidt) 

faggan m.s., coffee cup, pl.fd§a§in. 
basfan m.s., garden, pi. bdsapn, d. 

basfenay. 
barmay m.s., grass tick, pi. 'dbar-

mdtlbdramm.it. 
tambak c , tobacco, s. tambakdt, d. 

tambakdtit. 
zannabdt, headscarf, pi. zdndnnab. 
hftay m.s., brigand, pi. Hfattit, 

galbab m.s., veil, pi. gdldbbab. 
mafraq f.s., hole, pi. mdjardq. 
mafgar f.s., exit, pi. mdfagar. 
mafraq f.s., hole, pi. mataraq, d. 

matreqdt. 
masbar f.s., broken limb, pi. mdsa-

bar. 
masfar f.s., crack, p. mdsapr. 
masmar m.s., nail, pi. mdsamar, s. 

masmeray. 
maskab f.s., sleeping-place, pi. 

mdsakab, d. maskebdt. 
masqal f.s., hanger, pi. mdsdqal, d. 

masqeldt. 
masfat f.s., seam, pi. mdHafat, 
maitat f.s., 

malapt. 
makrar f.s. 

mdkarar. 
V makray f.s., 

tear (in cloth), pi. 

, sleeping-place, pi. 

putting place for 
something, pi. mdkari. 

makyad f.s., track, pi. mdkayad, d. 
makyeddt. 

ma'tay f.s., entrance, pi. ma'ati. 
hbbak f.s., window, pi. sdbdbbak, )f mahfan f.s., hot place, pi. mahqfan. 

d. hbbakdtit. 
hnkar m.s., nail, pi. Mnakkar, d. 

hnkeray. 
hmayjUanray c, wheat, pi. Zdrdnri/ 

idrdnrit, s. Sarneydt, d. hrneydtit. 
Zarraf m.s., piece, pi. Mrdrraf. 
(aniay m.s., fly, pi. cdnaccit, d. 

canieyay, d.p. ianieyam. 
carram f.s., bandage, pi. cdrdrram, 

d. carremdt. 
kabbaydt, earthenware vessel, pi. 

kdbabi. 
kassar c , food, s. kasserdt. 
karbag" f.s., whip, pi. kdrdbbag", d. 

karbegdt. 
kartaf m.s., 

kartefay. 
karmad m.s. 

mad. 
karran m.s., group of animals 

separated in hunting, pi. kdrdr-
ran. 

ganday m.s., dry wood, pi. gdndddit. 

place to settle, pi. 

washing-place, pi. 

card, pi. kdrdttaf, d. 

tree stump, pi. kdrdm-

mahdar f.s., 

mafisab f.s. 

mahradi.s., slaughter-house, pi. »w-

ma'rag f.s., way up, pi. ma'arag. 
marqa' f.s., patch, pi. mdraqa'. 
marraq f.s., saliva, pi. mdrdrraq. 
mawhaz f.s., ditch, pi. mdwafiaz, d. 

mawfiezdt. 
naggardt, drum, pi. ndgagir, d. 

naggardtit. 
nassal m.s., tongue, pi. 

nasselay, p. nasseldt. 
nassaf m.s., carpet, pi. 

haggaf m.s., dry creek, pi. hdgdggaf. 
hansai m.s., old grass mat, pi. 

hdndssaf. 
labbtzs m.s., cloth, pi. Idbdbbas, d. 

(p. ?) labbesay. 
laddatm.s., door-frame, pi. 'dldddat. 

ndsdssal, d. 

ndsdssaf, d. 

http://mdtlbdramm.it
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CaCCiC 

masfir m.s., secret, pi. masdttar, d. 
masfiray. 

karbit c , matches, s. karbitdt, p. 
karbitay (a spent match). 

'assit f.s., woman, pi. 'anas, d. 'assi-
tdt, p. 'assitay, d.p. 'ansetat, p.p. 
'ansetam. 

fianziz m.s., cockchafer, pi. hdndz-
Z3Z. 

CaCCuC 

baggu' m.s., sheep, pi. 'dbaga', f. 
bagga'at, d. bagga'utayjbagga'atit, 
d.p. 'dbag'etam/'dbag'etat. 

dabbur m.s., arable hill land, d. 
dabburay. 

Bangui m.s., young man, pi. sdndggal. 
hltut m.s., rag, pi. Mldttat, d. &/£K-

toy. 
karku' m.s., wax in ears, d. karka-

'utay. 
katkut m.s., young bird, pi. kdtakutj 

kdtakit, d. katkutay, d.p. katku-
tam. 

qartut c , corn (maize and millet), s. 
qartutdt, d.p. qartutam. 

ftaskul m.s., small leather bag, pi. 
hdsdkkal. 

hangur m.s., hornet, pi. hdndggar, 
d. hanguray. 

halbub m.s., millipede, pi. hdldbbab. 
'affun c , maize, pi. 'dfdffan, s. 

'affundt, d.p. 'affunat. 

CaCCoC(dt) 

dabbokdt, kind of bread, pi. ddbdb-
bak. 

darbobdt, ant-hill, pi. ddrdbbab. 

CdCCaC(dt) 

tdb'an c , crawling insects, s. £a&-
'enay, d. tdb'enetay. 

tdbbal f.s., grass milk-jar, pi. 'a'fci'6-
foZ. 

ddrham f.s., money, pi. ddrdham, 
d.p. ddrhemat. 

mdftafi m.s., key, pi. mdfatah, d. 
mdftahetay, d.p. mdftahetam. 

mdbrahdt, lamp, pi. mdbarhat, d. 
mdbrahdtit, p. mdbrafyetay. 

mddba' m.s., lid, pi. mddaba'. 
mddfa' m.s., cannon, mddqfa'. 
mdtba' m.s., stamp, seal, pi. mdtabd' 

(mdfba'dt printing-press). 
tndmhar m.s., teacher, pi. mdmhardt. 
mdmfa'dt, profit, pi. mdnaf'dt. 
mdnda'dt, place where nothing 

grows, pi. mdnda'otat, d. mdnda-
'dtit. 

'dm'al m.s., day, pi. 'dm'alotat, d.p. 
'dm'elat (cf. ma'aV). 

'db'ab m.s., grandfather, pi. 'db'abo-
tat. 

'ds'an m.s., pair of shoes, pi. '&-
'anotat, s. 'ds'endt, d. 'ds'endtit. 

hdshas c , gravel, s. hdshasdt, d. 
hdsfiasdtit, d.p. fidshasat. 

'alias f.s., big hawk, pi. 'dldllas, d. 
'dllasdt, d.p. 'dllasetat. 

CdCCdC 

jdrfdr c , fo'nrf 0/ free, s. fdrfdrdt, 
d.p. fdrfdretat. 

tdrkdz f.s., heel, pi. tdrdkkaz. 
ddmbdr m.s., feather, wing, pi. 

ddndbbar, d. ddmberay. 
gdngdr m.s., chain, pi. gdnagar. 
kdmfdr f.s., lip, pi. kdndffar, d. 

kdmfdrdtlkamfdrdtit. 
kdrfdz m.s., part of plough, pi. 

kdrdffaz. 
mdthdn f.s., mill, pi. mdthan. 
rndskdb m.s., dwelling-place, pi. 

mdsakab, d. mdskebay. 
mdshdl f.s., whetstone, pi. mdshal, 

d. mdsfieldt. 
ntdswdd m.s., leather bag, pi. tndsa-

wad, d. mdsweday. 
tnds'dn m.s., loaded beast, pi. 

mds'an, d. mds'enay, d.p. mas-

mdszvdr m.s., handle, pi. mdsawar. 
mdifrdb m.s., rain pipe, pi. mdlorab. 
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CdCCdC—(cont.) 

mdihdr m.s., pot for carrying fire, 
pi. mdchdr, d. mdcheray. 

mdkfdn m.s., shroud, pi. mdkafan, 
d. mdkfenay. 

mdktdb m.s., office, pi. makatab, 
mdgzdm m.s., yoke of plough, pi. 

mdgazam. d. mdgzemay. 
mdqdab m.s., bone of spine, pi. 

mdqaddb. 
mdqtdn m.s., small of back, pi. 

mdqapn, d. mdqtenay. 
mdmfdr m.s., wing, pi. mdtiafgr, d. 

mdmferay. 
mdmbdr m.s., chair, pi. mdnabar, d. 

mdmberay. 
mdmfds m.s., spirit, pi. mdnafos. 
mdnddq m.s., wall, pi. mdnadaq, 

d. (p. ? ) mdndeqay (ruined wall). 
mdhbdr m.s., assembly place, pi. 

mahabar, d. mdhberay. 
mdhddr m.s., living place, pi. 

mahadar, d. mdhderay. 
mdhzdl m.s., sling for carrying 

child on back, pi. mafiazal, d. 
mdhzelay. 

mdhgdz m.s., need, pi. mafiagaz, d. 
mdhgezay. 

mdhtdm m.s., rubber stamp, pi. 
mahatam, d. mdhtemay. 

ma'sdd m.s., sickle, pi. ma'asad, d. 
md'seday. 

mdrbab f.s., fishing net, pi. mdrabab, 
d. mdrbebdt. 

mdrkdb f.s., ship, pi. mdrakab, d. 
mdrkdbdt. 

mdrgdm m.s., curse, pi. mdragam. 
mdrwdd f.s., ring, pi. mdrdwad, d. 

mdrweddt, p. mdrweday. 
mdlgdb f.s., stone side of grave, pi. 

mdlagdb, d. mdlgebat. 
ndggal m.s., young goat, f. nag-

gdlat, pi. 'dndggal, d. ndggelayj 
ndggdldtit, d.p. ndggelam/ndg-
gdletamjndggelatjndggdletat. 

fidngdl m.s., brain, pi. hdndggdl, 
d. fydngelay. 

hdrgds m.s., crocodile, pi. fidrdggas, 
d. hdrgesay, d.p. hdrgesam. 

'dskdr c , soldiers, s. 'dskdri, d. 
'dskdritay. 

'dstdr m.s., sky, pi. 'dsdttar. 
'dggdr c , hunters, s. 'dggdrtay. 
'dqqac c , soldiers, s. 'dqqdytay. 
'dnqdr f.s., palate, pi. 'dndkkar. 
'drqdb f.s., scorpion, pi. 'drdqqab, 

d. 'drqebdt. 
'dlldc c , foreigners, s. 'dlldytay. 
wdlwdl m.s., breeze, pi. wdlawal, d. 

wd'fa/ay. 

Ca'CCa'Ca* 

ddgddgdt, dusty place, pi. ddgdddag. 
sdlsdldt, chain, bracelet, pi. xa7-

mdsddrdt, waistcoat, pi. masadarj 
mdsddrotat. 

'dnsdbdt, sinew, 'dndspb, d. 'dnsa-
bdtit. 

CaCCaC 

bdrrad m.s., tea-kettle, pi. 'db$rddt/ 
bdraridjbdrdrrad. 

tdmsal m.s., reflection, pi. tamdssal. 
ddllallddllalebay c./m.s., agent, 

middle man, pi. ddlalib (or 
ddllal). 

Mqqat c , merchants, s. Hdqqatayl 
sdqqatebay. 

kallat c , earthenware, s. kalletay. 
'dddam m.s., person, pi. 'addamat, 

d.(p.?) 'dddemay. 
'dssam c , precious stones, s. 

'as&mcr't. 
'ang'ab c , teeth, s. 'dngebdt, d. 

'dngebdtit, d.p. 'dn§ebat(cf. nibdt). 
frdrmaz m.s., elephant, pi. hdrdm-

m3Z, d.p. hdrmezam. 
'dnsay f.s., mouse, pi. 'dndssit, d. 

'anseydt, d.p. 'anseyat. 
'drqay m.s., bed, pi. 'drqayotat. 

CdCCiC(dt) 

bdrmil m.s., barrel, pi. bdramil, d. 
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CdCCiC(dt)—(cont.) 

bdrmilayjbdrmiletay, d.p. bdrmi-
lam/bdrmiletam. 

sdkkin m.s., dagger, pi. sdkakin. 
s'dg'it/s'dqlit m.s., pad for carrying 

load onhead, pi. sdqdllit/s'dg'itotat. 
gdmbil/zdmbil m.s., basket, pi. 

ganabil/zdnabil. 
mdskin/mds'kin m.s., poor man, pi. 

mdsakinlmdlakin, d. mdskinay, 
i. mdskindt. 

mdndildt m.s., scarf, pi. mdnadil. 
tndnfig m.s., bow and arrow, pi. 

mdnatig. 

CdCCeC 

mdmfet f.s., sieve, pi. mdndffit, d. 
mdmfetdt. 

'dffet f.s., doorway, pi. 'dfyatj 
'dfdttit, d. 'dffetdt, p. 'dffetay. 

'drket f.s., a measure, p. 'drdkkit, 
d. 'drketdt, d.p. 'drketat. 

CdCCuC 

tdmbuk c , kind of tree, s. tdmbukdtj 
tdmbukay (tree/wood), d.p. ta'tn-
bukat. 

ddrbuZ m.s., Dervish, pi. ddrabid. 
fdrmuz f.s., bottle, pi. tdramuzj 

fdramiz, d. fdrmuzdt. 
sdmbuk, f.s., boat, pi. sdnabik. 
sdmbu' f.s., lung, pi. sdndbbg', d. 

sdmbu'dt (or s. 'a piece of. . .')• 
sdnduq m.s., coffer, chest, pi. 

sdnaduq. 
Mrmut f.s., prostitute, pi. Hdramut,/ 

idramif, d. sarmufdt. 
mdfrud m.s., half-grown camel, pi. 

mdfarid, d. mafruday, d.p. mafru-
dam. 

mdiruf m.s., food, pi. mdlarif. 
mdkruh m.s., evil-doer, pi. mdkarih, 

d. mdkrahetay. 
mdnduq m.s., gun, pi. mdnaduq, 

d.(p. ?) mdnduqay. 

CdCCoC 

gdmrot s., kind of tree, s. gdmrotdt. 
mdskot f.s., window, pi. mdsakut, d. 

mdskotdt. 

CaCCVC 

bayhot m./f.s., jackal, pi. bayhotat, 
d. bayfiotay/bayhotdt, d.p. fory-
hotamjbayhotetat. 

dander c , Az'nrf o/ tree, s. danderdtl 
dander ay (tree/wood). 

gardin m.s., garden, pi. gdradin. 
qandel f.s., small lamp, pi. qandelo-

tat, d. qandeldt. 
'ankel m.s., circle, pi. 'dndkkal. 

CoCCVC 

koskos m.s., pot for roasting coffee, 
p . kdsdkkds, d. koskosayjkos-
kosetay. 

CVCVCV(t) 

badela/badeldt f.s., spade, pi. fozrfe-
latat/badelotat. 

fdlasit m.s., priest, pi. fdllds, d. 
falasitay. 

fdtdna m.s., problem, pi. fdtdnotat. 
daqala m.s., bastard, pi. ddqdllit, d. 

ddqeletay. 
ddbela m.d., he-goat, pi. ddbdllit, d. 

ddbeletay, d.p. ddbeletam. 
sdtdta m.s., grass tray for bread, 

pi. sdtdtatat/sdtdtotat. 
sdqdla m.s., roof, pi. sdqdllit, d. 

sdqdletay. 
kdbdsa m.d., highland, pi. foi'&a-

satat. 
kdbdro m.s., drum, pi. kabdrotat. 
gdzdmo m.s., chopper, pi. gdzd-

motat, d. gdzdmetay. 
gumare m.s., rhinoceros, pl.gtwwre-

garade m.s., scimitar, pi. g&radetat. 
qamifo m.s., pile of grain, pi. 
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CVCVCV(t)—(cont.) 

mdsori m.s., strap-handle, pi. mdsa-
wsr. 

ma&la c , sorghum, pi. mdUdlli, s. 
maSeldt, d. maielatit, d.p. maielat. 

mdcarit f.s., top of jaw, pi. mdcdrri. 
makina m.s., engine, pi. mdkayan/ 

mdkinotat (but mdkindt motor
car). 

ndsdla m.s., robe, pi. nasalatat. 
'agele m./f.s., so-and-so, d. 'ageletayj 

'ageletdt. 
hasdma m./f.s., pig, pi. hdsamatat, 

d. hdsemayjhdsamdtit, d.p. hdse-
metamlhasemetat. 

hdldqa m.s., pi. hdldqatat. 
'dgdba m.s., shield, pi. 'dgdbatat. 
'drdqi m.s., anise, pi. 'drdqitat. 
wasate m.s., minor apartments, pi. 

waSatetat. 
wdreza m.s., bachelor, pi. wdrazit, 

d. wdrezetay, d.p. wdrazitam. 
rdmadi c , quitch grass, s. rdmaditdt. 
yahudi m.s., Jew, pi. 'dyhud. 

CVCCVCV(t) 

dankala m./f.s., &fnd o/ rfeer, pi. 
dankalatat, d. dankaletay/danka-
Idtit, d.p. dankaletamjdankaletat. 

tdrqoba m.s., heel, pi. tdrdqqabj 
tdrqobatat. 

sdlsdla m.s., bamboo, pi. sdldssal. 
sargaya f.s., highway, pi. sargayotat, 

d. sargaydt. 
kdddamit f.s., servant, pi. kdddd-

dam. 
ganda'e c , fo'wd o/ free, s. ganda'etdt. 
garguma m.s., wind-pipe, pi. gdrdg-

gam. 
masmasa m.s., reason, pi. mdsdmmas. 
'dmbdta c , locusts, s. 'ambdtetay. 
'angera f.s., piece of bread, pi. 

'dndggar, d. 'angerdtit. 
'dnkdbot f.s., spider, pi. 'dndkkab, d. 

'dnkdbotdt. 
'arbona m.s., pole of plough, pi. 

'ardbbanj'arbanatat. 

hambaia f.s., wheaten bread, pi. 
hdndbbaS, d. hambaMtit. 

hangora f.s., wooden spear, pi. 
hdndggar. 

hartuma m.s., shin-bone, pi. hdrdt-
tam. 

'dqhama c , black ants, s. 'dqhamdt. 
'amboba c , flowers, pi. 'ambobatat, 

s. 'ambobdt. 
rabba'it f.s., measure, pi. rdbdbba'. 

CVCVCCV(t) 

dara'to m.s., quilt, pi. ddrdra'. 
cdqdmte c , fend 0/ tree, s. Idqdmte-

tdt. 
sagarti c , onions, s. hgartitdt. 
larabbe m.s., glass, pi. sarabbetat. 
karamba m.s., cabbage, pi. karatn-

botat. 
garassa m.s., porcupine, pi. garasso-

tat, d. garassetay, d.p. garalletam. 
modossa m.s., hammer, pi. modo$-

totat. 
mdsdnqo m.s., harp, pi. mdsdnqotat. 
naragge c , bitter orange, s. narag-

getdt. 
hdrabso f.s., blister, pi. hdrabsotat, 

d. hdrabsotat. 
hdrdwya m.s., wild pig, pi. hdrdw-

yatat, d. hdrdwyetay, d.p. hdrdw-
yetam. 

CVCCVCCV(t) 

balddnga c , beans, s. balddngdt. 
barkatta m.s., bread, pi. bdrdkkat. 
cambal'e c , butterflies, s. iambal-

'etdt. 
gdmmdnne f.s., lioness, pi. gdmmdn-

netat. 
gamfalle m.s., thumb, pi. gamfalletat, 

d. gamfalletay. 
mantdlle f.s., hare, pi. mdntdlletat, 

d. mdntdlldtit, d.p. mdntdlletat. 
'dg'arra m.s., herd, flock, pi. 

'ag'arrotai. 
'anqoqho m.s., egg, pi. 'anqdwaqah, 

d. 'anqoqhotay, d.p. 'anqoqhotam. 
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CVCCVCCV{t)—{cont.) 

hdmbarra m.s., navel, pi. hambar-
ratat. 

'armadde c , supporting poles for 
plants, s. 'artmdday, p . 'armed-
detay. 

CVCVCVC(dt) 

bapafiSc, potatoes, s. batapilidt, d.p. 
bdtatisat. 

tdlakam m.s., husband's brother, 
pi. tdlakmotat. 

Mkdnab f.s., pot, pi. tekdnnab, d. 
Sdkdnebdt, d.p. Sdkdnebat. 

gdrdwin m.s., pick-axe, pi. gard-
winotat. 

gdrdwan m.s., big tin, pi. gdrdwa-
notat. 

X maharvoal f.s., hiding place, pi. 
makawil, d. mdkaweldt. 

maierdb m.s., bodkin, pi. mdlarsb. 
mdlasds m.s., fly-whisk, pi. malasd-

sotat, d. mdlasesay. 
'drdbiydt, hand-cart, pi. 'drdbiyotat, 

d.p. 'drdbiyetat. 

CVCCVCVCidt) 

sdlpanydt, enamel pot, pi. sdltan-
yotat. 

gdlldbydt, long Muslim shirt, pi. 
gdlldbyotat. 

mdd'os'at m.s., fireplace, pi. mdd-
'ofatat. 

'gmtnohd f.s., midwife, pi. 'ammol-
dotat. 

CVCVCCVC(dt) 

qdhnqal c , euphorbia, s. qahnqeldtj 
qstenqelay (tree/wood). 

mazargdf'm.s., comb, pi. mdzdragaf. 
tmtdnkab f.s., ascent, pi. mdtdnaksb. 
tndtdr'ds m.s., pillow, pi. mdtdr'as, 

d. mdtdr'esay. 
mahnddh f.s., cut on body, pi. 

mdldnaddh. 
mdkdstdr m.s., brush, pi. mdkdsa-

tar/tndkdstrotat. 
magassay f.s., seat, pi. mdgasit. 
mdgdlbdb m.s., head-scarf, pi. 

mdgdlabab. 
mahangag f.s., scratch, pi. mahd-

nagdg, d. mahangegdt. 
marabba'dt f.s., stone house, pi. 

mdrdbaba', d. marabba'dtit, p . 
marabba'etay, d.p. marabba'etat. 

'dddngdl c , French beans, s. 
'addngdldt. 

hdrdstay m.s., farmer, pi. hdrdstot. 

CVCCVCCVC 

'anqar'ob f.s., frog, pi. 'anqar'obatat, 
d. 'anqar'obdtit, d.p. 'anqar'obetat. 

4 syllables 

hmagalle c , nobles, s, httiagallay. 
Mbdnkdlay m.s., young cattle, f. 

idbdnkdlit, pi. Sdbdnkdlatat. 
cambarra'o f.s., little finger, pi. 

dambarra'otat, d. iawbarra'otdt. 
mdkdydlim.s., measure, pi. mdkayel. 
mdkdrkdhit f.s., knocker, pi. mdkd-

rakah. 
mdkds'kdHt f.s., pot for roasting 

coffee, pi. •makds'akas. 
ntdrawtto f.s., chameleon, pi. mdra-

witotat. 
'dbgahdru m.s., male baboon, pi. 

'dbgahdrutat, d. 'dbgahdrutay, 
d.p. 'dbgakdrutam. 

'uralali m.s., bat, pi. 'uralitat. 
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ADJECTIVES 

The adjectives are listed under headings that refer to the sections of 
§ 8. Since the patterns can be discovered by reference to these sections, 
all the forms are not given, but only the masculine singular form. 
Adjectives which have individual patterns are quoted only in § 8, and 
not restated here. 
Likegazif'thick' §8.i (i): 

sabib 
sdlitn 
qdtin 
qalil 
hacir 

narrow 
black 
thin 
light (weight) 
short 

mdrir 
tndtiq 
rdyim 
rahib 

bitter 
fresh (milk) 
tall, distant 
wide, large 

Like wdglb 'fertile', § 8.1 (i): 

da'if weak 

Like gddud 'barren', § 8.i (i): 

ndqu' fresh (of first water coming from spring after rain) 

Like hdnkts 'with a limp' § 8.1 (ii): 

hdnkil with a twisted limb 

Like kdbud 'heavy' § 8.2 (i): 

barud 
barur 
tarud 
dabur 
dahur 
tdlul 
sadud 
samum 
satur 

le dangur 

daqqub 
saltun 
gdlbub 

ke 'atvur 

ta'um 
hawuz 

cold 
single 
strong 
poor 
low 
wet 
needy 
dead 
unclear (speech) 

'slow', §8.2 (i): 

strong 
quick 
dull (sky) 

blind', § 8.2 (i): 

sweet 
fat 

sagub 
kabur 
gatnus 
galul 
hafun 
rahuq 
'asuf 
yabus 

'addub 
'azzuz 

waqul 

rich 
important (man) 
poor 
foolish 
hot 
far 
double 
dry 

obedient 

high 
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Like bazuh 'many', § 8.2 (i): 
hluh thin 
kafu' bad 
qalu' clear (speech) 

malu' 
ratu' 
rasuh 

full 
right 
dirty 

Like 'akkuy 'bad', § 8.2 (i): 

natenuy {nunuy) a little sorry 

Broken plurals were also noted for 
(class XI gdlayal, &c.) and for sagub, 
sdggdb, &c). 

Like hamaq 'weak', § 8.2 (ii): 

barah light (opp. dark) 
tafah smooth 
dafa' plump (animal) 
safaq quick 
katnal productive (plant) 

Like hayas 'noble', § 8.2 (ii): 

qayah pregnant 

Like cdggar 'hairy', § 8.2 (ii): 

ddbbas hunch-backed 
saffar with long nails 
cdbba' with six fingers 
gdllal brave 

kabud, galul, gamus, and 'awur, 
kabur, and gamus (class XXI 

mahq looking tired 
hada' quiet 
hagal poor 
rakab rich 
rata' fairly well off 

gdbbah with large forehead 
gdnnad strong 
'dddag slow 
'dggar on foot 



APPENDIX 

T E C H N I C A L T E R M S 

S O M E of the technical terms used in this study may be unfamiliar to the 
reader, and others are used in a sense that is specific to the analysis of the 
Tigre noun. For convenience, therefore, a list and a brief explanation are 
given below of some of the terms that may cause difficulty. 

animate. Animate nouns refer to animate beings and are formally defined 
by the fact that their plural forms have plural concord and the same 
gender as the singular forms. Cf. inanimate. 

cluster. A consonant cluster is a sequence of two consonants (phono-
logically), which may be different or the same (a 'double' consonant). 
It excludes gemination, q.v. 

collective. Collectives are one of the derivative classes; they are all singular 
forms, not used with any numerical reference, and formally defined by 
their non-occurrence with numerals. 

countable. Countable nouns are those whose singular form is singulative. 

derivative. The derivatives are those classes dealt with under the analysis 
of the second type of formation—singulatives, diminutives, &c. 

exponent. Phonetic exponents are the phonetic characteristics of a phono
logical or morphological element. 

gemination. Geminated consonants are doubled consonants that are 
morphologically a single radical. Cf. cluster. 

inanimate. Inanimate nouns refer to inanimate beings and are formally 
defined by the fact that their plural forms have masculine singular 
concord. 

lexically quotable. The lexically quotable forms are those which would 
form the 'head' of a dictionary entry . If a noun has a singular form, this 
form is lexically quotable; but many nouns have no singular form—a 
suffixed form is quotable. 

plural. The term is used in three distinct senses, all clearly marked by the 
context, (i) Plural forms, which include broken plurals and suffixed 
plurals, are defined morphologically, (ii) Plural concord, in the category 
of number, is defined syntactically, in terms of concord with adjectives 
and verbs; p. in the abbreviations m.p. and f.p. refers to plural concord, 
(iii) Diminutive plurals and pejorative plurals are derivative classes. 

prosodic. Prosodic relations are those not statable wholly in terms of vowels 
or consonants, involving, for example, 'backness', 'frontness', &c. 
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radical. The radicals are those elements, mainly consonants, that are 
shared by the forms of a single noun. 

singular. The term is used in two distinct senses, both clearly marked by 
the context, (i) Singular forms are denned morphologically, being the 
forms (excluding the broken plurals) that have no suffixes. Singular 
forms may be either collective or singulative in the derivative classifica
tion. The lexically quotable form is not always a singular form, (ii) Sin
gular concord, in the category of number, is denned syntactically in 
terms of concord with adjectives and verbs; s. in the abbreviations m.s. 
and f.s. always refers to singular concord. 

singulative. Singulatives are one of the derivative classes. Some of them 
are singular forms, others have suffixes. They have the meaning 'one' 
(except when preceded by a numeral), and are formally denned by their 
regular use with numerals. 

uncountable. Uncountable nouns are those whose singular forms are 
collectives. 


